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Tbi.1 t•olume is dedicated to the memor'V of m'V late 
lamented wife, Sarah, who departed this world May 9, 
1941. May her memory be ever an inspiration to our 
cbildren and our children's children. 

Havinf!. comPiled these m')' menwirs at an af!.e when 
one feels that one is "an the wa'V bock", -I wish here to 
remember with love the names of my children, and to 
exjrress the hope that the-y will continue the traditians 
of our famil'V in the sfJirit of Tudaism. · 

I mention first m)' oldest son Felix, a~ his wife 
Riva, and their children Goldie, ]acob, and ]udab; then 
my son Daniel, Presently the actual director of both our 
joumals, "The Jewish Daily Eagle" and "The Canadian 
Jewish Cbranicle", with his wife Editb and their children 
Esther and Leib; my son Max, of New York, his wife 
Freda, and their children Leila and Merk; my two 
youngest sons, Moe and Saul, both on Active Service 
in the Canadian Army. May the Lord protect them and 
save them from all· evil, and may they return soon, un
scathed and victorious, Saul to his wife and child, and 
Moe to a reconstituted life. 

I mention U 1ith low m'V dau!{hters, Sot>hie with her 
husband Leon Crestohl, K.C., and their children Myra and 
Harvey; m)' youngrst, Miriam, with her husband Captain 
Abe Cooperbrrg, presently an the battlefront. May he 
soon return to his family to rejoice in his first-barn 
Peter, whom be has not yet seen. 

For myself, I pray to the Lord that it be granted me 
that I may together with my children and grandchildren, 
indeed together with all of Israel, rejoice i:n the discom
fiture and defeat of those ourr enemies who rose up to 
destroy us. 

Finally, I wish to record my gratitude to my beloved, 
young friend, A. M. Klein, who has translated these pages 
with devotion and generous interest. 

'. 

/ 



PREFACE 

For some time now, many of my friends have been urging me 
to put down in writing those reminiscences of mine which so fre
quently revealed themselves in my conversation. At first I took these 
suggestions as but subtle references to my advancing years, and with 
challenging obstinacy delayed their writing until I should be really old. 
A sense of modesty, moreover, held me back from giving importance -
to the details of my life by raising them to be the subject matter of 
a book. What could I have to tell which would add either to the gayety 
or wisdom of nations? 

It was, however, merely a matter of time before I would surrender 
to the importunities of my friends. No part of man, indeed, is so 
vulnerable as that in which resides his desire to perpetuate the in
cidents of his life, the desire to make history out of autobiography. 
Moreover, as time went by, the infirmites to which the flesh is heir 
overtook me; an illness incapacitated me from my usual hectic routines, 
and I could. think of no better way to spend the time of my recupera
tions than by devoting it to a remembrance of things past. 

I would, however, be doing myself an injustice if I gave the 
impression that the only motives behind the penning of these memoirs 
was a desire to flatter my vanity, or an attempt to while away my 
convalescent hours. Of fame I have not a very exalted opinion; as 
the editor of a newspaper, I have seen how it is manufactured. As for 
pastimes, I could think of activities more pious and more becoming· 
to my age and status than mere belles lettres. There was yet another 
reason, perhaps the impelling motive, which persuaded me to put the 
days of my years in print. 

For a number of decades it has been my good fortune to be 
associated with the developing Jewish communal life of Montreal. 
When I tirst came here, I found but the nucleus of a community; 
with the passage of time that nucleus has developed into the flourishing 
entity it is to~day. History, I felt, should know what influences 
brought about this development, what personalities achieved it, what 
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tribulations that community suffered and what triumphs it enjoyed. 
Because I had been the editor and publisher of the Jewish newspapers 
during those crucial years, and therefore intimately connected with 
this development, my life, and the reminiscences of my life, I felt 
could throw considerable light upon these pages of our communitis 
chronicles. Thence might the children of the pioneer generations of 
our community derive inspiration, thence might the future learn from 
the past. 

I felt, moreover, that if I could indicate the manner of living in 
Europe in the days of my youth, it would constitute an interesting 
prelude to the symphony of the New World. These recollections, there
fore, begin from my earliest days, and stop, temporarily I trust, m 
the years of the present. 

These memoirs, therefore, like all memoirs, are intended not as 
history but as materials for the historian. I am not a writer of 
chronicles. If anywhere in the:Aollowing pages I have erred, to be 
sure without intent, in chronology, may the historians forgive me. 
I never kept a diary and my calendars I threw away from year to 
year. Nor have I intended, despite the number of names which stud 
these pages, to compile a who's who. Only those whose names oc
curred to me as rriet,nory prompted and as subject suggested, are 
mentioned; I trust that those whom I have overlooked will pardon 
my unmalicious forgetfulness. As for the general reader, I feel that 
if he can glean out of the record of events here recounted some in
sight into the forces which brought so many of our institutions into 
being, some inspiration from those who moulded our past, and some 
lessons to guide our, ever-developing community, in the days to come, 
I will have been amply rewarded.-H.W. 

CHILDHOOD AND EARLY WISDO?vf 

It would appear, according to family reminiscence, that I was born 
dead. My parents were both over fifty yea·rs of age at the time; my entry 
into the wodd was characterized by no ex-traordinary signs of life; I was 
taken for dead. Unceremoniously my little body was pu't aside, a parcel 
awaiting the undertaker. 

My mother - may she rest in peace!-was wont to recount the miracle 
of my birth in this manner. It seems tha·t on the historic day she dreamed 
a dream. In the dream she behdd her father, who thus addressed her: "Shlfra, 
my daughter, what has come over you? The child is alive; you will yet 
derive from him great pleasure and pride. Send for a doctor." Waking, my 
mother obeyed; the doctor barely anticipated the gravedigger - and that 
long series of events was set in motion which makes it possible for me to-day 
as I near the age of seventy to narrate the marvel of my birth ... 

'This miraculous resurrection, I believe, throws considerable light upon 
the social customs of the day, when parents who at :fifty, having already 
brought ten children into the world, could still afford the adventure of an 
eleventh. When the midwife found it stillborn, there was no great to-do; 
it was simply reserved for a little grave instead of for a little cradle. It was 
only through the internntion of a dream that one was put in mind to 
call a doctor. How many children, however, passed into the great beyond I 
for want of a saving dream? ~·-··~J 

When I was barely three and a half years old, my mother wrapped me 
in my father's prayer-shawl, and took me to my first cheder, where Reb 
Leibish Mega showed me my first aleph and beth. At this moment there fell 
upon my book a shower of raisins and almonds. It was understood that this 
was an angel's reward to me for coming to school. 

Pedagogy, those days, consisted of the simple precept: Spare the rod and 
spoil the child. The kantchik (a child's cat-o-nine tails, ·a kitten-o'-nine 
tails) constituted the cornerstone of the educational system. It was a method 
which struck terror into my little heart, and I have no doubt but that my 
swift progress was motivated by a desire to promote myself out of this 
apprenticeship. I did not remain long with those disciplinarians of my 
infancy. I soon was transferred to a teacher who gave instruction without 
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benefit of chastisements. One, indeed, held me up as a paragon, an example 
to be followed, and entr~ted to me the task af helping him by going over 
with the other pupils the RAsm lesson. 

One hour a day, a Jewish teacher, as distinct from a rebbi, taught me 
Bible. He did not continlre in his profession for long. His rivals of the 
"kantcbik school" soon bruited it about that all he educated were apostates 
and not children of IsraeL I bad to leave his school. It was impossible for 
me, as son of the man who occupied in the town the position of quasi
governmental Rabbi, to continue to take instruction from one who bad 
achieved such a reputation, no matter bow undeservedly. Accordingly, I 
became a pupil of Reb Cbaim "Gander." 

Reb Chaim was a man of parts. He was, first of all, a great scholar; 
moreover, he wrote Hebrew very well, and was employed by women to write 
for them those tropical oriental petitions one sends to miracle-working 
rabbis. He was also able to address envelopes in English and in Russian. A 
man of parts! 

The name of his wife was Sheba, commonly referred to as "Reb Chaim 
Gander's Sheba." She was the proverbial termagant; she so nagged her 
husband, that our love for our teacher was further increased by our com
passion for a continually-persecuted victim. Even his surname Gander, he 
had won for himself by virtue of Sheba's shrewishness. The Rebbe's wife sold
fowl in the market-place; on one occasion a gander escaped from her care • 
Disregarding school discipline, and oblivious to the sacred instruction which 
was being given in the clxJer, Sheba ran to the cheder window, knocked 
upon it, and shouted: "Cbaim! Chaim! May the devil take you, go catch the 
gander!" And ever thereafter Gander was he called. 

It was this same Reb Chaim Gander wha gave me my first lesson in 
practical wisdom. When I was his pupil, I was quite an adept at blowing 
the Shof~~r. I used to give the shat~U~Sh my daily penny for the privilege of 
u!Sing his nmshorn, and after a while ,became such an expert that I could 
blow two ramsboms simultaneously. Once as I was demonstrating my virtu
osity with the ramshorns, Reb Chaim approached me, complimented me 
upon my skill, prophesied that I would yet become a Master of ·the Horn, 
and invited me to his house so that be might that very Sabb:u:h afternoon 
teach me the laws and procedure pertaining to the blowing of shof~~r. I 
walked as if on air. 

Returning to keep my rendezvous with Reb Chaim, I had to climb a 
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hill. At its foot I found a coin of the value of three. kopeks. A treasure! 
Particularly since the last week I had been depriving myself of my daily 
kopek, for the rental of the sbofar. I thought, at first; that a benevolent 
angel had rewarded me for my self-abnegation in the cause of ramshorn
blowing. But then I remembered that it was the Sabbath! And a Sabbath 
in the month of Elul when the very fish in the river shiver before the 
approaching doom of the High Holidays! Could I, then, a coming Master of 
the Horn, desecrate the Sabbath for three kopecks? 

My foot playing with the coin, the thought occurs to me that 
Satan has thus disguised himself to tempt me away from the path 
of righteousness. I decide to go on my way. Perhaps I should make 
a compromise - keep two kopecks, and vow to donate the third 
to charity? I tarry again. I decide against this procedure; it is unworthy 
of a fu•ture sbofar-master to·do his good deed at the expense of a sin! Finally 
I fall upon a plan which will both preserve the Sabbath and the coin. With 
my foot I push the coin up the hill and into a corner against the cheder-waU, 
and cover it with a stone. After maariv I will go and retrieve treasure-trove. 

I came into the cheder, all hot and perspiring. When Reb Chaim asked 
me the reason for my wearied condition, I told him of my find, and my 
problem. All he said was, "When you will grow older, you will grow 
wiser!" 

That same evening, I rushed to my secret hiding-place, and found the 
treasure gone! I was convinced that the whole thing had been arranged by 
Satan who had sought to snare my soul. 

Years later, before I was about to leave for Canada, I went to say my 
farewells to Reb Chaim, then an octogenarian. He reminded me of the 
" " "I '11 ld lik treasure. st1 wou e to know what happened to that coin", 
I said. He laughed. "You see," he said, "I, being your teacher, couldn't tell 
you at the time that it was perfectly alright for you to pick up that coin. 
That's why I told you, you would grow wiser, as you grew older. And it 
was I who took that coin from under its stone - to emphasize the lesson." 

And I had so u>njustly accused Satan! 
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SAINTS AND SINNERS 

One of my earliest recollections, dating back to my Beth-Hamedrash 
days, has remained engraved in my memory throughout the years. Our town, 
it appears, boasted not only its schola-rs, but also its thieves. They were 
organized into a definite band, under the leadership of Yankd Krayofsky, 
who, as a matter of fact, held the whole district in fear. According to 
Yankel, pickpocketing was the best profession known to man. "All one has 
to do is insert two fingers into another's pocket," he used to say, "and 
extract therefrom whatever luck would bring. No great effort is required. 
Yet one can make, thank God, a decent living. Only one dr-.twback does the 
profession have - every lout, every dolt, can become a thief. The vocation 
is being USU'.rped by upstarts!" 

When Yankel approached one of the townsfolk for a "lo:.n'', no one 
ever thoU'ght of refusing. Yankel's gratitude, moreover, was determined by 
the manner in which the loan was extended. Was it made willingly, and with 
a drink of sbnapps to boot, the lender could rest assured that for some time 
to come he would be immune to burglaries and thefts. If, on the other hand, 
the lender showed some reluctance, his future d•ys were bound to be beset 
by mysterious mishaps and unaccounted losses. His fur-coat would suddenly 
disappear; his wife would fail to find her jewellery; his children would be 
waylaid and beaten. To give Yankel his demand, and to give it willingly, 
constituted an· infallible insurance policy against burglary and acGident. 

One Saturday, the service in the Beth Hamidra.sh was interrupted so 
that a meeting might be held to determine ways and means to cope with the 
crime wave. It was decided that a petition should be addressed to the 
Governor requesting him to free the city from its thieves and robbers. 
Immediately after the meeting, however, when the bu-rghers returned to 
their prayers, and the Chassidim to their congregations, the young men of 
the town sallied forth and mercilessly beat up every one of the band whom 
they encountered on the streets. The older folk were so enthusiastic over this 
display of spirit and its success, that a clamor arose among them: "Let us 
get Yankel Krayofsky! Let us teach him a lesson he'll not soon forget!" 

I followed the crowd as it surged towards Y ankel's house. When Yankel's 
wife however, heard the noise of the avenging mob, she ba·rred the door, and 
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with a stroke of ge~ius, got. rid of the encircling cha.ssidim. She simply stood 
h.erself stark naked tn her wmdow. When the pious folk beheld this abomina
tion, they fled in all directions, as if from a devastating fusillade ... Thus 
Yankel saved himself, as is the wont of thieves by hidt'n b hi d ' 
k . . , g e n a woman s s trt. 

. I recall, too, the strange case of Berl Kotzker, the butcher. One Friday 
ntght, as the _townsfolk were entering the synagogue to greet the Sabbath, 
they fou'nd htm, stretched out upon the threshold of the Beth H ·a h 
h . "J I . amt ras , 

s outmg: ews, tramp e me under foot' I have sinned' I hav f d 1 
1, l · · e e unc ean 

mea~ to you. He was ifted from the threshold, and practically had to be 
earned home. That Saturday another meeting >'~·as held, and the Rabbi 
decreed that all those who had bought meat from Berl Kotzker would have 
to have the Kaslnuth of their dishes investigated. Berl Kotzker thereafter 
beca_me a true penitent, fasting every Monday and Thursday, continuaU; 
re.;~mg the psalms,_ and making a living out of teaching little children the 
rudtments ~f learmng. He lived in great poverty all the days of his life. 
When he dted, the town made a point of coming out to gtve h.tm a great 

• funeral. 

When I read to-day an announcement of the Va'ad Ho'] 1 · · 
t h . . r, proc atmmg 
· at so-and-so tS selhng trefah men for kosher, I am put in mind of Berl 
Kotzker, the repentant, and I wonder· "When wt'll the e d 

. · s carcass-ven ors bethmk them of penitence?" 

. l!pon the death of Berl Kotzker, the community, out of compassion fot 
ht~ wtdow and orphans, provided her with some small funds so that she 
mtght be able to take up her position in the market-place, with similar 
unfortunate merchantesses, and sell her cakes and hiscuits T 
the · f . h · · o overcome 

.. rtgors .~ w~nter, t ose women had invented an ingenious brazier, 
a . fire-~t , whtch was placed at the feet, frequently right under the 
sktrt. f\ftsfortune . dogged the Kotzker widow's steps; her dress caught 
fire from the brazter. She cried out in alarm but her e' hb · 
bud d . . . ' n tg or, tt appears, 

ge not; a competttor ehmmated was a competitor less. Other women 
of course, came to the rescue, but not till she had been so badly burned that 
she was confined to her house for several weeks. The misfortune ho r 

· h · b , weve, w~s not Wtt ~ut tts lessing: as a result of the neighbor's refusal to come to 
~rs. Kotzker s help, the women in town decided to boycott her. She was 
tn fact so bo!cotted, and her CU'stom given to the Kotzker widow. The 
boycott was hfted only when the neighbor's husband was murdered by a 
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drunken peasant. That made her a widow, too; and widows one does not 
boycott. 

There were in our town quite a number of wealthy men, de;.lers in 
lumber, grain, iron, who, seeing that there was then no stockmarket by 
which they might become impoverished, retained their fortunes to the end 
of their days. Yet they did not live for themselves alone. One tycoon, for 
example, adopted as his eleemosynary vocation that of a gratuitous circum
ciser. If the parturient mother was particularly poor, he would even add, 
to his free services, a bonus of some guldens. Another Mxcenas devoted him
self to the welfare of the frequenters of the Bcth H aMedrash, seeing to it 
that the students of God's word did not lack for food. On holidays, he vrould 
donate clothes and shoes to the impecunious scholars. 

A third was the accredited Reader of the Scroll in the "cold syn
agogue." The place of worship was so called because it was unheated; there 
during winter one served the Lord, if not with fe1r, at least with trembling. 
Nonetheless, the monied Ba'ai Kora, albeit with chattering teeth, persisted in 
his sacred function, and this despite' the fact that most of the congregation 
had removed to a warmer sy~agogal climate. 

A fou>rth potentate of wealth served, his ignorance notwithstanding, 
as Gabbai in the Beth HaMedrash. When this Jew was later impoverished, 
the congregation still retained him in his office, even going >O far as to pay 
him - secretly - the sum of ten gulden per week. 

One Simchas Torah, it fell to this Gabbai to award the honors of 
"Hakofos'". This is an ecstatic procedure which consists of circling the 
central synagogal platform, bearing Scrolls of the Law. The Gabbai had 
already named for the purpose as many Jews as there were Scrolls. Desiring to 
tell the cantor that he could begin his singing and that the march should start, 
he shouted: "Cantor, dalye yazde!" This, in Russian, is a cry of teamsters, as 
if one were to say "Giddap!" The congregation was dumbfounded at the 
GabbM.'s dubiously-chosen expression. He was removed from office; his 
stipend, however, was continued. Out of mortification, the Gabbai took to 
his bed. Another meeting was called and it was decided to let giddaps be 
bygones, and re-appoint him. He never was Gabbai again. Not long there
after he passed away, departing on his last Hakofa. 

OF ::\[).' LIFE 

]t:STICE A:HoNG To:MBSTONES 

Shidlavtza was extrerDciy fonunate in its rabbi, Rabbi Nathan David, 
of blessed memory, grandson of the YuJ Hakodesh. Accordingly, the town 
was _always full_ of C:,bassidim. When, however, Rabbi Nathan was gathered 
:o his fathers, his children went their different ways; each became a rabbi in 
some different town, and only Reb Zemach was left to minister to the 
spintual needs of Shidlavtza. 

On Rabbi Zemach was v-isited that calamity of which one reads in 
iegends. His son, Zechariah Chaim, suddenly disappeared, and none knew of 
his fate. Some said that he - may the Lord forfend - had come to an 
untimely end, and others averred a worse fate, saying that he had turned 
apostate. 

To many the details of this incident are no doubt familiar from a 
reading of I. J. Singer's novel, "Yoshe Kalb", which is in fact the tale of 
(.hai~, the. son of _the Mirover Rahbi, who vanished without trace, leaving 
.~1s wife ne!ther Widow nor yet spouse. Rabbi Zemach took his misfonune 
·o m_uch to hean that his mind was affected, and for many years the com
mumty had to suffer his lunacies in silence. After all, he was the son of 
Rabbi Nathan David, the grandson of the YuJ Halwdesh, and brother to 
rabbis in the cities of Poland! Su~h a one, one does not send to the asylum 
at Warsaw. 

So I remember one of the exploits of the daft Rabbi Zemach. My father, 
as was already indicated, served as a quasi-governmental rabbi. One of his 
functions was to keep the registers of civil st-atus, noting with statistical 
precisio~, the births, deaths, and marriages in the community. Once a year 
the reg~ster was brought to the magistrate for verification. My fa'!iher used 
also to tnvel every year to the chief-place of the district for the examina
tion of conscripts; in fact, when the doctors and officials were divided on the 
question: "To conscript or not to conscript," it was he who had the deddine 
vote. -

One day a Jew of a neighboring settlement came to town for the pur· 
pose of burying his child, and required, accordingly, a certificate from my 
father. It was given, and an entry made, indicating that the child was to be 
buried over its grandfather's grave. A year passed, and my father found 
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himself again in the chief-pla.ce of the district for the annual -conscription 
business. Suddenly there arrived a complete commission of doctors, officials, 
and police. They had come to investigate a reporn that the father of the 
child bad himself murdered his infant. They wished to exhume the babe, 
and perform an autopsy. They turned to my father to find where the child 
was buried. 

I was then about eleven years old, still went to the Beth HaMeJrasb, 
but, in my father's house, I was the registrar de facto. When I came home 
that day, 1 discovered the house full of waiting officials. I quickly got OU't 

the Register of Deaths, and indicated that the child was buried over its 
grandfather, whose grave boasted a monument, and that it was located in 
such and such a place. 

The commission repaired to the cemetery. The mother of the child 
followed, weeping. The whole town was out, including the mad Rabbi 
Zemach who turning to the weeping mother, shouted: "Woman, why do you 
weep? Look aloft, and see your child flying in heaven. He has fled his grave 
wherein the commission will find only death!" The grave was dug, and was 
found empty. Nonetheless, the gravedigger swore that he distinctly re
membered burying the child in that spot. 

Among the doctors of the commission was one reported to have been 
an apostate. He it was who ordered the neighboring graves opened. Perha~s 
the gnvedigger was in error. Accordingly, several other graves were dis: 
turbed. Still no child! Continue, ordered the apostate. At this juncture Rabbi 
Zem.ach innervened. "Mesbu:m<JJ", he said, "have I not already told you that 
here you will find death, but no child!" Hardly had he spoken, and a huge 
stone tore itself away from the wall of the cemetery, crashing on the doctor's 
skull. He died the same day. The government officials ordered the cessation 
of further ,gravedigging, returned to our house, made a record of their 
proceedings, and departed, taking with them the registers. 

Further details touching the apostane doctor's death were revealed later; 
and now they can be told. It appears that Krayofsky, the leader of the local 
thieves, was a descendant of Aaron the high-priest, a Cohen - and a Cohen, 
even a thief, will not pollute his hereditary holiness by treading on cemetc:rr
ground. Accordingly, when the gravedigging took place, he stood watching, 
together with other cobanfm, from the unpolluted side o£ the cemetery wall. 

What' happened was that when the apostate-doctor ordered the con
tinuation of the digging, Krayofsky vehemently kicked the wail - with 
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sad results for the mesbumoJ. Many knew at the time the true circum
stances of the incident, but did not dare repeat their knowledge. They 
preferred rather to interpret the whole affair as a miracle, a divine interven
tion visiting poetic justice upon a wanton disturber of the dead. 

After the lapse of a month our registers were returned, with a letter 
urging greater circumspection in making the entries. The father oi the 
missing child, of course, was vindicated. But Rabbi Zemach was ordered by 
the Government to an institution for the insane. There, in Warsaw, he passed 
on to the Great Lucidity, escorted to his last rest by a host of relatives and 
Cb.rssidim, to whom his aberrations in life were no reason to deprive him of 
his honors in death. 
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CHASSIDIM 

Our town boasted Chassidim of all kinds, types, and varieties, including 
the Chassidim of Radzimin who wore tzitzith with a blue pendule. Each 
group of Chassidim constituted almost a separate sect; and consequently, 
the town was never dull for want of a dispute. The quarrels usually reached 
their height when a rabbi or a shochet had to be chosen. Each group put 
forward its own candidate, or better expressed, the candidate recommended 
by its Rebbe. The disputations, indeed, became so violent that frequently 
the Governor would have to intervene, setting up a regular election machin
ery, su-pervised by the Mayor and police. After the election, it would he the 
Mayor who would' proclaim that so-and-so had been duly chosen as rabbi or 
as shochet. This was rare in the case of a sbochet, however, because usually 

the latter would owe his appointment to hereditary right. 
The political Iervor usually subsided after the elections, although it 

never did happen, within my memory, that all the Chassidim were content 
with the outcome, particularly in view of the fact that the average Jew, 
the hoi polloi, ~nncho, also had its vote, and their taste in rabbis never 
coincided with that of the Cha.ssidim. Accordingly, the latter were invariably 
disappointed while the former, the working-class, arranged festivities to 
cdebrate their victory over the Chassidim and other "spiritual snabs" who 
segregated themselves from the masses. It was, in fact, a veritable class-war! 

There was, of course, a third group in the community, neither Chassidic 
nor proletarian. It consisted simply of unattached respectabilities, men of 
proper-ty and of substance. Among those was the father of Chono - the 
well-known Chono, notorious for his ubiquity at Zionist Congresses and 
for his big feet, unparallelled in Jewry. Chono's father, Reb Levi Moses 
Majewesky, owned a weaving-factory, where the peasants brought their 
wool to weave into cloth and checkered aprons. He was a worthy of the 
town; he prayed in the Great Beth HaMedrash and owned a Mizrach seat. 
He was the proud possessor of a silk capvta which he wore on Sabbaths and 
Holidays. In fact, he dominated the synagogue, even as his son later dom
inated Zionist Congresses. When I returned to Shidlavtza in 1921, Reb Levi 
Moses was my principal advisor and counsellor. It was he who apportioned 
my little philanthropies, determining who should get more and who less; and 
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giving reasons. Although newspapers were rarely see · h . n m our ome town, 
mll one could •lways find in Reb Levi Moses' poss · of H ess10n, a copy a-
Tzefirah, full of revelations as to what was happening to Jews throughout 
the world. When I nrst saw that J·ournal at th t t' ill 'd d - J rme st cons1 ere 
somewhat taboo for the pious - a <>reat des1're rose · d be . . . o m me some ay to 
a contnbutor to 1t. I d1d not then imaoine tha· I wo Id d . o· • u en up JS a news-
paper propnetor. Perhaps it was out of the Ha-Tzefiral L 1 · h 

~ ve ongmg to t e 
father of Chono of the big feet that there was bor th b' · h" h , n at am 1t10n w 1C 
realized itself seven years after I came to Montreal. 
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OF SABBATHS AND oF HoLY DAYS 

Apart from Chassidim, workers, and men of property, our town had 
yet another caste - Jews who went idle all week long, waiting only _for 
W ednesd~y, the fair-day, when they could go to the market and negotiate 
some little profit on ,a, transaction involving wheat, or fowl, or a bag of 
potatoes. With the few pennies which they earned in this fashion, they 
supported themselves all week. Others there were who were too impatient 
to wait for the financial Wednesdays; those went travelling from village to 
village, buying a calf or hides from the peasants, and bartering them for · 
clothes or a pair of pants. Thus, they spent the whole week in hustle and rush, 
returning tired and weary to meet the Sabbath. The spirit which motivated 
them is best expressed by Heine-"All week a dog; on the Sabbath a prince!" 

These vill~ge-merchants were called "runners". It was, considering the 
territory they covered for the little they earned, an apt name. Yet, when 
the Sabbath arrived, these were changed personalities. Who to-day can evoke 
that Sabbath atmosphere, the holy Sabbath pleasure which enveloped the 
two hundred and forty-eight organs and the three hundred and sixty-five 

nerves of the Jewish body? 
On Friday, as soon as the bath-house "whistler" whistled his call to~ 

ablutions, one could see them hurrying, the "runners", hastening to steam 
themselves for the greater glory of the Sabbath! Some brought along their 
own pails and besoms; others rented the paraphernalia for a kopek. What 
ecstatic steaming and vaporizing went on upon the lofty bath-house benches! 

- Certainly he who has not heard a Jew groan from behind the clouds of 
steam, has never heard a groan of pleasure. And then the scratching and 
the whipping with the besorns! Purified, anointed, cleaned of all dross, one 

emerged, ready to receive the Holy Sabbath. . 
Returning home, one took a snack of tzimes, or of fish (if ava1lable), 

partook of the festive meal. On the Sabbath day the procedure is repeated
. an early visit to the mikveh, synagogal service, and meals worthy of the 
descendants of King David, followed by the singing of zemiroth, in Hebrew. 
When the song reaches its height, one breaks into Yiddish, clapping one's 
hands, and crymg: "We thank you', thank you, our sweet Lord!" The climax 

is reached in the afternoon nap. 
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Rising from one's sleep, one repairs again to the synagogue, this time 
to catch up on the latest news. Some sit intoning over a holy book, or 
reading the psalms. Others listen to the Rabbi, expounding the Sedra of 
the Week, or the Ethics of the Fathers. Chassidim go to their chapels, if 
I may call them such. to relate each the wonders of his own Rebbe. This 
competitive narration goes on until the Sabbath dwindles into evening. 
In heaven, the cry already goes forth: "Return, ye wicked, to your hells! 
The Sabbath is over!" And those below upon the face of the earth, return 
also from their Sabbath Eden to their weekly gehenna. Vanished is prince
liness, slavery is their lot once more ... 

The same spiritual uplift which characterized the Sabbath, also charac
terized the High Holidays. Who can forget the feeling of awe and impending 
justice which took hold of all Jewry during the preceding month when, to 
the accompaniment of the Shofar blast it was announced: "Jews, the month 
of Ellul has arrived! Repent!" The cemeteries were suddenly full of people 
who came to the graves of their ancestors to ask them to intercede on their 
behalf before the Heavenly Throne. The fear of the Day of Judgment grew 
with the passing of the days af Ellul. And there were many things, touching 
the new year, which evoked fear and anxiety: the possibility of new laws 
passed by the regime against Jewry; the reality of the cold winter; the 
necessity of woollen clothes for the coming days of frost. Even the rich 
trembled at the approaching Doomsday. If ever they could be persuaded 
into extending loans and giving charity, this was the month. 

Yet upon the arrival of the Holy Day itself, all personal worries, even 
commu'nal worries, seemed forgotten. One was no longer a denizen of the 
earthly sphere; one had to do with celestial justice. When the cantor began 
his, "Lord, behold me, Thy poor servant," a great cry and dlulation rose from 
women and children. Upon the incantation of the "U'nsaneh Toikef", it 
veritably rained tears. It was a weeping which was thoroughly enjoyed. 
Indeed, after the completion of the afternoon service, one did not rush home, 
as some are wont to do nowadays, but one stayed until after minchah, and 
then departed, for the holiday meal, which was both pabulum and ritual. 

Nor did one eat of one's blessings alone. Everybody had guests for 
yom-tov. There was such a pilgrimage of guests to our town for the period 
of the Holidays that business during these weeks appreciably improved. The 
"runners" did not have to go coursing over the countryside to make their 
'1\·orld-shaking transactions; they could stay at home, right through the Ten 
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Days of Repentance, and even until after the Feast of Tab.ernacles, and 
deal with the ru'stic guests in fowl, chicken-fats, eggs, vegetab,es. But after 
the feast of The· Rejoicing in the Law everything went back to normal 
again. Again the daily anxieties, again the continual pursuit of an ever

elusive parnasa. Yet one lived, one married off children, one pass.ed one's 
<lays. In the teaching and doctrine of God's Torah, one even luxunated. So 
a generation came, and so it went. The forms of life remained the same. 
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:0.1Y F.\THER REFUSES TO DRINK \VATER 

A new era was dawning. Young folk began to use such strange ex
pressions as "liberty", "modernism". The able youngsters of the town went 
c;.ff to Warsaw or to Lodz; some thought of England and America. From 
their new homes they would send to their parents the few roubles which 
they could spare; when they came back for a visit, they were a marvel to 
behold-they were dressed as if they were somebodies, and they spoke only of 
socialism and the new world. Into the homes of their elders they brought a 
feeling of awed perplexity. 

There would come a time, when I too, would go to seek my destiny in 
Warsaw. For the time being, I was the one who actually performed my 
father's duties of registrar of acts of civil statu'S. My studies, of course, 
were neglected. But I was, so to speak, my father's right hand. I would, of 
course, wish that this record and these memoirs be as impartial as it is 
humanly possible. Yet, among so many interesting personalities, I would be 
remiss in my autobiographica·i, if not in my filial duties, if I did not say a 
word about him who gave me life, who was himself no mean scholar, and to 
whom I owe whatever journalistic talents I may have. 

In his youth, my father was a Chassid of the Radshitzer Rebbe, Reb 
Ber. Periodically he would go on pilgrimage to his court, getting to his 
destination not on any vehicle, forsooth, but literally on foot. And when he 
arrived, after the long peregrination, he would, as would every other 
Chassid, be full of awe and misgivings even before he turned the bolt on the 
Rcbbe's door. Didn't the Rebbe know the inmost thoughts of the human 
heart? Was he not aware even of the most secret of transgressions? One 
stood at hi~ threshold, and trembled. 

My father was not wealthy. When he married my mother he did not 
receive the usual dowry. My mother was of the stock of the Rebbe of Ra
dishetz, and it was considered that her pedigree was sufficient dowry. After 
his marriage, my father tutored adult boys, but seeing that his pupils were 
Chassidim, his knowledge of Hebrew and Russian was held a handicap rather 
than an asset. He also acted as cantor for the High Holidays in the nearby 
viUages; as a matter of fact, he settled in one of these hamlets, and there 
l was born. When I was two years old, my father was named Crown Rabbi • 
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The fact was that he did not really hold that quasi-governmental office, but 
he actu'ally performed its services. No doubt a compromise was made when 
he was titled the "Magisterial Beadle". Part of his salary was paid by 
Government, about one hundred gulden a month - seven dollars and fifty 
cents in contemporary exchange - and a similar amount he earned by way 
of fees for entries made in his registers. He was appointed to the office for 
three reasons. First, he was a scholar; secondly, he knew Polish and Russian; 
and thirdly, rhe lay religious leader was a friend of his youth. They had both 
studied ·at the same yeshivah, had :both starved together. When the com
munity gabba rose to his high eminence, he did not forget the companion 
of his early days. 

Towards the end of his life, my father had ceased to frequent the court 
of rhe Rebbe. Often I had tried to query him :llbout this, uut he always 
evaded my question. One Saturday afternoon, as we were studying Midrash 
together - all week I studied at the school, but on Sabbath after
noons, after his nap, my father would teach me a piece of Midrash -

, I put the question to him again. Why, when he was young, had he travelled 
to the Rebbe, even on foot, and to-day, when he could afford conveyance, he 
did not make his pilgrimages any more? 

"You know, my son", he answered, "it is better not to discuss su<ch 
matters, because out of much discussion comes much foolishness." He then 
continued with a parable. "Sometimes it happeps ~t a festivity, a wedding 
or a bethrothal, that when the sbnapps has been all consumed, a practical 
joker fills an empty shnapps-'bottle with water, and goes to the table to 
stand treat. Who wants a drink of shnapps? he says. Somebody extends his 
glass, and the prankster fills it with water out of the bottle. Then, if the 
duped one is clever, he will after he has quaffed his glass and realized that it 
was water, cry out "L'Chaim! A splendid shnapps!'' Th.: fool, however, will 
spit it out, splutttering: "Phew, its water!'' When I used to go to the holy 
Reb Ber, I knew he was a zaddik, a saint; to-day, however, most of the 
Rebbiim are - water. I don't care to come under the category of the fool 
who announces to the whole world that he has been duped. I prefer to' 
swallow what I am told. But to go expressly to drink what I know before
hand is mere tasteless water- that I will not do as long as I have shnapps 
to drink!" 

My father was physically a weak man, and towards the end of his life, 
he was bed-ridden practically every winter. This, indeed, was one of the 
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principal reasons for my assumption of his governmental prerogatives. When 
he passed away I was only fifteen years old. It was then that I decided to 
tare forth from my home-town, leaving my mother in the care of my older 
brother - who is to-day a resident of ·Palestine - and to go to the great 
metropolis of Warsaw. · 
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MEN ABOUT TowN 

My townlet was, taken by and large, no different from hundreds of 
such which dotted the plains of Poland. Each had its "characters", individu
a-ls who emphasized in their personality either some excessive virtue or some 

inordinate vice. Thus there were very pious Jews, so remote from worldly 
affairs, they knew not how to distinguish one coin from another, and there 
were also thieves to whom their profession, chosen by dint of poverty, had 

become an art by reason of talent. . 
There was, fer example, Simchah the Thief. When I knew h1m, he 

must have been already over si..'tty. All day he would spend in the synagogue, 

praying, reading_ the psalms, going over a chapter of the ~entateuch. A~ t~e 
cantor sang out his antiphonies, he never failed to reply w1th an enthus1ast1c 
"Blessed is He, blessed is His Name!" On Sabbath he was dressed in all the 

siiks of piery, a saint. . 
This was in the day-time. But when the sun set; he was a thief. No 

man could pick a lock like he. 1f there were no locks to pick in town, he 

went into the village. On several occasions, as a matter of fact, he spent 
time in jail, both days and nights; but as soon as he was lib~rated, he was 
always back at the old routine - sunshine for Torah, moonhght for theft. 

Wnen he was reproached because of his exploits, "Simcha, how can 

you permit yourself such things, a pioU's Jew like you an ordinary _thief'> 
he would always answer, "Tell me, who has a better .way of earmng ~s 
livelihood than 1? The Lord in His infinite wisdom, ordams every year, at 1ts 
beginning, who shall earn a living and who shall lose it, and no dou.bt for me 
He has written down that 1 should earn it from those who lose 1t. Really, 

I only perform a heavenly mission." 
There was also the unforgettable Reb Kalman. While his wife hustled 

and bustled in the market-place, earning a meagre living for her husb~nd 
d children he was concerned with loftier things; he looked a•fter chanty. 

an ' h be . 
Immediately as he was through with his morning prayers, e gan Circum-
ambulating the town in quest of alms for the poor. All day long he wou•ld 
be englged in his holy mission, and at night he would dispense the collected 

alms to the poor and the needy. . 
A strange custom Reb Kalman !Hd. The first two kopeks which he 
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coilected every day for charity, he would spend to b\iy a drink of shnapps -
for himself. Nor did he keep this misappropriation of public funds a secret. 
Everybody knew how Reb Kalrmn got his "l'chaim". 

Folks would reproach him: "Reb Chaim, how can you do such a thing? 
The money, after all, belongs to the poor, and you drink away two kopeks 
of it daily! How can you permit yourself such a breach of trust?" And 
always he had the s·ame sincere and ingenious answer. "You see", he would 
say, "I have a special reason for this procedure. Everybody knows that I 
don't work, and 1 live on my wi•fe's earnings. I wouldn't be surprised, 
therefore, to learn that people suspected me of using public funds to meet 
my household expenses. But if people really did entertain such a notion, they 
would be committing the heinou'S sin of "suspecting the innocent", a sin 
for which Heaven assigns great penalties. Rather, therefore, than have a 
whole community fall into such an error, I actually do appropriate for my 
own purposes two kopeks per day. It's true that I myself thus commit a 
minor transgression, but I save a whole community from heavenly punish
ment!" 

Every town, it appe1rs, must have a town-fool, a municipal lunatic, 
a communal half-wit. Shidlovtza, however, had to share its half-wit, 
Mordecai, with the neighboring hamlets. The fact was that this Mordecai 
was restlessness itself; he never would remain for long in any single place. 
Wandering from village to village, he was soon notorious throughout Poland 
- that is, throughout the hamlets of Poland - the large cities he carefully 
avoided. He couldn't stand their modern inventions. Under no circumstances 
would he drink water from a tap; it ·was a contraption he could not under
stand. For him, only the spring water, pure and undefiled! Several miles 
outside of town there was ':1 well, much favored by Mordecai. In the hot 
summer days he would repair thither to quench his thirst. Returning, his 
throat would go parched again, but instead of coming into town for a 
drink, he would walk back to the well. It was not uncommon for him to 
spend a whole July day, walking to and fro between the well, raising a 
thirst, and quenching it, over and over again! 

Such his drink; his food consisted of the handouts of the charitable. 
As for clothes, he couldn't tolerate whole garments. When somebody per
chance gave him such a suit, unpatched -and untorn, his first job was to tear 
it to tatters. "Whole garments", he said, "suited only tihe snobs of Warsaw." 
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And what he left untattered, was completed for him by the street-gamins, 

.:.lways to be seen following his peripatetic course. . . 
From his peregrinations through the villages of Poland, Mordeca1 m-

variably returned with new cantonal tunes. He had a good voice, and ~pon 
the slightest provocation would trill forth with some fancy tremolos p1cked 
up in remote pu:ts. It was uncanny, sometimes, to h~ hi~, in the dead. of 

night singing in the synagogue court, at the top o£ his voice . .fhe m,anner of his marriage, was macabre. An epidemic had 

sj)read through the town. It was felt, by virtue of som~ im.memo~al 
superstitiOn, that if Mordecai was married to a half-wit hke. hun
sdf the epidemic would cease. The wedding ceremony, according to 

tradition, took place on the cemetery. It was a grim business, w~th the w~ole 
town turning out to see Mordecai declare his spouse sanctified to him, 
according to the laws of Moses and of Israel. Butt in dd1:ance of that law, 
Mordecai left his wife soon after, to set forth again upon his periodic 
wanderings. His wife died. When reproached, Mordecai would say: "No, 
she's not dead, I don't believe it.'• There was 'always method in his madness. 
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'YIY ARRIVAL IN \VARSAW 

It is now more than fifty years since I arrived in the great metropolis 
of Poland, then a hive of activity, and not the charnel-house to which it 
has been reduced to-day. After a number of vicissitudes, I fin<ally picked 
the business which was to give me sustenance for many years, a wine
emporium. It was not long before I knew about brands and ages, and tastes 
- a veritable vintner and connoisseur! 

Nonetheless, despite my pre-occupation with mercantile pursuits, the 
longing for the old life never left me. I was alW<ays beset by a nostalgia for 
the beauty and holiness of the Sabbath and Holidays of Shidlavtza. Nor was 
I alone in my desires. Others there were to whom the theatres, the cafes, 
and the clubs of Warsaw held no charm. Together we discovered a little 
synagogue on a side street, known as the "Congregation of the Students of 
Torah", where young men would pass the evening hours in study of Holy 
Writ. Some murmured over pages of Gemora, and others read the Pentateuch 
and the commentary of Rashi; both groups were instructed by two brothers. 
I became a member of the congregation. A peculiar characteristic of this 
synagogue was that its charter did not provide for the right to study. 
Whenever the police would pass by, all the students therefrom would change 
from Gemora to the Book of Psalms, and begin the intonations of prayer. 
Apparently, under the regime, one was allowed to pray, but not to think. 

The Great "Chafetz Chaim", outstanding scholar of his generation, 
used to stay, when he would come to Warsaw to have his books published, 
at the home of one of our teachers.Naturally, he would go for synagogal 
service to our Congregation. It was here that we young men once sought to 
interest the scholar and saint -in a sweepstake! Lotteries were common in 
Warsaw, and we felt that if we had the heavenly merit of the Chafetz 
Chaim sharing our ticket, we would surely win. The Chafetz Chaim was 
most reluctant. "I don't want to win," he said. Nonetheless, we. persuaded 
him to contribute twenty kopeks. We lost. On the following day, we har
rassed him again into beComing a partner. We lost again. On the third day, 
he said: "Leave me in peace, children, you see that you are losing because 
lucky number! 
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Warsaw was at that time a great city, not only in Poland, but in Israel. 
It was dot~ed with synagogues, houses of study, philanthropic institutions. 
On the other hand, it had its seamy side, too. Jewish Warsaw did not hck 
for thieves and charlatans. Even as our home town had had its gang-leaders, 
so too, Warsaw had its Chatzkel Spiegelglass, and his retinue of thieves and 
blackmailers. Their favorite technique was to approach a man of substance, 
and tell him: "Sir, you have insulted us! The insult will cost you 'so much 
and so much'." If the victim paid up willingly, rhere was an end of the 
matter; if, however, he was reluctant, he was made to pay for his "insult" 
by injury, and finally, beaten and bleeding, would pay the stipulated sum. 
Warsaw, indeed, was a conglomerate city, with its Chafetz Chaim, and 
l'havdil, its Chatzkel Spiegelglass. 

In the rear of my wine-emporium, there was the Saxon Garden, in one 
of whose booths there was sold a certain mineral water which attracted 
many invalids who every morning would get their drink, take their stroll, 
and then rest on llhe park--benches. The venerable Chaim Selig Slominsky, 
the editor of the Hatzefirah, and the late Nahum Sokolow, then a young 
man, were frequent visitors to the park. I loved to listen to their conversa
tions, and often, I would bring them some soda-water, for which gift they 
would let me eavesdrop upon t!heir discu'SSions. It was, indeed, in one of 
these sessions tha.t I heard Sokolow say that the Hatzefirah had to get rid of 
Chono of the big feet. Chono, it seems, was employed at the Hatzefirah to 
turn the rod of t'he printing-press; he sUibstituted for electric power. Slo
minsky's idea was to send, as a delicate form of dismissal, Chono to Palestine. 
It was here that I applied for Chono's job, "Not because I so envy his 
vocation, but because I hope that I too, will be dismissed and sent to Eretz 
Israel." Sokolow was at that time an opponent of political Zionism. "You 
will get there, anyway," he replied, "the wine-industry needs your help." 

As a matter of fact, I did acquire in t:he course of the years ·a certain 
expert knowledge about the wine-bu'Siness. But my ambitions still ran iD the 
direction of journalism. I envied with all my heart the two great pillars of 
the Hatzefirtlh; I even envied its minor contributors. I still remember the 
patriarchal visage of t:be hoary Slominsky, and the fine youthful countenance 
of Sokolow. Vividly do I recall his first article about Herzl, whose policies 
he did then oppose; he dubbed him dreamer; he almost went so far as to 
term him a "false prophet" for maintaining that political Zionism could 
solve the Jewish problem. 

"Tell me, young man," Sokolow once asked me "d 
liatzefirah? • o you read 

"Cercainly, I only do not read it on those occasions whe f . 
stances beyond your control it does not appear" Th H fi nh ofr ctrcwn-

. d . d dl' . e tiZe r~ requently 
m.~sse Its ea me on account of financial difficulti . 
as a result of internal dissension over policy. Sok I ::u;~d somet~mes even 
"Then which of its articles has made the stro o ow. e . at the mnuendo. 

It was with pride that I rela d t . ngest unpresston on you?'' 
' . b SI . k ye o him, almost verbatim an essay 

wmc omms y wrote, treating frivolously f h d' . , 
The editor of H aMelitz took ff th" one .o t e tra It!Onal miracles. 

o ense at ts sacrilege · 
about Slominsky's heresy, and published in hi ' comme~tmg s~verely 
the editor of Hatzefirah H . 1 d . . s paper the offenstve article of 

· e tlt e tt, usmg a locut· f h 
Tractate, Baba Kama: The Goring Bull by the Goredton out o 't e Talmudic 
quote one of Sokolow's own /euiJleto 1" 1 One Held. I went on to 

h ns, a Itt e es•ay the poi t f h' h 
was t at if Jews had to live on Je . h d n1 • , n o W' IC 
venture into ethnological _wts tra e o y, they would perish. This 

econormcs aroused much crit" . h . 
I mad~ a g~od impression, but still my writing days belo~ct:: t:\~ ~ tune. 

Nor dtd my business ventures fare much be g. e uture. 
knowledge, I had to cease operations Th . tter. _Desplte all my expert 
where there shouid have been ofi . h e wme-bUSUless had soured, -and 
and removed to Lodz My ~r 1 t_s, there ~e losses. So I closed up shop, 

• l arrtva m t at ctty b 
difficulties which I had encounte d . W was not eset by the same 

re m arsaw Aft all I 
:1 small-town boy coming to th b' . • er · • was no longer 

e tg ctty· I was a li 
beginning operations m" a . . 

1 
' metropo tan merchant 

provmcta town M I 
llready at the wise age f . h . oreover, was older; I was 
T 1 o etg teen, when a young di 

a mudic injunction is ready for th . man, accor ng to 
' e marrtage canopy A f many were those wh h . • s a matter o fact, 0 soug t to mtercst me in th · I 

this piece of Talmud. e practtca application of 

. In Lodz, I followed the example of W . 
like our "Congre<>ation of the S d f Tarsaw, and organlzed a society 

• o tu ents o orah" Abo f 
men JOined for the purpose and di · ut a score o young 
days. We established also , f wle stu ed ~ogether on Sabbaths and Holi-
bo a ree- oan orgaruzation, h be 

rrow money for their needs d h" . h w ere mem rs could 
U ' an t lS Wlt OUt h bl' . 

nfortunately this venture failed. th t e o tgatton of interest. 
returned. I was persuaded to leave :n :~:uarters. of,. the mon?' was never 
a gabbai in a Chassidic ="' hey gregatton ' by a fnend who was 
of the ..,. h . -;··agogue; t re I became a "baal kor..J> d 

.~.ora . .. - a rea er 
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A TALE oF JEWISH REvENGE 

As a result of my association with the "Students of Torah" and out of 
the recollection of my father's bon mol concerning the drinking of water in 
place of sbnapps, I had become less and l~s of a c:~»ssiJ. ~e instru~tion 
which I had received from the two Lithuaman rabb1s of the atorement10ned 
"studen1:s" - all Lithuanians are notoriously mitbmzgdim - protestants 
against the doctrines of the Baat Shem Tov - increased still further my 
alienatio.n from an approach to life which had guided my youth. Nonetheless 
I was attracted by the notion of becoming a "Baal Kora'', a Reader of the 
Scroll even in a Chassidic synagogue. Moreover, some of my dearest friends 
were :Oembers of its congregation; with them I spent many happy hours in 
discussion, and often on matters far removed from Chassidl~m. 

I was at home, therefore, in the Chassidic assembly. My contentment 
with my new environment,however, lasted only until Purim, wh~n an 
incident occurred whereby I felt myself grievously insulted. The reading of 
the scroll for Purim- the Book. of Esther- was justly my prerogative; it 
was I who was the Baal Kora. Nonetheless, upon this particular occasion, Reb 
Samuel Warshauer, one of the cronies of the Rebbe, a pompous Chassid, 
arrogated that right to himself, and it was he who read the Megillah. I felt 
hurt at the slight; but I said not a word. I bided my time . 

. My time came on Rosh H ashanah. This Reb Samuel was th~ acknow
ledged "Blower of the Ram's Horn" in the synagogue. That was h1s preroga
tive. Came the New Year, and the old Reb Samuel lifted the shofar to his 
lips to cause to issue therefrom the usual blast. All he .manag~d, alas, was a~ 
unearthly noise. Satan, apparently, had introduced htmself mto the rams 
horn and was confounding Reb Samuel's mightiest efforts. 

He blew and he puffed. He struggled, seeking a convenient angle for his 
blowing. He perspired. But still no dear shofar-bl~st issued. Th~ congre~
tion was growing more and more impatient with every one of h1s asthmatiC 
wheezes. The more Reb Samuel tried, the more stubborn the shofar became. 
It positively refused to lend itself to Reb S1muel's will. In the synagogue, a 
great murmuring arose, and people began pointing at me to take over the 
shofar. My prowess with the ramshorn was known; ~y ability to blo": two 
of them simult:meously was no secret. I, however, tgnored these gest1cula-
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tions and pointings, my face studiously 1:urned to the wall. Finally someone 
threw a prayer-sh~wl over me - unmarried men do not wear taJlithim at 
prayer- and with half-words and undertones- so as not to interrupt the 
service with speech - pushed me towards Reb Samuel. Reluctantly, he 
handed his shofar to me. 

The shofar obeyed my command. I blew forth a clear, loud, unbroken 
blast, like a trumpet of jubilee. The synagogue revived. 

During the second half of the shof ar-blowing, Reb Samuel took over 
the recalcitrant ramshorn. With great difficulty and after many attempts he 
finally negotiated the tk.Uih, shvorim, irUJJb, but when he came to the 
tk.i4h-t1"'ZU~h, he was foiled again. Again the hesitation, the trials, the syna
gogal murmurings. And again the shofar was handed to me. I blew him out, 
the Satan, who seemed to make his habitat therein, out with one blast, long, 
clear, :resounding. I had had my "revenge". 

That evening, after T ashlich, Reb Samuel invited a number of people 
to his home, myself included. Everybody was talking about the shofac
blowing, bantering kindly jests at Reb Shmuel's expense. I volunteered the 
explanation as to why I was a superior "Master of the Horn"; I tried out, 
I told him, the shofar before Rosh HaJhtm.:W, and if Satan sneaked into the 
r~shorn, I locked him up in it, and was rid of him until after the holidays. 
I admitted, moreover, that I was more familiar with Satan and his ways 
than Reb Samuel, and therefore he troubled me less than his bitter and dis
obedient opponent, Reb Samuel ... 

"No," Reb Samuel interjected, "you are a beuer shofar-blower, but not 
for the reasons which you have given. ru give you two reasons to explain 
your superiority. The first is a parable. There was, upon a time, a king who 
possessed a priceless diamond, heirloom of his ancestors. In constant fear was 
he lest he lose this jewel beyond value. He decided therefore to have a hole 
bored through its centre, and keep it on a string. Whereupon he summoned 
all the smiths and jewellers of his realm, offering them the ticklish assign
ment. Whoever succeeded in boring the hole through the diamond without 
breaking it, could name his own reward. But woe betide him who split the 
nrecious heirloom. He would pay with his head. Finally, a brave jeweller 
undertook the king's proposition. He took the jewel to his 3hop, and en
trusted the assignment to his chief worker. He did not, however, inform 
him of the conditions of the royal mandate. For the jeweller calculated, thus 
- if he succeeded, he would receive the credit; if his worker failed, he would 
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h 1 of the ·ewel The worker, doing his 
indicate who was responsi~le for t e o~s f o/ res~nsibility, naturally ac-
"ob without any extraordmary sense o ear 
J f 11" 
quitted himsel we . 1 ... . 1 so with reference to shofar-

"And," added Reb Samue ' It 15 a so . . . . h 1 d by 
. h w hol a function It IS, IS overw e me 

blowing. He who appreclates o y 1 ed b the heavenly dangers; ac-

the sense of r~ponsibili-t~, al:t:Jar:~~ di.iculty. But he who does not 
cordingly, he performs his ta h ~ oes through it with the greatest of 
know the secrets of shofar, w y, g 

ease ... " . ed "And if you want yet another reason, it is again 
Reb Samuel contmu · . . · the art Often have I 

bl h I ill explain you'r supenonty m . . 
with ,a para e t at w . d t that (that was a partl-

·tJma "d and half-Germamze · a 
wondered how a me gt ' hi - ressed collar) could be such an 

d. b use I wore a w te P . 
cular Ig at me eca h For I was also once cunous 
excellent shofar-blower. I have found t el anb s.wedr. Chamisho Osar B'Sbvat. 

d f N y ar the trees ce e rate on 
of what kin o ~ ew e n behold it was splendid! The trees were 
So I went forth mto the woods, a d h ved and murmured with 

. . h · hawls of snow; t ey mo 
attired m t eir prayer-s . h · d blew forth his trumpet-

h . d t a "'ven moment, t e win 
great ent usiasm, an a o· . h" H I said was a real Master 

f bo d n wors Ip. ere, ' 
blast, and the whole orest we I pa "l' But when I left the wood, and 

h H h hofar blower non rez · d b 
of t e orn, t e s - h" . h" shofar-blower, the win ' ut 

k . I met Iffi agam, t IS h 
came bac mto town, . - h d d n old women, he tore t e 

d h" h ly functiOns. He pus e ow " hi 
how change Is 0 

. h . 1 I lled" he concluded, t s 
hats off Jews; he frolicked With t e gir s. " reca ' 

I 1. d to your shofar-blasts. .1 ·ncident as IStene h lains your 0 wn fai ure. 
. "0 ~he contrary," I replied"' t e story exp . . eh 

n ' f d the same trme entertam su 
Who, indeed, could ever blow al sd~ ;r ~:s :tpleasant good-humored session, 

il thoughts as you have revea c . t 
ev h T . 
after the agony of the morning Uffil IatiOn. 
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THE CONFOUNDING OF AN ATHEIST 

The following year Reb Samuel again read the Megillah, but I was not 
:~ggrieved for I had gone to visit in Warsaw. I had read in Hatzefirah that a 
lecture was to be delivered by one whose name I have now forgollten, but who 
was currently referred to as "the iron head"-a tribute to his great intellectu
al qualifications. He had been a profound scholar of Holy Writ, but bad 
become a freethinker who had made it his mission to preach against the 
so-called exaggeration and falsehoods of the Talmud. I knew, too, that 
many Hebrew scholars would be at his lecture, and I did not wish to miss 
this event. 

The lecture was held in one of the largest halls of Warsaw, and the 
late Nahum Sokolow was on hand to espouse the cause of the Talmud. It 
seems that it was the fa•bles of Abba bar Huna, recou'nted in the Talmud, 
which evoked the special criticism of the modern Epicurus. He cited first of 
all the story which related how Abram shouted at his slave Eliezer so 
mightily that Eliezer's tooth fell out, and how an ivory bed was made for 
Isaac out of that tooth. 

"So," the "Iron Head" queried, "if Abraham, as the Midrash has it, was 
a giant, then Isaac, too, was probably no dwarf -how then was it possible 
to make a bed for him out of a tooth? It will perhaps be argued that Eliezer 
was also a giant; if so, how do you explain the falling outt of his tooth as a 
result of Abraham's shouting?" 

Sokolow rose to reply. "You .are no scholar", he said, "but a mere 
superficial reader. Anybody could see that the story is not to be taken 
literally, but symbolically. Abraham wanted Eliezer to bring for Isaac a 
wife, hence the "bed" image. The freeing of a slave was accompanied by 
knocking out his tooth. All that Abraham said to Eliezer, therefore, was: 
'Bring my son a wife, and I will free you'. About the simple statement 
Abba ben bar Huna wove the charm of his imagination." 

To this the "Iron Head" had no retort. He sought refuge in another 
anecdote attributed to the same fabulist, bar Huna, in which he tells how 
travelling upon water, he saw a bird, so huge, that the water reached only 
to its ankles and its head touched the sky. 

Bar Huna, seeing how low the water reached upon the bird's legs, 
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• . f . ·m but was warned away by bystanders who 
sought to Jump m or a SWI ' d · h d 

. that someone had one~ dropped an axe into that water, an It a 
told him h the bottom This moreover, was not due to the 
tiken seven years to reac • ' f E · 

deep but becau'Se it flowed so ast. plcurus 
fact that the water was so , 
turned to his audience: "Is that possible?,. h d . 

Nahum Sokolow did not take long to reply. "What bar Huna a. ln 
mind,•• he said "was just such a soul as yours. Water, as all know~ a 
...-..J....t f To~h but with such a bird as you, it reaches only to the a .. es. 
.. 1........,.,.. 0 · ' • • d 1 he skies Your posmon, 
Your head however stretches 1tself ®pu ent Y tot • f 

•like the ~I of . bar HU!tla's tale, only gives the appearance o 
moreover, . d I . as he says because the water moves too fast, 
depth, but IS not eep. t 1S, ' 

fo 
__ £1 • p• 

without pause r ~u.ectlon. h d 1 d He 
-- .1 • the success he .a P anne · The lecture of "Iron Hc:-.s.u' was not 

left Warsaw ·in discomfiture. 
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THE }EWS OF LODZ 

The Jews of Lodz constituted a proud and independent community. No 
one could insult them with impunity. I recall specifically the notoriou'S 
tramway incident in Lodz. A company had just been organized for the 
purpose of building in that city a system of municipal transportation. The 
promoters, apparently, had decided that the venture was to be a completely 
Christian one. When the great philanthropist and industrialist Posnanski 
wanted w buy himself some shares in .the new company, they refused to 
sell. They wanted no Jewish shareholders. 

Lodz Jewry was incensed. Without organization, spontaneously, as if it 
were the result of a telepathic Jnd universal resentment, a movement mani
fested itself not to use the Lodz tramways. On the very first day of the 
functioning of the tramways, it was apparent that a boycott was being 
practised. The cars were empty; it <:ould not be otherwise; Jews constitU'ted 
the majority of the Lodz population . 

• '\larmed, the tramway authorities directed themselves to the chief of 
police with a complaint to the effect that Jewry had "excommunicated" 
the tramway. Whereupon the chief of police went to the Head Rabbi, 
Elijah Maisel, of blessed memory, and warned him that such a boycott was 
illegal. The Rabbi firmly took the stand that there was no boycott on the 
part of the Jews; that Lodz Jews merely refused to use the services of a 
company which boycotted them by refusing to sell them shares; that no 
cherem or excommunication was in force; and the law could not compel 
Jews to give their custom to their avowed enemies. 

The police chief then insisted that the Rahbi himself board a tramway 
to prove that no excommunication ban had been uttered. The Rabbi com
plied, riding in an open tram through the main street of Lodz; but still no 
other Jew used the trolleys. The "boycott" lasted for two weeks; after 
which the tramway promoters capitulated. They made their peace with 
Posnanski, sold him stock in the company, and contributed ten 
thousand roubles to the Jewish community. In fact, Posnanski was elected 
a director, and the tramways thereJfter were crowded. 

A similar incident occurred in the case of the German, Anstadt, the 
brewer, who owned a large amusement p1rk in Lodz. One evening 
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this Anstadt in conversation with another German reported the opuuon 
that the Jews who frequented his park, "not, only drank hi~ beer but also 
swallowed his glasses". This imputation of theft was overheard, and suddenly 
there was a great falling off in Anstadt's clientele. No Jewish restaurant 
sold Anstadt's beer. Even Christian uvem-keepers avoided the beverage. 
The •boycott was so strong that Anstadt sought to change the name of his 
beer. This availed him little. Finally the brewer appealed to the Ra:bbi. 
Through the intervention of the police chief this matter was settled; 
Anstadt, by way a£ an apology, paid for the rebuilding of one of Lodz's 
old synagogues, and contributed several thousand roubles to Jewish elee
mosynary institutions. And Anstadt's beer flowed again. 

Such was the pride and vigour of the Lodz <:ommunity, and this 
at a time when Poland itself was subject to the Czar's sovereignty. Yet 
when Poland regained its freedom,' its Jewry lost its independen<:e of 
spirit. Indeed when I visited Poland in 1921, I was convinced that the 
dis<:rimination exercised against Jews at that time was much greater than 
that which prevailed in my time. I recall specifically my visit with Dr. 
Rosen:blatt who was then a member of the Polish Sejm. His office was full 
of Jews, each heavy with some complaint; one had had his side-curls tom 
off by hooligans; another hJd been flung off a moving train; a third had 
been fined for being a Jew. One old woman was in tears because she had 
been sentenced for selling beigel without a license. Her punishment was 
alternative; she could either pay a fine of two hundred marks, or spend 
a month in jail. Marks she had not any, and to spend ~. month in jail 
meant to leave her :four orphan children motherless and alone. Dr. Rosen
blatt, when I came .in, was engaged in dictating a letter to the judge, 
begging the judicial clemency to permit the accu<sed to Pay her fine in 
instalments of five marks a week. 

I turned to Dr. Rosenblatt and suggested he let me pay the fine. After 
.all two hundred marks, in Canadian funds, amounted to only ten cents • 
So what was the use of going through petitions and pleas and requests, all 
for a dime! 

"That is true", said Dr. Rosen:blatt, smiling tolerantly JS to one who 
knows not the custom of the land, "that is true, but if you were to exoner-

1 gave the "criminal" a thousand mark note. and have never forgotten 
her expression o£ ineffable joy. It eliminated not 011;y her immediate 

calamity; but it also served as a means to find herself a more legitimate 
profession thm bootlegging beigel. 

Such was the lot of Jewry under the Polish Republic. Naturally, there 
were Jews who made themselves a living, and some who were wealthy; but 
the majority consisted of the exploited and the persecuted. 

Shortly after my marriage--to return to my story-! lost my wine
license. It was taken from me and given eo a Pole. This inju.~tice, and others 
which I witnessed daily, persuaded me to leave this land of oppression. My 
wife consented that I go to Hungary to see whether I could negotiate a 
wine-agency from the people with whom I had dealt in thl! wine business. 
In any event, that was the story I told my wife. I sold all my possessions; 
I paid all my debts; and I made ready for the joumey. But I had decided 
to go, not to Hungary, but to England, where my brother Chaim,-may 
he rest in peace--had preceded me to Birmingham. 

I stayed in Birmingham for a period of about six weeks. Then, I received 
a telegram from my brother Aaron in Montreal informing me that he was 
sending me ship's passage to Canada, even if only for a visit. I decided to make 
the journey, taking with me enough money for the return fare. 0~ the first 
day of Ellul, 1900, I boarded my ship at Liverpool. The voyage took fifteen 
days, Liverpool to Quebec. The conditions on board ship were atrocious. 
After six weeks of study of the English language, I had qualified unoffici
ally o.s interpreter for the passengers, relaying their complaints to the officers 
of the ship. They were not few. The food w:s meagre and unappetizing. 
When buns were distributed, a special system was adopted to see to it that 
no passengers got more than one bun. Black bread, a piece of herring, and 
some coffee, constituted our principal food for a fortnight. Those who did 
not mind eating unkosher food could have gotten some m~t and soup. It 
must not be forgotten that the fare from England to Canada was only 
$30.00-at that rate one can readily see that the steamship company did 
not operate a luxury-liner • 

Yet the spirit on board was good. It was immediately after the Ru
manian pogroms, and many immigrants-they were not yet called refugees 
-were I!SCaping from the European gehenna to build .their lives anew on. 
L~is continent. They complained about t:he food, yet they whiled away their 
t1me, composing and singing songs full.)£ anticipation and optimism. 
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MoNTREAL AND ITs EARLY SYNAGOGUES 

Arrived in Montreal, I there again encountered some of my fellow 
passengers.' Their ship-board o-ptimism had not yet been fulfilled. One 
was shovelling snow for sixty cents a day, another laboured in a sweatshop, 
working for fou'r weeks without pay so as to be able to earn at the end of the 
probationary period the magnificent sum of two dollars per week! 

There were at the time about five thousand Jewish souls in the city 
of Montreal, and no more than nine thousand throughout the Dominion. 
This poverty in popuLation existed despite rhe generous proclamation of 
the late Sir Wilfrid Laurier, broadcast throughout the length and breadth 
of Europe that Canada sou'ght immigrants, would give them free home- • 
steads, and would even lend them money to tide them over during the 
initial stages of pioneering. At that time, too, the Baron de Hirsch was 
negotiating with the Ottawa Government toward the settlement of the 

still wide open West. But the time had not yet come. 
In Montreal I found myself much more at home than in Birmingham. 

Landing in the city two weeks prior to Rosh Hashanah, 1900, my brother 
Aaron, a tesident of ten years standing, invited me to the synagogue of which 
he was Gabba, the Chevra Kadisha, then located at the corner of Craig and St. 

Lawrence Boulevard. Even at this early stage of Montreal Jewry's corn
mum! developme111t there was that division commonly described in the 
terms "Uptown" and "Downtown". The geography of this division was 
different from what it is today, but its principle was the same. Ironically 
enough, m~ny of the pillars of the contemporary "uptown" were residents 
of Cad.ieux and that pre-eminencly Jewish street, still known as Ledu'C Lane, 
an' alley connecting St. Lawrence Blvd. and St. Dominique Street where the 
St. Lawrence Market stands today. The principal synagogue in that area 

was the Bnai Jacob, at the corner of Craig and Cadieux Streets. 
There was also the "Roumanian" synagogue, the Beth David, which 

held its services on Chenneville Street not far from Dorchester Street and 
which had originally belonged to the Spanish-Portuguese Congregation, 

then removed to Stanley Street. 
The Square located near Chenneville Street deserves a historic note 

Facetiously known as "Peanut Square"-its frequenters used to spend whole 
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days then:, cracking peanuts and solving the world's problems-it consti
tuted the "tailor-exchange" of the day. Every Saturday afternoon would 
see a meeting there of employees seeking labour, and workmen seeking jobs. 
It was a clearing house for the labour-market in the tailor industry. Here, 
too, were solved many an industrial dispute, in fact, here was fou'nded the 
first union in the garment trade, a union which subsequently helds its meet• 
ings in Coronation Hall, Main near Lagauchetiere, and in the Labour Temple 
opposite St. Lawrence Market. 

The Chevra Kadisha, today on Hutchison Street, had not yet at that 
time its own synagogue. It met in a rented flat on Main Street. Its prin
cipal function in the Jewish community was, as its name literally indicated, 
the providing of burial ground and funeral service to the deceased; While 
to-day almost every synagogue and society has its own plot of cemetery
ground, at the time whereof I speak it was the Chevra Kadisha which mon
opolized this form of real estate. 

The well-to-do of that era, the "West-enders", had their synagogue on 
McGill Street; the "Shaar Hashomayim", then known as the "German 
Synagogue". As indicated above, the original location of the congregation 
was the synagogue on Cadieux Street, sold to the B'nai Jacob. 

The oldest synagogue in Canada is the Spanish Portuguese, on 
Stanley Street. Scions of the sephardic aristocracy, the de Solas were the 
leade~s of that congregation, R:~.bbi Meldola de Sola, inheriting his leader
ship from his father who was Montreal's first rabbi, and Clarence I. de Sola, 
president of the Zionist Organization of Canada, and a Belgian Consul. 

The Chevra Shaas was also constituted as .a synagogue although it did 
not own, as yet, its own premises. In addition there was at that time a 
number of minor congregations, meeting in flats, and forth! High Holydays 
there usually appeared temporary synagogues. The largest of these was 
the three-day synagogue held at the Monument National, organized by the 
late I. Mitnick who throughout the rest of the year acted as promoter for 
variou'S visiting actor-troupes. 

The communal area of Montreal extended mainly along Craig Street 
up to St. Antoine Street and north as far as Sherbrooke. Sherbrooke, how
ever, was "uptown". I remember that when a nu'mber of Jews began to 
build the "Austrian Synagogue" on Milton Street, there was consternation 
in Montreal Jewry. Who would. attend services in such a remote suburb? 
To-day, however, one is concerned about a minyan in the Austrian Syna-
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gogue not because it is too "uptown", but rather becau~e it is too "down
town". 

When I state that the real municipal limits went no further than 
Ontario Street, I am not forgetting that even that block on Main Street 
near Demontigny consisted mainly of vacaD!t lots. As a matter of fact, 
the first modern building erected in that area was at 508 St. Lawrence, 
where: the Canadian Jewish Eagle established its first editorial offices. Sub
sequently Car! Rosenberg built the Eagle Building; the Rabinovitches con
structed the edifice at the corner of Ontario and St. Lawrence Blvd. By this 
means that side of the street was built up as far as Sherbrooke, the other side 
had already been covered with buildings before I arrived in Montreal. 

The only contemporary Talmud Torah, which is about to celebrate 
its fiftieth anniversary, was then located on St. Urbain Street. Its budget, 
as I note from an annual report forty-one years old, was very small indeed. 
I read in this report the names of individuals who then contributed a dollar 
or five dollars per year. These people to-day support the Talmud Torah 
to the extent of hundreds of dollars. The biggest revenue for Talmud Torah, 
however, came from the collection plate. There hardly, if ever, was a Jewish 
gathering or party at which a collection was not taken up for this edu~a
tional institution. I note with pardonable pride that the largest sum col
lected by this method was garnered at the Brith of my son Daniel, pre
sently manager of The Canadian Jewish Eagle. It was a sum of $18.75. 
This was at the time when Moses Elemelich was principal of the Talmud 
Torah, and B. M. Weiner, to-day active in Zionism and Talmud Torah 
affairs, one of its teachers. 

Subsequently a building on St. Urbain was bought to house the Talmud 
Torah. The principal participants in Hebrew edu~ational work were, 31part 
from Rabbi Ashinsky and Rabbi Cohen, the late Lazaru~ Cohen and Eliezer 
Rosenbloom. After the decease of Lazarus Cohen, his two sons, Lyon Cohen 
and A. Z. Cohen, continued in the tradition he had established. The late 
L. Weiner and Leib Solomon also stood in the forefront of this activity. 

As the population moved uptown, the Austrian Synagogue on Milton 
Street, I believe in 1905, also established a Talmud Torah. There were too, 
a number of Talmud Torah classes in the Baron de Hirsch Institute, recently 
erected. In this school, the principal was a certain Mr. Gordon, and the 
superintendent, a non-Jew by the name of Baker who established the first 
Jewish M:Out group. The Baron de Hh·sch, as a matter of fact, always had 
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non-Jewish superintendents to look after JewiS"h phil hr B k 
1 d b ant opy. a er was fol-
owe Y Horsfa.ll who was in tu'I'n succeeded by the prese · ~ b 

E. G. F. Vaz. nt m.um ent, 

In any event, the Baron de Hirsch Talmud Torah had f il 
d h very ew pup s, 

an : ese of the very poorest class. When Talmud Torah spread all over 
the Ctty, the Baron de Hirsch Institute closed its Hebrew School. By 1910 
t~ere were_ ~lready a number of Hebrew educational institutions, which, at 
t e suggestton of the late Sir Mortimer B Davis wer 1 d 
"Th u · d · ' e ama gamate as 

e mte Talmud Torahs of Montreal". 
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EARLY PHILANTHROPIC INSTITUTIONS 

The principal philanthropic institution of the time was an organization 
known as "The Young Men's Benevolent Society." It had its office some
where on St. Elizabeth Street and to its activities were recruited the com
munal-minded young men of that decade--the late Harris Vineberg, Lazaru& 

. Cohen, the Rubenstein brothers, L. Holstein, and many others. Every 
Sunday the committee would gather at its St. Elizabeth office, its eleemosyn
ary funds lying before it. This was literally so, .for the pioneer philanthropists, 
in their wisdom, saw fit to adopt the wicket technique of a bank-five 
dolla.r bills in one pile, two dollar bills in another, and silver neatly heaped 
up according to denomination. The needy would come thus to the dis• 
pensers of charity, and explain their difficulties. Then and there the de
cision would be made, and a five dollar bill wotlld be taken off one pile, or 
a qu!arter off the other, the whole depending upon the persuasiveness of the 
petitioner and the sensitivity of the cashier! ... Subsequently this modest 
beginning in social sarvice gained added impetus through the help of the 
Baron de Hirsch through whose generosity there was established the 

institute which bears his name. 
Another contemporary institution of social welfare was the old and 

humble little building which still stands today in Prefontaine, hard by 
the noble sanatorium for the Tubercular. It then served as a hospital for 
the sufferers from the dread disease. Later, under the initiative of Sir 
Moniroer Davis, Mar.k Workman and Jack Jacobs, the edifice in the back 

of today's was planned and built. . 
1 remember, too, as of about the same time, an orphanage and an old 

people's home which found themselves under the same roof on Evans Street, 
near Ontario. lt is not difficult 'to imagine the little hell on earth that 
must have been created by keeping a score of very active orphans and a 
dozen rnost fastidious oldsters in the same institution! Years later, the 
orphans were removed to the Home in Westmount; and as for the Old 
People's Homes, of which there were several, they were, through the efforts 
of this writer, amalgamated and united, and the great building on Es-

planade A venue was erected to serve this need. 
The Hebrew Sic~ Benefit Society was already in existence, too, under 
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the very <>ble and devoted leadership of the I . 
then, as today, was to come to the he! of a~; ~r. ~etgelson .. Its f~nction 
>a period of diff"c It · k p 
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need, t1de him over 

. . d t u y or SJC ness, and as a last and final act of fraternity, 
to provtd.e e.cent burial and resting-place. The :Malbish 
also saw tts btrth at about this time and h . Arumim Society 
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SoME EcoNOMIC NOTES 

The principal occu'Pa"tion of Montreal Jewry was, as has been indicatea, 
in the needle trades. There were also a number of small starekeepers, located 
mainly in the Jewish district. Peddling in the country, too, attracted the 
private enterprise of the early immigrant, who with good commodities and 
bad French, soon spread the urban merchandise to the rural consumer. It 
was in this manner, for example, that many farmers were fitted with spec
tacles, a tribute, if not to the scientific vision of the optician, at least 
to the economic foresight of the peddler. It was in this period that there 
were laid the foundations for the gigantic dress and cloak industries in 
which Jews were so prominent, and which supplied economic opportunity 
for so many thousand of the hitherto unemployed and unproductive. 

The cost of living, it seems in retrospect was very low. Meat sold for 
six cents a pou•nd, while lung, liver, and sundry other tid-bits were thrown 
in free. A spring chicken could he bought for a quarter, two for forty·five 
cents. Fish was not purchased by the pound; one went down to the river· 
front, and one picked up, every Wednesday and Thursday, fish still strug
gling in groups upon their strings. Gin, to ascend the gourmet's ladder, gin 
cost only eighteen cents a bottle. Beer was fetched from the saloon in 
"pitchers", at five cents each. 

Rent was r.tlso comparatively cheap, four and five room flats renting 
from eight to ten dollars a month. It is true that these dwellings were not 
sumptuous apartments fitted with all modern conveniences, but they suited 
their purpose. It is to be noted, lest anyone imagine that with such low 
cost ?f living it was easy to become wealthy, that earning capacities were 
in direct proportion. The scale of wages 'Was such that six cents a pound 
for meat did not appear as an extraordinary bargain. Support for public 
institutions, o£ course, also followed these modest standards, beginning with 
pennies and barely rising above a couple of dollars. 

Even the mohel did his work gratis. Thu'S it was as an act of piety that 
the late Mr. Kirshenberg introduced a generation into the rite of Abraham; 
his livelihood he earned from the sal-! of furs. His principal competition in 
the solicitation of this very fundamental mitzva was Rabbi Ashinsky who 
also offered his medico-religiou'S skill- tTee of charge. 
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THE ZIONIST ORGANIZATION 

At this time, there was founded th z· . O . . 
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expansion co.extensive with the leadershi f . per . opment and 
J F . P o 1ts present Pres1dent M A 
. rC"Iman, and that of the late Lillian Freiman. ' • r. • 
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MAss hn1IGRATION 

The first mass immigration which I witnessed after my arrival here 
occurred immediately subsequent to the Kisheniff pogroms which brought 
to Canadian shores several hundred Bessarahian refugees. No organized im
migrant aid was ready to receive them; the hospitality of Canadian Jewry, 
however, rose to the occasion, and temporary quarters were provided for 
the immigrants in an improvised hostel on St. Lawrence Boulevard above 
Mount Ro}'lal. With the help of funds supplied by the Baron de Hirsch 
Institute, and supervised by the late-Mr. Ansell, the immigrants were sup
ported until gradually, one by one, they were absorbed into the economic life 
of the country. It was realized even then, however, that these were make
shift measures; what with the open invitation to immigrants extended by 
the hte Sir Wilfrid Laurier, and the colonization fu'nds established by the 
Baron de Hirsch, Jewish immigration, it was expected, would assume still 
greater proportions. 

My memory of the "Mr. Ansell who acted as reception committee for 
the immigrant is a very vivid one. He was, I think, a British Jew who 
spoke very little Yiddish, but his heart was in the right place. His kindly 
temperament is aptly illustrated by his annual Simchas Torah custom, on 
which occasion he would gather all the children of the Shaar Hashomayim 
Synagogue, distribute candies, and then join them in a dance. He was one 
of a group who already were leaders in JewiS'h communal life; with him 
were associated the late Lazarus Cohen, brother of our Rabbi Cohen, and 
father of the late Lyon Cohen, and the late S. W. Jacobs, then a young 
lawyer, and secretary of the Young Men's Hebrew Benevolent Society. To
gether with Lyon Cohen, Sam Jacobs was already publishing the Anglo
Jewish weekly, "The Jewish Times" which was later metamorphosed into 
"The Canadian Jewish Chronicle." Its editor whom I ,first met at the open
ing of the Milton Street Synagogu~e whither he had come as a reporter, was 
strangely enough, an Irish Catholic. 

An anecdote touching the editorial policy of the Jewish Times, told to me 
by Jacobs, I cannot forget. It appears that an important pillar of the com
munity W>JS lying on his death-bed, his departure expected from hour to 
hour. The Jewish Times, which ordinarily appeared on Fridays, d~cided to 
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waic over the week-end so that the paper might publish the "scoop" of 
the man's death. In due course the sick man did, on Monday, give up the 
ghost, and the Times appeared with the news. The editor, however, had 
forgotten to alter the date-line of the paper, so that the Times appeared 
to be announcing prophetically on Friday what was to occur only the fol· 
!owing Monday! 

The publishers, Cohen and Jacobs, it must be stated, did not publish 
their journal for profit-making purposes. It was rather to serve as a com
munal organ, dedicated to the advancement of cultural and philanthropic 
causes. Simultaneously there was felt in the Jewish community a need for 
a Yiddish paper; it is true that the Tageblatt and other New York journals 
made their appearance in the city, but they certainly did not satisfy local 
needs.Certainly no imported newspaper could serve as an instrument towards 
building up that home-town feeling and communal solidarity which goes 
with a local paper. Yet another circumstance too, contributed to the estab
lishment of a Yiddish daily. It appears that there was a suggestion that the 
Government was going to put a tax on imported newspapers. This would 
have had the effect of doubling the price of a Yiddish paper from one cent 
to two, and that penny, moreover, would be paid for news which was al· 
ready two days behind the times, and did not in any way touch upon local 
interest. Here therefore was an opportunity for the creation of an indu5try 
which would at one and the same time; answer a crying intellectual need 
of the community, and be "protected" by government legislation. There 
awoke in me, again, the great longing for the publishing, if not the literary, 
life. 

I 
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THE FouNDING oF THE CANADIAN ]EWISH EAGLE 

But the thing did not come off as a result of mere longing. The early 
trials and difficulties of the paper, amusing in retrospect, seemed almost 
insurmountable at the time. But I persisted. As a matter of fact, a few weeks 
prior to the publication of The Eagle, a local printer issued a wee~ly paper 
in the form of a circular, and its issues sold like hot cakes. Thts to me 
was a most encouraging sign. I called together a meeting o£ people who 
might be interested in my project. The historic gathering took place in the 
home of the late Mr. Wilanski who was supposed to be an "expert" in the 
publishing business. It later transpired that his expertness consisted of 

being able to paste the addresses onto the newspapers. 

Seven we were who attended that meeting. Two immediately fell out, 
their optimism being unequal to the prospects of the paper. The five who 
remained-myself, Wilanski, Sam Greenford, Jacob Lecker, and Sam 
Sternklar-decided to contribute each a thousand dollars, and with the capi
tal of five thousand to proceed to the publication of a journal to he known, in 
accordance with Rabbi Glazer's suggestion, as The Canadian Jewish Eagle. 
Within a month, The Eagle was a functioning journal, located at 508 St. 
Lawrence Boudevard, and boasting ·the first Jewish Iinotype machine in 

Canada. 

When I consider to-day what a paltry pittance a sum of five thousand 
dollars constitutes in the publishing business, I am amazed at the temerity 
of the .five entrepreneurs. We were, as a matter of fact, like tyros under
taking to swim across a river, little realizing either its width or the perils 
of its currents. Indeed, apart from Mr. Sternklar, who remained as the last 
of the Mohicans, all the other shareholders never reached the other 5ide 

of the river. 

And so the first issue was about to appear. We had calculated that 
The Eagle would swoop down upon the world, under the direction of Mr. 
Aaronson, ou'l' first editor, on the seventh of August, but such was the skill 
and prowess of our first compositor, whom we had imported from New 
York, that we barely appeared on the thirtieth! When the pages were 
taken over to The Herald for printing, there wasn't a cent left of the 
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original five thousand dollars. We each had to contribute an additional fifty 
dollars to meet unexpected expenses. 

It was when I came to the Herald printing presses that my dreams 
received a terrific shock. There I saw what machines and equipment re
quired to put out a paper, rea.Jly looked like; when I reflected upon our 
meager capital I almost gave up in despair. It was only an incident, half
comic and half-serious which made me forget my feeling of hopelessness. 
for as the machinists took the pages of The Eagle oH the presses, a peculiar 
monster appeared. Where the first page should have been, the last page 
showed its type, and vice versa. No matter how the pressmen worked 
and manipulated, the topsy-turvy journal could not be set straight. At 
last I fell upon the secret. "Where you put your first page of The Herald," 
I told the pressmen, "place the last page of The Eagle, md the rest accord
ingly." The fledgling Eagle rhus appeared, correct and proper, orderly 
and without defect. 

That first issue was snatched up, ~s at a fire-sale. Its reception was 
enthusiastic; a new spirit entered the community, and we were encouraged 
ro plan a future for the new-born babe. 

As we perceived after the third issue of the Eagle that our finance) 
were f·ast disappearing, a meeting was held which formally decided that 
we had had enough of publishing, and that our project should be abandoned. 
l aione vigorously opjX)sed this decision; in ·fact, I exonerated my partners 
from their obligations, and determined myself to issue the paper. For some 
time, there.1fter, I did publish the Eagle, but now as a bi-weekly. 

At the time, Mr. Car! Rosenberg was engaged in constructing a new 
building bur two doors away from our office. He proposed that he build 
a place for us, and und~rtook to finance us to ·the extent of ten. thousand dol
lars, t•3king as security my house and all my shares. With this capita! I 
set to publishing again a dai!y. Mixed feelings take hold of me when I re
flect upon my temerity in staking all I had in the world upon a ventu're 
of this kind, particularly after the ,first two inauspiciouS! beginnings. 

The beginnings were beset by difficulties, •at once amusing and heart
breaking. Hardly had I got into the swing of things, when in five days 
L discovered that our plant was without gas or electricity; r:he company 
had discontinued the service for non-payment. Nor was there a dollar in 
our b.'nk-account to meet the emergency. Moreover, engrossed in the heavy 
routine of the business, overcome with my own anxi~tics and the anxieties 
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which Jews gratuitously brought into the office every day, I suddenly lost 
my speech. I couldn't utter a word. I was rushed to the General Hospital. 

When I heard the doctors express the opinion that my speechlessness 
would last but a couple of hours, I felt much better. Later when I com
.pletely recovered, I referred to this period -as the one in which our paper 

was "powerless, penniless, and speechless." 
Another indication of the financial hopes entertained for my enter

prise was the attitude of the late Jacob Lecker. We required coal at the 
time, but he insisted that we purchase our requirements by the pail, and 
not by the ton. He did not think we would last another ton's worth! Our 
bookkeeper, too, entertained the same optimsim. He earned twenty-five 
dollars a week, but he sold me his whole month's salary for fifty dollars! 
The following month, of course, impressed either by my energy or the miracu
lous intervention whch seemed to follow me, there was no 9ale. 

In comparison with the daily expense of running a paper to-day, even 
the weekly expenses of that time were not much. Times have indeed changed, 
~~.nd so did the editors, from Michael Aaronson to Wolihner, then to West
man later Reuben Brainin and H. Hirsch, until to-day our editorial staff 
both in local writers and .foreign correspondents, can hold its own against 

any other Yiddish publication. 
In 1912, after the Eagle had been in existence for five years, Montreal 

witnessed a real estate "boom". Our business, too, prospered, until I was 
able to pay back Mr. Rosenberg his investment, and remain owner of the 
publication. The war, however, again altered our financial condition, 
whereupon the late Mortimer B. Davis, still a mere esquire, financed the 
paper to the extent of fifteen thousand dollars. After a while, he 
sought to control our editorial policy; when he found this impossible, he 
not only ceased his help, but threatened to shut down the journal. 

Methods were accordingly adopted to pu't our business upon more solid 
founda•ions. The price of the daily paper was increased to three cents a 
copy, and economies were introduced. Sir Mortimer-he had already won 
ius title--was paid off. Subsequently, in 1918, the Eagle published its fam
ous edition of the Babylonian Talmud, a publioation which not only raised 
the prestige of the Eagle, but also--since the edition was known as the 

Montreal Shas-brought renown tO our city. 
I am proud to say that throughout its existence the Eagle has been 

' 
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an influence for good in our communal life. Many an institution and 
many a philanthropic enterprise owes its origin to the movements and sup
port initiated by The Elgle. Thus, hardly had a year passed since the found
ing of the paper, when in 1908, the Eagle undertook to launch a campaign 
for the construction of a new building for the Sanatorium, to replace the 
utterly inadequate quarters which existed at the time. With the co-opera
tion of Sir Mortimer B. Davis, "Mark Workman, and Lyon Cohen, the pro
ject was realized In that year, Lyon Cohen was elected president of the 
Baron de Hirsc Institute, much to the gratifioation of the needy of the 
community who knew in him a conscientiou~ and philanthropic soul. 

With the increase in immigration, poverty, indeed, had assumed frighten
ing proportions. Through the initiative of The Eagle, a conference of com
munal organizations was convened at the Baron de Hirsch Institute to cope 
with the problem. A committee was appointed to devote itself to collect
ing funds for local relief, and to establish a community kitchen. This 
kitchen, located on Ontario near St. Lawrence, was supplied by the mer
chants of the community, and serviced by volunteers, who looked after 
several hundred people for a period of more than a year. 

At this time, St. Lawrence Division was represented in the Provincial 
House by the late Dr. Finney, and St. Louis by Mr. Langlois. On the 
thirtieth of January 1905, Dr. Finney introdu'Ced a hill in the House which 
would make a seat on the Protestant Board of School Commissioners subject 
to election, and not appointment. The Protestant Board under the im
pression that the bill was intended for the purpose of providing seats on 
rheir board to Jews, issued an unfriendly circular. On the 27th of April 
the bill was defeated. Thereupon the Montreal Jewish community, called 
a meeting to discuss this anti-Jewish circular, and in generaL to consider 
what was already known as "the school question." 

Some time previous, Lyon Cohen and Maxwell Goldstein had, on be
half of the Jewish community, entered into an agreement with the Protest
am Board which provided that Jews would pay their school-assessments to 
the Protestant panel in return for tuition of Jewish pupils. The contract 
declared specifically, that Jews, for purposes of education were deemed 
Protestants. 

When, however, a Jewish pupil led his class, the scholarship to which 
he would have been otherwise entitled, was refused on the ground that this 
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privilege was not extended to Jews. This, in fact, was the real motive be
hind Dr. Finney's bill. If Jews would not be able to elect a Jewish repre
sentative for the Protestant Board, they would at least be able to e!ect one 
who would see to it that such unfair pttactices be discontinued. The bill, 
as I indicated, was defeated, and the question of a separate Jewish panel 

already began to be mooted. 
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ANTr-SE~IITIC HooLIGANISM 

In those early days there were ruffians who considered it quite a sport 
to sally forth into the streets for the purpose of assaulting Jews. They would 
pull beards, throw stones, and indulge in any other form of mayhem that 
suggested itself. On one occasion we received a telephone call at the office 
of the Eagle informing us that •a battle royal was in progress on Cadieux 
street near Craig. I immediately proceeded to the scene, and was met with 
::he sorry spectacle of what practically amounted to a pitched battle. I 
cdled for police, who immediately set to arresting whomever they could 
pick up, Jew and Frenchman. At the trial, Jews brought witnesses to prove 
that they were assaulted without excuse or provocation. The judge, how
ever, seemed to have fixed ideas about "foreigners"-he issued a Solomonic 
judgment in which he acquitted the hooligans, condemned the victims of 
the ass~ult to several days in jail and fines, and even went so far as to 
impos~ penalties upon the witnesses who testified in favor of the Jews. 
As I was one of the witnesses, his Lordship inquired of me what I knew 
about the aff::.ir, and I informed him that I c::me practically after the event, 
1nd that my job was confined to the calling of police. The judge checked 
up this vital testimony by putting the same questions to the policeman who 
arrested me. It was his corroboration, indeed, which saved me from the 
fate of the other witnesses. 

Returning from this scene of justice. no other idea so took hold of 
me as the necessity of having a Jewish representative in the City Hall to 
see to it tlut incidents such as I have described should not happen again. 
A meeting was convened in my editorial offices and it was decided that at 
the next aldermanic election a Jewish candidate should be put forward. 
As a matter of f•act, this decision eventually led to the election of the late 
Abraham Blumenthal as the first Jewish alderman. With his term of office, 
the hooligln excursions somewhat abated, Blumenthal seeing to it that the 
looll police fulfilled their function of maintaining peace and order. 

I recall particularly two instances which throw some light on the 
methods adopted by Jews to defend th:!mselves against this antisemitic ruf. 
fianism. On one occasion, a Jew, recently arrived from Austria, and un
mistakable for the badge of his race-a wide full-grown beard-was strolling 
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along St. Lawrence Blvd., not far from St. Catherine Street when he was set 
upon by a rufHan who struck him so hard a blow upon the head that his 
high hat sank over his eyes; whereupon the assailant threw him to the ground. 
The Jew, however, rose quickly, and a compatriot who was standing hard 
by, pointed out the aggressor, hitherto unseen by his victim. The Austrian 
Jew, several feet shorter than his attacker, thereupon so beat and mauled 
the man that he barely escaped, whole of limb. A policeman appeared upon 
the scene, and took both to the station. On the morrow, I made it my bU'Si
ness to appear before the court, together with Alderman Blumenthal, and 
explained to the judge the circumstances of the assault, and how this was 
but one of mimy such incidents to which law-abiding Jews were being daay 
subjected. The judge--a lordship other than the one already mentioned
gave the accused a lecture, and "fifteen days" in which the moral could 
sink in. 

Another incident: Among the first Jews to come to Canada after 
the Kishineff pogroms was one called Buladubrofsky. He was a tall hU!Sky 
man--a veritable giant-and as powerful as his appearance was ominous. 
As a matter of fact, it was because of his similarity in appearance to a well
known Russian general that he was nicknamed Kuropotkin. Now "Kuro
potkin", Jespite his humble calling and lack of erudition, was a Jew of 
pride, with a heart proportionate to his size. Upon a time--1 believe it 
was in Ellul of 1906-I was walking along Main Street early one Sunday, 
coming from the service of Selichoth when I saw Kuropotkin jump off his 
express-wagon and ruri toward a man who was very evidently maltreating 
a Jew, tugging at his beard, and. generally belaboring him with blows and 
punches. The assailant, seeing "Kuropotkin" on the run towards him, and 
very obviously impressed by Kuropotkin's size and purposefulness, took to 
his heels and ran into a neighboring doorway. Kuropotkin followed, and 
disappeared behind the door. I waited. A few minutes thereafter, Kuropot
kin came out again, not a hair touched on his head. Bu<t the ruffian did 
not make his appearance. I decided to wait and see what happened to him. 
Several minutes later an ambulance drew up to the door. 

Later, I asked Kuropotkin what had happened in that fight. "What 
· should happen?" he said, "I followed him inside, I caught his leg as he 
was running upst~irs, I gave him a couple, but good, and I went away." 

This Kuropotkin was a!so somewhat of an orator. At political rallies 
called on behalf of Alderman Blumenthal he would address the audience, 
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and what he lacked in forensic skill, he made up with a homely sense of 
humor and a fund of proverb and anecdote. I recall when Blumenthal ran 
for re-election, opposed by another Jew, Steinman by name, also a refugee 
of the Kishineff pogroms. Steinman, in support of his candidature issued 
a broadsheet called "The Rooster". Kuropotkin, addressing a Blumenthal 
meeting took this "Rooster", circled it over his head, and intoned, in the 
manner of pre-Day of Atonement Service: Zeh chalifosi, zeh kaporosil" 
Blumenthal was elected by a victory which was a tribute to the popularity 
which he had won himself by his efforts against the hooliganism which has 
been described above. 

Eventually the "resignation" of Alderman Blumenthal and the election 
in his stead of Lyon W. Jacobs was also the result of an "incident". It hap
pened that one Rosh Hashanah, a service was arranged in Prince Arthur 
Hall. At the same time, a mission dedicated to the purpose of converting 
Jews to Christianity, and located right opposite the hall, announced 
itself as a place of worship, and invited all and sundry to come and hear 
the great preacher, Rev. Neugewirtz. This excess of zeal greltly incensed 
the Jews gathered for prayer in Prince Arthur Hall who considered the 
technique of Neugewirtz a piece of provocation; a brawl ensued be
tween the visitants of the ·two places of worship which was halted only 
by the intervention of police. 

The English and French newspapers of the day naturally considered 
the whole affair as front page news. One journal, playing up the sensation, 
interviewed Blumenthal and asked him what he had to say aboutt the in
cident. Instead of replying, as indeed was the fact, that the High Holiday 
Congregation had been provoked into this demonstration he replied "that 
he taught, and argued with his Jews, butt could not control them." The 
local papers immediately published the self-condemnatory answer; the Eagle, 
incensed at this piece of reckless and untruthful irresponsibility, forthwith 
published the facts as they were, and denounced Blumenthal as one unworthy 
to represent the Jewish population. The candidature of Lyon W. Jacobs 
was immediately putt forward, and Blumenthal as a matter of fact, with
drew from the contest. The field was fought out between Jacobs and 
Shubert, who was then running for the second time as a labor candidate. 
In that election, in addition to Jacobs, Louis Rubinstein also won an alder
manic seat, representing a division in which there were not many Jews, but in 
which he drew an oyerwhel~ing majority because of his great personal 
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1 · R b" f-4. in addition to his political interests, was also a popu anty. u ms ...... m, . k 
bem. g for many years Canadian world champ1on s ater, a 

great sportsman, 1 · 
- h · hi L'-h he won in St Petersburg, Russia. He was a so presi-c amp10ns p wnu; • d 
dent of the Y.M.H.A., and active in many fields of communal en eavor. 

\ 
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REPRESENTATION AT OTTAWA AND AT QUEBEC 

In 1916 Peter Bercovitch was elected to t~ Quebec legislature, re
placing M. Langlois, and in 1917, S. W. Jacobs took his seat at Ottawa 
as representative of Cartier. These two elections were the culmination of 
many years of effort; as early as the days of Sir Wilfrid Laurier, the question 
of Jewish representation had arisen, and was favorably considered by Sir 
Wilfrid. A friend of Jewry, Sir Wilfrid had· himself led the protest in the 
Canadian House against the pogroms of Kishineff. Subsequently he spoke 
~ith great sympathy toward Jewry at a mass meeting held in Ottawa. It 
was there that he said, "The doors of Canada are open to persecuted Jewry; 
let them come and help us build our country." 

Sir Wilfrid himself, indeed, proposed that Jews should have representa
tion both at Ottawa and at Quebec. In a letter addressed to Mr. Bercovitch, 
he suggested that the latter contest a federal seat; in the meantime, how
ever, Bercovitch was elected to the provincial house. In the following year, 
when Jacobs was abou't to be married, and a banquet was arranged in his 
honor, he was given the. nomination for Cartier Division. Immediately as 
the news was known a wire was received from Laurier, then leader of the 
opposition, extending congratulations to the prospective· candidate. Mr. 
Bickerdike who represented Cartier at that time, resigned on account of age, 
Jacobs was elected. 

Mr. Bercovitch represented his division for many years, popular among 
his electors, regardless of race. Only on one occasion did we come into con
flict with him ·and that was with reference to the "school question." A great 
part of Montreal Jewry had become wearied of the continual discrimina
tions which were being practised against Jewish children in the Protestant 
schools, and a movement for a separate school system resulted. The then 
Premier, L. A. Taschereau, showed himself friendly to the suggestion, but 
Bercovitch was convinced that it was against the interests of Quebec Jewry. 
We fought his point of view vigorously; apart from this conflict, however, 
his tenure of office was marked by dignity and service. 

Sam Jacobs, although born in this country, was steeped in Jewish 
tradition. His great distinction as a lawyer was equalled only by his dis
tinction as a Member of Parliament. When he rose to address the House, he 
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was sure of a hearing, all the members, regardless of party allegiance, being 
attracted to his manner of speaking, at once learned, full of biblical quo
tation, and sparkling with humor. 

I recall a debate which was held in the House touching "selective im
migration", a debate which concerned itself mainly with discussing what 
trades and what nationalities one was not to admit into Canada. For the 
main part, the provisions of this selective immigration were mainly directed 
against Jews. Rising on the subject, Jacobs said: "If a Jew as such is unde
sirable, and if carpentering is among the unwanted trades, then I must come 
to the conclmion that if the father of Jesus, a Jew and a carpenter, were 
to apply for admission to this coUntry, he would be turned from our doors!" 

Humorist though he was, Jacobs also had a capacity for high serious
ness. I remember, in this respect, what occurred when the ICA of Paris, 
immediately after the last war, requested us to make representations to the 
Canadian Government for the entry of five thousand refugees. Jacobs im
mediately phoned me, and when I came to his office, I already found Lyon 
Cohen there. The three of us decided to go to Ottawa to see the Minister 
of Immigration, and if necessary, also the Prime Minister. When we ar
rived at the office of the Minister, I described the general condition of 
European Jewry, and dwelt in particular detail, upon the plight of the 
refugees. Tears stood in my eyes. Lyon Cohen, full aS' he was of the milk 

· of human kindness, intended to complete my appeal, but before he could 
finish, he too burst into tears. Jacobs then turned to the Minister, and said: 
"Do you want me to weep, too?" 

The Minister did not insist. He had himself, he said, been brought 
almost to tears. He ordered the issue of five thou>sand blank permits, de
liverable a thousand every two months. The committee of course guaran
teed that the immigrants would not become a burden upon the country, 
and that they would arrive in good health. The future Canadians did indeed 
arrive. Many of them have made their contribution to the country of their 
adoption; their so-ns serve in the military forces of the land which received 
tliem in the day when they asked for sanctu'ary. 

A similar incident occurred at the time when the United States an
nounced its quota-system of immigration, permitting entry beyond the 
quota only to those who already found themselves on the high seas. At 
a given moment, however, the term for non-quota immigrants expired. 
But a shipload of 650 Jewish immigrants, who under ordinary circumstances 
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would have been receiv;able, found themselves beyond the law because the 
ship was twenty-four hours late. The American Immigration Department 
would not allow them into the country. After the intervention of Louis 
Marshall and Joseph Barondess, the Department conceded that these would 
be given priority the following year, but that in the meantime they would 
have to return to Europe. Even an appeal to President Coolidge availed 
not. Accordingly Mr. Barondess came to Montreal to see if anything could 
be done to prevail upon the Canadian Government to give these 650 souls 
temporary asylum in the Dominion, until the year expired and they would 
be eligible under the U.S. quota. The same committee as before-Jacobs, 
Cohen, myself, and A. J. Freiman subsequently eo-opted, presented itself 
before the Prime Minister. It deserves to be recorded to the credit of our 
country that this request for hospitality was generously accorded. 

Outside of the Parliament Building, Barondess impatiently awaited the 
result of our interview. When I told him the good news, I also suggested 
that now would be a proper time for himself and Mr. Marshall to approach 

·the President again, pointing out to him how unreasonable it was to al
low individuals who would eventually become American citizens always 
to have the memory that in their hour of need it was another country
Canada-which came to their rescue while their own remained indifferent 
to their plight. Barondess took my advice, and as a matter of fact, special 
legislation was passed by Congress permitting the immediate entry of 
the six hu'ndred 'and fifty immigrants. 

No portrait of S. W. Jacobs would be complete without an indication 
of the role which he played in the famous Ortenberg-Plamondon case. In 
1908 a certain notary by the name of Plamondon, together with a priest, 
began to carry on against the Quebec Jewish population a vigorous anti
semitic campaign. They issued pamphlets, for example, which reiterated 
the old falsehood of the ritual-blood accusation. The Jewish population of 
Quebec City was most disturbed, an uneasiness of feeling which was not 
-withou>t foundation inasmuch as the propaganda of Plamondon had already 
manifested itself in an <attack U'POn the store of Mr. Ortenberg, Sr., an 
old Quebec resident. There remained nothing to be done except 
to bring the inciters of this race-hatred before the courts of the land. 

Jacobs, with Louis Fitch as assistant, appeared for the plaintiff. Rabbi 
Abramowitz acted as an expert, pointing out all the Talmudic 
misquotations and garbled citations with which the anti-semites had 
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h · · · propaganda. Two weeks the· case to bolster t eir rmqmtous 

Th 1 court maintaining that no single individual, could 
e ower • , · Th 

b half Of a libelled community, dismissed Ortenberg s su1t. e 
su~one · · h · · · k 1· the higher court mamtamed t e contentiOns declSlon was ta en to appea • . d 
of laintiff, and seeing that Ortenberg _and another, Lazarov1tz ha per-

~~ ff d · · a result of the mass-libel, awarded damages sonaay su ere mJury as . . d . 
of several hundred dollars, to be paid by Plamondon and his pnnter Le ~c' 
and failing the payment of which amount, the defendants .we~e to be liD-

. ed Th"" defendants were in fact, unable to pay; plamt1ff, however, 
pnson . " ' ' · · h · 
did not insist upon their going to jail. As sta~ed above, lt was m t 1S cause 

that Jacobs won himself -a national reputation. 
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THE FREI:MANS OF OTTAWA 

It was Chanukah, in 1910, when I was present at a benefit concert 
given by the Freimans for the shamas of the synagogue who was about to 
leave for California to recuperate from an illness. At the concert, Archie 
Freiman presided, and Lillian moved among the audience, selling chocolate 
and ice-cream. The sales she made were of a most profitable kind; the price 
of her merchandise consisting of a sum in payment for the article itself, 
plus a bonus or contribution to the fund required by the shamas. At a 
given moment, the shamas's little boy stood near her. Said she to her h)liS
band: "Archie, is this not a nice little boy. Buy him an ice cream." Archie 
gave her a five-dollar bill. "Do you want any chan~e?" she asked him 
tauntingly, "for you're not going to get any. Here is where it goes." And 
into the shamas fund box it went. 

I asked a woman who was near me whether Mrs. Freiman was always 
as active in charitable work. "What do you mean," she said, "she does not 
rest even for a moment, she is always busy with other people's worries. 
She has a horse and buggy which she uses to visit the poor and the sick. 
Well, her horse himself already stops before the proper houses, so frequently 
has he been there." 

I was at that time engaged in writing a series of articles about notable 
Jewish women. When I returned to Montreal, I decided to lead off the 
series with an essay about Lillian Freiman, the lady who despite her own 
wealth and comfort, had time and inclination to concern herself with the 
fate of those who had not been so happily blessed. Her qu'alities, in fact, 
were recogn,ized outside of Jewish circles who had witnessed and had re
ceived of her benefaction. Her own people admired her observance of the 
Sabbath, her warm Jewish heart, her loyal identification with her race. 
All of this I indicated in my article. Some time after she came to me to 
tell me that the article had been read to her, that she had been deeply 
moved by it, and that she certainly would try to be worthy of all the 
fine things I had written about her. She was as good as her word, There 
began in her career a series of undertakings which are still remembered. 
She was already President of Hadassah, but even this did not consume 
all her energy and zeal for good works. Immediately after the last war 
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she began a campaign for the poor of Palestine, those who were not covered 

by the Zionist funds which were primarily c~nstructi~e.' and not e~eemos
ynary. She journeyed to Palestine; and returrung she VISited every City and 
hamlet of Canada in the interests of the· campaign. As a result, one hundred 
and seventy-<five thou~and dollars were sent to the Homeland, together 

with a great shipment of clothes and shoes. 
"Archie" Freiman, too, had already been elected as President of the 

Zionist Organization of Canada. The very first twent~-five tho~sand dol
lars received by the Keren Hayesod were given by him. It was m <:anada, 
indeed, that this fund was first inaugurated. At a convent~on in 
Montreal in the presence of the late Schmarya Levin and Dr. We1zmann 
this firs~ exampl~ was shown. Subsequently, the United States also 

adopted the Keren Hayesod as one of the Palestinian funds. . . 
' Not much later, Lillian Freiman was again concerned With a phi~an

thropic endeavor of considerable scope. After consultation with this wnter, 
a campaign was launched to bring to Canada several hund:ed war-orpha_ns. 
Lillian travelled across the country with Mrs. Ann Ragmsky, collectmg 
funds, and arrmging for homes for the prospective newco~ers. Mr. H. 
Hershman was sent to Europe-the Ukraine--to select the ch1ldrcn. Subse
quently, Mrs. Freiman left for Europe. When she returned, she brought 
with her a hundred and ninety Jewish orphans, rescu~d from the gehenna 
of that post-war .continent. It may be noted here that all of those children 

are to-day fine Canadian citizens. 
Lillian Freiman's social service went beyond race and creed. During 

' ~he Spanish influenza epidemic, she took a prominent p_an, tog.ether with 
the elite of Ottawa, in rendering those charitable services wh1ch sue~ a 
catastrophe calls forth. She was active on behalf o~ the _returned soldier. 
There was not a worthy cause, or a noble enterpnse which left her un
moved. Membership in the Order of the British Empire which was bestowed 
upon her by the King was a just tribute to the worthy endeavou>r of a 

noble woman. 
Immediately after the w-ar I received a letter which apparently ~ad 

been surreptitiously flung out of a military prison camp in New Brunswick 
and was addressed to the editor of the Jewish paper. It appeared t~at a number 
of young men who had deserted from the Austrian Army were mterned here 

al. They had spent four years in prison camps and were now as enemy 1ens. 
in danger o£ being deported back to Austria. 
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When I received the letter, I communicated with the then Minister of 
Justice, Mr. Doherty, and explained to him that although these boys might 
be termed aliens, they certainly were not enemies, inasmuch as they had re
fused to fight against England which had issued the Ba;four Declaration. 
I accordingly asked that they be liberated. 

A few days later, a reply from Mr. Doherty informed me that 
he would do all he could in the matter; nonetheless, to avoid too much 
delay, I dispatched also a note to Mrs. Freiman requesting her to refresh the 
memory of the Minister of Justice. Within a week, I received a phone call 
from Mrs. Freiman. It was on a Saturday, and she was asking whether it 
was permissable for her to .break the Sabbath, and take the train to Montreal 
to concern herself over the _fate of the fou'r boys who were already on 
their way- from the camp to Quebec, thence to be deported. Naturally, I 
assured her on that score, holding that the salvation of life was greater 
than the observance of the Sabbath. When she came, she informed me that 
she had gone to see the Justice Minister several times, but on each occasion 
he was busy, and now she had heard that the unfortunate lads were already 
on their way out of the country. She suggested we go to Quebec to see 
what could be done. 

I really did not entertain any great hopes for our mission, bu't seeing 
that she insisted, I felt we should at least try. To tell what transpired in 
Quebec is a long and detailed story; suffice it to say that we succeeded in 
taking the boys off the boat, whence Mrs. Freiman took them to her home 
where she treated them with the greatest of kindness. 

Lillian Freiman's activities were indeed varied; she was head of the 
Red Cross in Ottawa; she was a tower of strength to the World War Vet
erans; she saved hundreds of immigrants from imminent deportation; she 
was instrumental in obtaining permits for many future citizens of the Do
minion. Her activities for good did not cease until the very end of her 
days; she was a sp:endid person, a nobl~ soul, a Mother in Israel. 

I 
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SIR MORTIMER B. DAVIS 

f I first became acquainted with Sir Mortimer long before he received 
his title. One of our agents had addressed himself to him for the purpose 
of obtaining an advertisement from the Imperial Tobacco Co. of which 
Davis was then president, and the latter suggested that I myself come down 
to see him as he w-as keenly interested in our Yiddish paper. 

When I s2." him, he outlined to me what he considered to be the pur
pose and function of Yiddish journalism in Canada: to make good citizens 
out of the newly-arrived Jews, and to help in the reconstru'Ction of Jewish 
communal institutions with a view to their eventual unification. I hap
pened to have at the time an issue of The Eagle which contained an appeal 
concerning the Malbish Arumim Society which had existed for a number 
of years and then had suddenly ceased to function. The heading of the 
article read: Lost, An Organization. The gist of the appeal was a call for 
the re~i~al of that organization; the poor of the community were in dire 
need of its services. Sir Mortimer wa~ obviously touched by the item, and 
ordered his secretary to give me a contract of advertising for one thousand 
dollars, remarking that if I would also issue an Anglo-Jewish journal to 
address itself to the English-speaking part of the Jewish community, he 
would not only favor us with advertising, but also with definite financial 

support. 
I told him. that such, for the near future, was indeed my intention. 

Thereupon he instructed his secretary to make another contract. "Do you 
know the name of the English periodical you contemplate?" "Canadian Jew
ish' Chronicle". The contract was one for advertising for three thousand 

dollars. 
It was in this fashion that the Canadian Jewish Chronicle, successor 

to "The Jewish Times" of Cohen and Jacobs, was founded. The Times 
had undergone a series of editorial and financial vicissitudes until it had 
entirely disappeared. The Chronicle which was established in its stead has 
had a continuously progressive existence, and today is the leading Anglo

Jewish periodical in the Dominion. 
I then began an agitation in my paper for a union of all the local 

philanthropic organizations. The most important of these organizations 
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was of course the Baron de Hirsch Institute which concerned itself with a 
variety of charitable services; there were in addition the Mount Sinai 
Sanatorium; an Old People's Home and an Orphanage. Sir Mortimer was 
one of the most important supporters of all of these institutions; his con
tributions to each frequently exceeded more than ten per cent of the 
budget. The only institution which did not receive his help was the Talmud 
Torah; somehow, with regard to this institution,; he suffered from a blind 
spot. 

At about this time, I was issuing a broadsheet called "The Hammer". 
Here we presented a cartoon showing two masons working on a monument 
pu'rporting to represent Sir Mortimer's communal activities. Each of the 
stones represented a different institution which had received his support. 
But the monument was not complete. Two stones still lay on the ground, 
one marked "Talmud Torah" and the other "Federated Charity." Beneath 
the cartoon, a mason was represented as saying to his companion, "Hand 
over those two stones, and the monument is complete!" The cartoon was 
reprinted in both The Eagle and The Chronicle, and copies of all these 
publications were sent to Davis. 

A week later I was at the station in Ste. Agathe, about to take the 
train to Montreal, when I encountered Sir Mortimer. He invited me into his 
private car as he wished to have a talk with me. Referring to the cartoon, he 
said: "Insofar as the federation of philanthropies is concerned, I am with you 
one hundred per cent. Have you a plan for such a federation?" 

I told him that I had just written a pamphlet on the subject, and it 
was understood that I was to send him a copy as soon as I arrived in Mont
real. Continuing about the cartoon, he said he understood the suggestion 
about the Talmud Tort.h, but: "What is the use of Talmud Torah? Is it to 
instruct our boys to do' this?"-And he gestured as if he was binding 
tfillin on his arm ... When he was young, he said, he used to do that, 
even when he travelled for his father, he used to "bind the leather" on 
his arm. "But who does that to-day?" 

Smilingly I told him that it was precisely because of that "binding" 
that he had bound himself .a good heart, since those who did not have a 
good Jewish education could not be good Jews. He didn't agree. 

At that moment we passed the Shawbridge Boy's Farm. How many 
Jewish boys do you think there are there?" he asked. "About 12 ou't of 
180". "Is that not too many?" "Well," I replied, "we constitute 4 5 per cent 
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of the children attending Protestant schools, so 6 per cent in a reform school 
is not too many!" He agreed. "But," I .added, "children who attend the 
Talmud Torah never graduate into the Boys Farm." '"Really," he replied, 
"Is that a fact? Have you the proof? If you can show me authority for 
your statement that Talmud Tor~ is ,a preventative of crime, then I ~1 
perhaps change my attitude about this institution." I undertook to get him 
the evidence. 

Monday morning I received a phone call from him. He wanted my 
pamphlet about Federation as he had to discuss the matter with Maxwell 
Goldstein. I sent it to him by messenger. I also took the occasion to tell 
him that I was visiting the superintendent of the Boys Farm to inquire 
as to the educational background of his Jewish wards. 

The reply of the superintendent confirmed my statement. "I 
have been," he wrote, "in charge of the Farm for 18 years. Only once did 
we have a boy who had gone to Talmud Torah; and he, as a matter of fact, 
conducted himself so well, that I obtained hi111 release. I frequently inquire 
after him. He is presently attending college, and is a very good student." 

I immediately forwarded the letter to Davis who phoned me to come 
to his office. There he had ready the very first cheque he gave to Talmud 
Torah,-five thousand dollars./At the same time he expressed a desire to 
see the Talmud Torahs united, a consummation which was subsequently 
achieved. Since that time Davis contributed his five thousand dolLars eYery 
year, and promised, moreover, that he would donate fifty thousand dollars 
toward a Talmud Torah building. Unfortu>nately he passed away before 
the 'construction of the building w:~.s begun; and his will made no provision 

' . for it. Whe11 the campaign for the building fund had been contemplated 
we had relied upon his promise. And this was the reason why, although 
We :already had in our midst the ·Bronfman brothers who gave the Talmud 
Torah ten thousand dollars and underwrote the mortgage for another ten
we had such difficulty with that campaign. 

Concerning my pamphlet on the_ amalgamation of local charities, 
Davis informed me that he had handed it over to Maxwell Goldstein 
from whom I would hear in a few days. I was later told that both 
he and Mr. Davis were impressed by the memorandum, and would do all 
in their power to bring its recommendations into effect. After a discussion 
.which I had with them, it was decided that we should invite to the next 
annual meeting of the Baron de Hirsch Institute all officers of local corn-
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munal and charitable organizations, and that there and then one should 
move for their federation. 

The resolution which was dnawn up by Mr. Maxwell Goldstein read 
as follows: "Moved by H. W olofsky, seconded by Maxwell Goldstein, that 
an amalgamation of all charitable institutions should be effected and should 
bear the name "Federation of Jewish Philanthropies." I suggested a reversal 
of the order, and in the final drafted resolution I appear as the seconder of 
the motion. After some discussion the resolution was accepted, and a· com
mittee was nominated to implement its purpose. In this fashion there was 
made a beginning toward that project of federation which several months 
hter became an actual fact. 
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THE FIRST Vif ORLD wAR 

The Eagle also played its proper role during the years of the First 
World War. Mr. Davis at that time was very active in organizing a Jewish 
battalion. To this end, considerable material, financed by Davis, was issued; 
mass meetings at which Ministers of the Crown were present, were called; 
in general an enthusiastic patriotic movement was set on foot. Unfortun
ately, the battalion dwindled to a company. The principal reason for this 
was that at that time the Jewish Legion was in process of formation, and 
Canada was its rallying centre for Canad~an and American recruits. 

When the Union Government was about to be formed du'ring the final 
years of the last war, Sir Mortimer insisted that we throw our support to 
a Union candidate. To this suggestion I was vigorously opposed; Mr. Jacobs 
was then the sitting member, and he was a Liberal. As a result of this dif
ference of policy, a certain coldness came into my relations withj Sir Mor
timer, further aggravated when Sam J'acobs was in fact elected with an 
overwhelming majority. His resentment lasted until the day when he re
ceived a cable from Lord Rothschild asking him to launch a campaign for 
Jewish war-sufferers. Sir Mortimer then personally invited me to a dinner 
at the Montefiore Club which was to open the campaign. 

At that time the "downtown" Jews had a club of their own, located in 
the building in which the Jewish People's Library finds itself to-day. Sump
tuously decorated, it was an amalgam of style and orthodoxy; its cuisine 
was kosher, its doors all boasted mezuzahs. The Maimonides Club, as it was 
called, was pretty exclusive, and in its time it entertained such distinguished 
personalities as Chaim W eizman, Shmarya Levin, and others. Well, even be
fore Davis had called his meeting in the Montefiore Club, we had already 
anticipated him with a dinner at the Maimonides Club, also arranged for 
the benefit of war-victims, for whom the sum of fifty-two thousand dollars 
was there collected. This constituted a considerable encouragement to Da.vis; 
at his meeting the sum was raised to eighty-five thousand dollars, and fin
ally Montreal remitted a total of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 
A committee thereupon was organized which consisted, after the manner 
of the Joint Distribution Committee, of three sources of representation
The Canadian Jewish Committee, representing the "uptown" Jews; the 
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Central Relief, supported by the orthodox and the middle class; and the 
People's Relief, which represented the working-class contribution, President 
of the federated committee was Lyon Cohen; its treasurer, David Friedman 
-in fact, the head office of the organization was located in the premises 
of Freidman Bros. On behalf of the Central Relief, whose treasurer was 
Mr. Sloves, Rabbis Cohen and myself introduced a form of contribution via 
certificates which resulted in a collection of about fifty thousand dollars. 
The People's Relief made its house-to-house collections, .and the Canadian 
Jewish Committee made its contributio~ as a result of special appeals. 
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THE MONTREAL EDITION OF THE TALMUD 

Du'ring the first World War, I fell upon the idea of publishing, for the 
first time in the history of the New World, a Canadian edition of the 
Talmud. I went to New York to inquire how many sets of Talmud were 
sold annually in the United States, and I discovered that already there was 
a demand for about eight hundrea sets, which demand could not be filled. 
It was felt, indeed, that a substantial new edition could be sold out within 
a period of two years. I then inquired of the Council of Rabbis whether, 
according to Jewish law, one was permitted to photograph the Vilna edition 
of the Talmud, without infringements of the rights of private property. 
Fu'rther, I wanted to know, what co..operation I might expect from the 
organized rabbinate. 

After a meeting of the executive of the Council of Rabbis, held 
jointly with the executive of the Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Yeshiva, md after 

- lengthy negotiations and proposals, it was decided that the enterprise should 
be undertaken on a partnership basis, between myself and the Council of 
Rabbis. It was calculated thJt the expense would run to about one hundred 
;md eighty thousand dollars for 2500 sets; and the Rabbis undertook to 
finance fifty percent thereof. 

If the establishment of the Canadian Jewish Eagle was an enterprise 
requirm'g coU'rage and vision, the attempt to publish the Talmud made it 
appear small and easy in comparison. l knew the difficulties; I also knew 
bow trying it is to deal with "rabbis turned financiers". As a matter of 

0 

fact~ ~fter the publication of t~o tractates of the Tllmud, I had to dis
/ solve the partnership. Finally, after much trouble, and many anXIeties, I 

succeeded in completing the task which I had undertaken. I had expected 
to derive some profit out of this enterprise, but as soon as the printing was 
co~pleted, the w.u stopped, and Talmud editions could again be imported 

0 .'from Poland. A set of Talmud cou•ld indeed have been purchased for a 
million ma~k, which meant but a few dollars in Canadian currency. Ac
cordingly, I lost several thousand dollars on the venture; but I have 
never regretted it. I didn't make a profit; but I made history. At the 
annual meeting of the Shaar Hashomayim Synagogue, Lyon Cohen paid 
tribute to my enterprise, and termed the publication of the Talmud the 

' 
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most important event in the annals of Canadian Jewry. He also made a 
point of the fact that the edition of the Talmud, wherever it was circu
lated, was known as the "Montreal Talmud". 

When shortly after the cessation of hostilities, I travelled to Europe, 
I was everywhere greeted .as "the publisher of the Canadian Talmud". When 
I consider in retrospect, the dangers which lurked in this enterprise, I am 
amazed at my temerity. It is, as I once had occasion to express it, as if a 
man undertakes to swim across a river, little aware of the eddies and cur
rents which may snatch him down. When I first began the project, I little 
realized the difficulties which would lie in my way, what with problems 
of budgets, and temperamental rabbis, and foreign exchange, and a hundred 
other pitfalls. But I came through; and I was the fifth publisher in the 
history of Talmud publications. The thing had been a~tempted before, in 
England, and in America, without success; to me it was given to bring th~ 
task to fruition. Of nothing i~ my record am I as proud as of this 
ac·hievement. 
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REuBEN BRAININ IN MoNTREAL 

Montreal Jewry justly deemed itself honored when in 1912, the dis
tinguished Hebrew author and critic, the late Reuben Brainin, was appointed 
editor of the Jewish Daily Eagle. During the three years in which he 
held that post, Brainin contribu'ted greatly to the cultural .and social de
velopment of the Montreal Jewish community. The high literary standard 
which he introduced into the journal effected a veritable renaiscence, and 
the influence which he exerted upon the intellectual life of the community 
is felt even to _this day, and not least in .the Jewish People's Library which 
he helped to found. 

·With the outbreak of the World War, and with the new responsibili
ties which stood before Canadian Jewry, certain serious differences of 
opinion, touching questions of policy, arose between Brainin and the pub
lishers of The Eagle. The matter was futrther complicated by other dis
agreements, which prompted Brainin to resign and establish a journal of 
his own, "Der Weg", which lasted for a period of nine months. Finally 
Brainin left for New York; his family, however, remained in Montreal. 
From time to time Brainin would spend his vacations in the city. When he 
passed away, his body, according to testamentary provision, was brought 
to Montreal and his remains were interred, hard by the resting place of 
his wife and his daughter Miriam Brainin-Ortenberg, in the Shaar Hasho
mayim cemetery. The procession which followed his hearse was one of the 
largest ever seen in Montreal, and was a sincere 1and heartfelt tribute on the 
part of the Jewish people for a distinguished career and an outstanding 
personality. Brainin's archives and his books were brought to Montreal, and 
are to-day in the possession of the Jewish People's Library. 
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RoME AND MoNTREAL 

In 1910 a Jew by the name of Ernesto Nathan was elected, Mayor of 
Rome. When the news was brought to Montreal, the impression it made 
upon certain clerical circles, it soon appeared, was far from favorable. After 
considerable pressure had been brought to bear U'POn the local aldermen, 
a resolution was introduced in the Municipal Council protesting against 
the election of a Jew to be mayor of a city neighbor to. the Vatican. The 
aldermen, It seemed, considered the election to be a singular affront both 
to His Holiness the Pope, and to all Catholics. The resolution was un.ani
mouslyi adopted, and a copy thereof was sent to the Municipal Council of 
Rome, where Nathan was already the first magistrate. 

In the month of Novemebr 1910, a reply was received by the muni
cipality from the Jewish Mayor of Rome, which read as follows: 

"To the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Montreal: The Archbishop 
and other clerics of your Catholic Church have condemned me for so-called 
blasphemy. Accordingly, I wish to send you a verbatim copy of the address 
which I delivered which you will find herein enclosed. 

My speech, as you will note, concerned itself only with a political 
organization which fosters civil strife and seeks to break the unity of the 
lt.alian people. People in public office have a right to criticize hostile 
activity on the part of their opponents, and to demonstrate how different 
was the previous rule of the Pope from the present municipal government. 
That is all I said about the question in the speech where I mentioned the 
Pope. Yours devotedly, Ernesto Nathan, Mayor of Rome." 

The letter was read before the Municipal Council, but the whole text 
of Nathan's speech w,~s ignored, nor was it published anywhere in the local 
press. An English journal, however, took the occasion to remark that our 
aldermen would be wiser to concern themselves with the affairs of Montreal, 
rather than of Rome. With that the incident closed; it indicated clearly, 
however, what was the attitude of the then municipal government to Jews. 
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THE JEwisH PEOPLE's LIBRARY 

I · 1913 that Reuben Brainin, the editor of The Eagle, founded 
t was m f "J . h p 1 's 

his · t"tu'tion under the somewhat grandiloquent name.o ew1s eop. e 
t ms 1 ' h . u· d h dilo 

·Library and People's University". Time, however, as JUSt 1e t e. gran -
quence. For years, ~he institution has been, both in name a~d m fact: a 
people's library; and recently with the advent of Mele~h Rav1tch who m
stituted a regular curriculum of evening courses, the library has taken on 

also the character of a modest university. 
Originally, the libr.ary was located on St. Lawrence Boulevard. between 

St. Catherine ·and Demontigny, but after two years, the prem1~es were 
found inadequate for its growing needs. Later the library found 1Itself on 

S U b · Cuthbert from which it removed to another .ocale on 
t. r am near . 

the same street, between Rachel and Duluth. It was in 1929 that :ts pres~~ 
· · d f the Maimonides Club by a committee Wl 

prem1ses were acqurre rom . . ll · 

h I 
· 1 perated When the new library was off1C1a y maugur-w om acuve y co-o · . 

ated, I was given the honor of opening its doors. 

'•' 
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''RECIPROCITY'' 

Even before we had managed to elect a Jewish alderman to the Muni
cipal Council, or .a Jewish member of the provincial and federal Houses, 
the Laurier Government displayed towards the Jewish community a most 
friendly attitude. I distinctly remember the famous "Reciprocity" election 
of 1911. Already the Jewish vote counted for something, so much so that 
a few days before th~ election, Sir Wilfrid, finding himself in Montreal, 
took the occasion to come to the editorial offices of The Eagle, and from 
the front of our building addressed the Jewish voters assembled there. At 
the same time, Sir Robert Borden called a mass-meeting in "The Monument 
Narionai" also in the heart of the Jewish centre. He there reproached The 
Eagle for declaring that a certain antisemitic speech delivered by Henri 
Bour~ssa had been supported by him. The truth was, said Mr. Borden, that 
the Nation.alist party of Bourassa was supporting the Conservatives on the 
question of reciprocity, but this did not mean that Conservatives were to 
be associated with Bourassa's antisemitism. Borden went so far, indeed, as 
to promise that after the election he would institute legal proceedings 
against those newspapers which had directed this c.alumny against him. 

"Reciprocity" was defeated; and the Conservatives came into power. 
But Sir Robert never took any legal proceedings against the paper; in fact, 
he ;howed himself very friendly to Jews in general, and to The Eagle in 
puticular. 
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THE CLASS STRCGGLE IN THE SYNAGOGCE 

. t'liDe the bitterness of the class struggle found its ut-
- From t1IDe to • · hr tened 'd f J ish life and somettmes even t ea 

terance in the very nu st o ew ' hi h pub 
Jewish unity. Such an incident is recorded in a report w c was -

li h d . Th E gle on January 15th, 1917: 
s e ID e a h h Id the Chanukos Habais of the new uptown 

"Yesterday t ere was e h f St Urhain and Mount 
Th Adath Yeshurun, at t e corner o . 

. synagogue, e . d R rin conducted the music':ll program, 
Royal. Cantor Plotkin an J. osm~ . Yiddish Rabbi Abramowitz in 
Rabbi Cohen addressed the c~ngregat10n ID h, "d "bute to the 

. . troducing Mr. Lyon Co en, pal tn 
English. Mr. Fromson, m m . h h" t of the con-
board of officers and the executive on t e ac Jevemen . 

struction of the new synagogue." 'd d li h" address due to the dis-
Mr L on Cohen, however, dl not e ver IS 

. y 'k who were present at the ceremony. 
turbance caused by nu~erous strl ersh . f U swing· in view of the fact 

ik . h eedle mdustry was t en m u ' 11 
(A str e m t e n Ch . f thA Manufacturer's Association, the fu 
h t Mr Cohen was arrman ° - M W I f ky 

t a • . . k w s bein directed against him.) r. o o s 
wrath of the stnking wor ers ,a g . fter many other attempts to 

was then'- call~d ;~:~e~o ~:~mw~:f:~~=g~:rough his journal had t?ro~n 
address taem a · . . the "de f the strikers succeeded m 

· h · d t al d1spu'te to Sl 0 ' 
his support m t e m us n din the strikers that it W:l! .aot fit-
bringing order to the assembly, persu'a , ~ . " 
ting for Jewish workers tO disturb .a religiOUS ceremony~ther battlefields! 

And the strike was won by the workers, but on 

:J 
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A RuN oN A BANK 

It is not my purpose here to narrate the facts and circumstances of 
the Beilis case; I am concerned, however, with an incident which indicates 
the repercussions which this cause celebre had upon Montreal. It was in 
October of 1913, when all of Jewry, everywhere, waited with bated breath 
for the verdict. Would Beilis be vindicated, or would another miscarriage 
of justice be added to the heavy docket in which Jews had been victims? 
A large crowd gathered in front of the Eagle Building, awaiting the latest 
news releases. When finally the announcement was made that Beilis had 
been freed, the excitement among the people was indescribable. They con
gratulated each other, they shouted, they embraced, they kissed each other. 
All sought to get into the editorial office, the sanctum from which had 
emanated this sacred news. 

It happened that immediately opposite the entrance of The Eagle, 
there was located a branch of the Bank of Toronto. The manager of the 
bank, curious to know what all the excitem~nt was about, inquired, and 
was told that a Jew by the name of Beilis had been tried on a ritual-blood
accusation; and that if he had been found guilty, the verdict would have 
established the fact that Jews use Christian blood for religious purposes. 

The manager, who apparently was neither diplomat nor scholar, re
plied: "And so with the exoneration, it is established that Jews do not use 
Christian blood? Strange, bu't I was always under the opposite impression!" 

Unfortunately for the manager, this statement was overheard; before 
morning, the bank manager's opinion with reference to Jewish religious 
practise had been spread to the entire Jewish community. On the following 
day, hardly had I arrived at my office, but the bank-manager was admitted, 
pale and trembling. 

"What has happened?" he asked. "Already six Jewish depositors have 
withdrawn their accounts from my bank; and a long line of others is 
waiting to do the same. I did ask one depositor what was the reason for 
all this and he told me that I was an anti-Semite! That 1l believed in the 
ritual blood accusation!" 

"Did you ever say so?" I asked. 
"Yes, because so I was told; and I thought it was true. But if you 
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tell me it is a lie, then !t is a lie. These people, however, will cause me 
to lose my job, should the story ever get to Head Office." 

I explained to him how much we Jews had already suffered as a 
result of this base calumny. Nonetheless, I went across to the bank and 
pacified the assembled depositors, making clear to them that the bank
manager's remarks were. prompted by no malice whatsoever. In a few days, 
the storm:in-a-branch-office subsided. 
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LoRD BALFOGR IN MoNTRL\L 

On the thirtieth of May, 1917, there arrived in Montreal Lord Balfour, 
the author of the famous Declaration which bears his name, accompanied 
by Sir Cecil Spring, then British Ambassador to Washington. Mayor Mederic 
M.!rtin proclaimed the day an official holiday; a luncheon was tendered 
at the Canadian Club in Balfour's honour; and McGill conferred upon him 
an honorary LLD. 

Clarence de Sola, who was then president of the Zionist Organization 
of Canada interviewed the distinguished guest. The subject of the inter
view was still an officill secret, but I was able to elicit from de Sola the 
fact that Balfour was preparing a declaration which would promise the 
creation of a 'Jewish Homeland in Palestine under British protection, and 
with international sanction; Lord Balfour had communicated the news to 
Canada, and had said nothing about it in the United States, because, as he 
explained to Mr. de Sola, a statement of that kind he could properly make 
only to Jews living under the British flag. 
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pARLIAMENT DISCUSSES POLISH PoGROMS 

Shortly after the end of the first World War, Polish Jewry began to 
endure a new chapter of sutffering, and this in liberated Poland. Echoes 
of the agony of Polish Jewry were heard, in fact, in the Canadian Parlia
ment. A bill was before the Hou'Se, touching a trade-agreement which 
was to be consummated with both Germany and Poland. After Mr. Doherty, 
the Minister of Justice, had spoken in favor of the bill, Mr. Jacobs rose 
to ask whether Parliament was aware of the fact that Poland had been 
converted into a Gehenna for its Jews? Reading from a report in 
"The Nation", describing in detail the Polish pogroms, Jacobs asked: "Can 

-the government of Canada negotiate a treaty with such a country, and 
thus, even if only indirectly, give its approval to the Polish atrocities?" 
Whereupon, the Hon. D. D. MacKenzie moved that Poland be eliminated 
from the terms a£ the treaty. (No one then suspected the anti-Semitic 
potentialities of the Germans). 

Replying Mr. Doherty pointed out that in negotiating a treaty with 
Poland, an instrument was created whereby one could exert some influ._ 
ence upon that country; whereas, without a treaty, we could not even 
properly protest against the treatment of Jews. He furthermore promised 
that Canada would see to it that the League of Nations put a stop to this 
ill-treatment of Jews and other minorities. 

When_ finally the trade-treaty was completed; it was made subject to 
:a. series of clauses in which Poland recognized the rights of her minorities; 
and pledged herself to the fulfilment of all those duties imposed U'POn her 
by the peace-treaty. 
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THE L!KR.\INIAN PoGRO:Yis 

The report of the horrible atrocities which were perpetrated in the 
Ukraine immediately after the war both saddened and enraged Jewry in 
general, and Montreal Jewry in particular. Something, it was felt, ought 
to be done, to move the conscience of the world against this recrudescence 
of barbarism. November the twenty-fifth 1919, was set aside as a day of 
sorrow and protest. All Jewish stores were closed; Jewish workers left their 
shops; old and young participated in the mass-demonstration. A protest
march was organized which, followed by thousands, wended its way through 
the streets of _the city-along St. Lawrence Blvd., St. James Street, up 
Beaver Hall H1ll, along St. Catherine Street, and back to the M.onument 
Nationale, where a giant mass-meeting was held. In the demonstration 
there took part, the Polish V er band, the Rumanian V er band, all Sick Bene
f~t Associations, Unions, and returned soldiers. The local Ukrainian Chris
tian community joined with resolutions protesting the shame which had 

~n bro~ght ~pon their native land. About twenty thousand people par 
t1c1pated m this memorable occasion. 

The procession was led by a band, playing suitable music. There fol
lowed the representatives of the Canadian Jewish Congress: Lyon Cohen, 

S. W. Jacobs, ~· ~olofsky, H. M. Caiserman, Alderman Lyon W. Jacobs, 
Alderman Rubmstem, Rabbi Cohen, other members of the rabbinate and 
hundreds of pu~ils of the Talmud Torah. Under the chairmanship of 'Lyon 
Cohen the meetmg was opened, and Rabbi Cohen expressed his pride and 
satisfaction in the fact that twenty thousand Jews were not ashamed to 
march through the streets to manifest their sorrow and ~nger at what had 
been perpetrated by the Ukrainian hooligans. The Mayor sent a message 
o~ sympathy. Addresses of protest were delivered by S. W. Jacobs and Louis 
F1tch, the latter reading the formal resolution which was in due course 
communicated to the Canadian, American, and British governments. 
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'FouNDING oF THE VA'AD Ho'IR 

For some time the writer of these lines had been carryi~g on a v~go~
ous agitation for the establishment of a Jewish Commuruty Counctl, 10 

Montreal. The name under which it finally came to be known-:he v.a. ad 
Ho'k,-I had brought back with me from my tr~vels in Pa.lemne wmch 
had already afforded some excellent examples of this type of mternal com-

munal administration. . . . 
Certainly the need was a crying one. The condition of ~tsorgamzatlon 

in Montreal Jewish life was appalling. Between the ra·bhinate, an~ :he 
shochtim, together with the lesser "sacred vessels", there was no real afft~tty, 
either legal or spiritual. Every rabbi or shochet, for example, had a pnvate 
contract with some wholesale butcher who dictated .to his "emp:oyee" both 
the manner of his services and the quantum of his remuneratiOn. The re
&ult was that shochtim received such pitiably small wages that they could 
barely earn their livelihood. The whole chaotic situation re~cted unfavor
ably also upon the status of the rabbinate; to make co~fu'Ston worse. con
founded, there was between the rabbi and the shochtlm, a consp1cuous 

absenc~ of esprit de corps. . 
. 1 felt. therefore, that the only way to bring order out of this cha~s, 

·bl' h the religious. services of the shochtim and the ·rabbi upon a d1g-
to esta ts ·1 · hi h 
ni£ied basis, was to elect by popular vote, a community counc1 10. w c 
all' sections of the population would be represented, and thro~gh whtch the 
standard of living of those affected might be appreciably r~tsed, kash_ruth 

· · d. d a fund created for the support of all Jewtsh educational 
mamtatne ,. an · . h · 
· 't t' s irrespective of their particular sectarian persuaston. Bot m 
tnStl U IOU , d' hi 'd 

d through ~Y.~.mphlets I sought to propagan tz.e t s 1 ea, 
.my newspaper an r- . 
.until finally a meeting of representatives of synagogues, ~raternal or~amz.a-

. d ..... ·
0

ns was held at the Baron de Hirsch Institute. Here 1t was 
ttons, an ...,..! . r . 
decided iliat an attempt should be made to translate my plan mto a tv~g 
reality; that elections should take place on the hasis of a popular franchise, 
and that the voting bodies should be divided into three groups-synagogues, 
sick benefit societies and kindred organizations, and labor groups. 

The first election to the Va'ad Ho'lr took place on the seventeenth 
of December, 1922. The vote was granted to all persons, male or female, 
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ever twenty years of age. About seventy-five candidates were presented by 
the three above-mcntiond groups, and out of them 33 were chosen. Those 
who obtained the largest number of votes automatically became members 
of the praesidium. The voting places were located in all the synagogues and 
Jewish schools of the island, and the final counting of the ballots took 
place in the office of The Eagle, in the presence of representatives of the 
three categories. Over ten thousand votes were cast in that cl~ction. 

The crowd which assembled outside The Eagle office to listen to the 
election results was easily as large as those which usually congregated 
after a provincial or federal election. When the final count was 
made, it was discovered, apparently to the great gratification of the 
assembled people, that the largest majority had been won by Lyon Cohen 
who represented thereafter on the praesidium, the orthodox wing, H. Wolof
sky, who represented the middle class, and Joseph Schubert, labou't'. 

Subsequently, we set to organizing the shochtim. When the first 
meeting for this purpose was called at the Adath Yeshurun Synagogue, 
we encountered a most enthusiz~tic group. Whatever we would decide, they 
said, was satisfal\l:ory to them; they would be happy to be under the Va'ad 
Ho'Ir. All they wanted was to be released from the bondage to the butchers. 

A similar procedure was adopted with reference to the rabbinate. All 
the rabbis of the city assembled at the Chevra Shaas Synagogue, there 
established the Rabbinical Council, elected Rabbi Cohen as its president, 
and rejoiced that at last there would be an end to the internal strife and 
communal disorganization which had hitherto reigned supreme. 

Only one shochet remained obstinate, refusing to give back his con
tr~ct to the wholesale butchers. He, too, had to surrender to the popular 
wtll, after pressure had been brought to bear upon him, both by the butchers 
themselves and by his fellow-shochtim. It was only after an arrangement was 
arrived at between the shochtim, rabbis, and butchers, that system appeared 
where chaos was before. Out of the first week's revenue, all the rabbis were 
paid their salaries, each according to his seniority, and the shochtim r~eived 
a wage of $40.00 for the week. Everyone was satisfied;' such peace and 
harmony was unheard of. Every butcher, moreover, was given a sign 
which announced to all and sundry that he was affiliated with the Va'd 
Ho'Ir, an association which obligated him to permit on his premises the 
supervis~rs. of the Va'ad. In the event of a breach of the regulations, the 
butchers stgn of affiliation was removed and he himself denounced in the 
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paper as a non-observant of the laws of kashruth. 
Some few weeks later, the butchers, unable any longer to tolerate the 

new system which had been introduced into their business, went out on 
strik.~. For several days, Montreal Jewry remained without meat. Finaliy 
the Va'ad decided to open its own butcher-shops. Upon the SabbJth evening 
when the Jewish Community Council first set itself up as a meat-vending 
organization, there was such a crowd of customers clamouring at the doors 
of the communal butcher-shops that police were necessary to maintain order. 
It was a unique sight. Men who had never been privy to the distinction 
between a chop and a cut-members of the Va'ad-stood behind the coun
ter supplying meat. A roaring business was done. The striking butchers 
looked on the bu'Stling scene from empty shops. Their strike lasted for a few 
more ·days, during which I received threats that both my home and The 
Eagle wou1ld be dynamited. But the butchers capitulated to the Va'ad Ho'ir. 

Subsequently, the shochtim, too, decided to strike for higher wages: 
Their "strike" suffered the same fate as that of the butchers. Even the 
rabbis once made a demonstration of recalcitrance which was of short 

duration. 
To-day the example of the Montreal Community Council has been 

followed in many American cities. Even the remote Argentine sought to 
profit by Montreal's organizational innovation. Not all the municipal dis
ciples of Montreal, however were as successful as the teacher. 

For the Montreal experiment has proved an indubitable su~cess. The 
great social advantages of this scheme have already been indicated. In ad
dition, the Va'ad Ho'lr has been instrumental in disbursing, in the years 
of its existence, many thousands of dollars for the Talmud Torahs, the 
People's Schools and other educational institutions. 

On the fourteenth of January, 1923, there took place the official 
opening of the Va'ad Ho'Ir. The first official meeting of the executive 
which was held on the following day was a most enthusiastic one. H. W ol
ofsky, as member of the praesidium, took the occasion to note that with 
the fou'Ilding of the Community Council and its support of educational 
institutions, the School Question, then on the agenda of the day, would 
find a new instrument of solution. These sentiments were reiterated by 
.Rabbi Cohen, Joseph _Schubert, Rabbi Abramowitz, and Peter Bercovitch, 
all of whom expressed the hope that the Community Council would be 
·a tower of strength to the cause of Jewish education. 
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MY FIRST EuROPEAN TouR 

The year 1921 fou'nd me tired, and desirous of a change of atmosphere. 
In the first place, the strenuous tempo of the war years had taken its toll; 
in the second, the troubles and anxieties connected with the publication 
of the Talmud had sapped me of much of my energy. I decided that a 
voyage would do me good. I wanted, moreover to see what Europe looked 
like after the ravages of the last war; to be present at the forthcoming 
Zionist Congress which was to take place in Carlsbad in the recently con
stituted Czechoslovakia; and I longed also to see Eretz Israel. It might be 
possible, I further reflected, to leave part of my Talmud edition in Europe 
and Palestine. 

From the moment I boarded ship until the time I returned, the trip 
was of an engrossing interest to me,-so much so that I was mpved to write 
a book about my experiences under the title "Europe and Palestine After 
the War." My first encounter was with a group of Jesuits whom I met on 
board ship and among whom I discovered an apostate Jew. This discovery, 
and its gradual revelations, kept me busy for all the six days until we ar-
rived in England; every day, indeed, I sent on to The Eagle a correspond
ence describing the,autobiographical instalments which I was eliciting from 
the Jewish Jesuit. 

There were also on board ship fou'I' young Jews who had been de
ported as "undesirables." I found them engaged in shovelling coal to feed 
the furnaces and I succeeded in persuading the captain, whom I convinced 
that the young men were themselves the victims of a group of swindlers, 
to promote them from th~ir sorry lot as deportees to the somewhat im
proved status of third class passengers. These young men, it appeared, had 
had enough money to pay for their fares from Europe to Canada when 
they met up with some confidence men who duped them of their posses
sions and arranged that they ship as stowaways. Natu'I'ally, they were dis~ 
covered. One of them, indeed, had had a ~teamship ticket and a draft for 
several hundred dollars but he was turned back as an "idiot". He had, in 
fact, relatives in the United States who could do nothing for him. In truth, 
he had already once before been turned back by the American immigration 
authorities, and so his relatives had decided to try their luck via Canada. 
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When t.he Canadian authorities asked him to count from one to ten, forward 
. and backwards, he ;lS unable to do so. To some of the questions which I 
put him, he was unable to give a reasonable reply. Finally, he burst into 
tears, and sobbed out his story. His father had left for America prior to 
the outbreak of war. Then his father had brought his mother to the United 
States. He himself had been rejected. He had wandered all over Poland, as
sociated with beggars, had never seen the inside of a school. How, then, should 
he know how to read? He did not even know that the piece of paper which 
had been sewn into his clothes was a draft for three hundred dollars. He had 
kept it because his father had written to him saying that he keep it until he 
came to Canada. He never knew it was money. He had been afraid to 

mention it to the police, meaning the immigration officers. When I told 
him that the piece of paper was worth about a hundred thousand Polish 
zlotys, he began to cry all over again. "Now I will be robbed," he said. 

What with giving whatever help I could to these boys, arnnging that 
they be handed over to the Rabbi at Antwerp, and what with my con· 
versations with the Jesuit, I was busily engaged on that ocean voyage. Fin
ally our ship The Empress of Britain, docked in London. Then I visited 
the head office of the Zionist Organization, and had some talks with Dr. 

\ . Weizmann and other Jewish leaders. My visit to the home of the late Max 
Nordau made a most heart-breaking impression upon me. I found him living 
alone, in an attic, where the only light came from a little window in the 

· ceiling. Could not the Zionist Organization, I reflected, which owed so 
much to Nordau, have provided better living quarters for its great in

i tellectual mentor than this darkened cubicle? I cannot forget this dismal 
picture; even from the Congress in Carlsbad, Nordau was absent. 

The political situation in England, .as I indicated in my articles at 
• the time, was a strained one. I even went so far as to prognosticate that 

Britain would shortly have a Labour Government. The newspapers, which 

1hitherto had concerned themselves with the social doings and bunting ac
tivities of the upper classes, now gave space and prominence to the utter
ances and policies of labour leaders. A new spirit was in the air. . ; 

Travelling from London to Paris together with H. M. Caiserman, we 
found in our cabin two young Indi:n students who had graduated from the 
U'lliversities ot England and who were returning to India. From their COA• 

versation we gathered that no good was brewing for Britain in th::.t sub· 
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continent, and that these students were determined to use their British 
education to fight the British raj in their country . 

I told them that we Jews were grateful to England both for the issu
ance of t.he Balfour Decl;ration and for its d~mocratic institutions. "Oh yes, 
one of them replied, "you ought to be grateful. Gratefu•I for the democratic 
students in British colleges who informed us that Jews use Christian blood 
for religious purposes. That was something we had not heard in India. We 
had to come to democratic colleges to get that information." 

The conversation convinced me of two things. First that there was 
among certain of the British upper classes, a considerable amount of anti
Semitism which no doubt finally found its way into the colonial administra
tion and served to explain our bad luck with British officialdom in Palestine. 
I also got the impression that much trouble awaited the British Government 
in India from the very products of its culture. 

My first visit in Paris was at the home of the late Dr. Motzkin. We dis
cussed the forthcoming Congress, whereat Dr. Motzkin complained bitterly 
that the Committee for Jewish Rights, of which he was chairman, received 
absolutely no financial support from American Jewry. I also visited the head 
office of the ICA and had a talk with Mr. Ungar whom I had first met in 
Canada. When I offered him the reproach that the ICA did so very little 

, for Palestine, he showed me reports and documents to contradict my asser
tion. He explained my impression, however, by stating that the ICA did its 
Palestine work without benefit of publicity. Although it cost the ICA three 
times as much to establish a Jewish centre in Palestine as elsewhere, none
theless, Palestine colonization played an important part in its programme, 
and much capital was there invested for thlt purpose. 

Paris as a whole bore a sombre appearance. Almost every second person 
was clad in mou'l."ning black. The casualties of the war had been very high, 
indeed. In Germany, on the other hand, I did not notice such ubiquitous 
mourning, not because the Reich had not suffered its share of casualties, 
but because an order had apparently been given prohibiting such mourning. 
Already the reactionary forces were planning the new war of revenge. 

The Jews of France seemed happy and contented. The condition of their 
Judaism, however, did not seem to be of the healthiest. They did, in fact, 
have the most peculiar notions of the religion which they professed. On one 
occ~sion I entered a book-store in Paris with the intention of selling 
some sets of Ta,lmud. "Do you really expect to sell the Talmud in France?'* 
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the book-seller asked incredulously. "Better forget about it. You don't know 
French Jews." 

To illustrate his point, he told me of :the custom of local Jews who 
bought their meat from gentiles throughout the year, buying kosher meat 
only before Rosh Hashanah. Once the young son of one of these R~h Ha
sbanah observers asked his father why all year he bought from gentiles and 
before the Holidays from a Jew. The answer which the father gave his son 
was that the Jewish meat was fit and proper for Rosh Hashanah since it was 

circumcized! 
·From the point of view of the national movement, too, French Jewry 

was weak. This was due, first of all, to its religious laxness, .and secondly 
to Nordau's and Marmoreck's criticism of the Zionist leadership. In fact, 
French Jewry was conspicuous by its absence from the Eighth Congress. 
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MY TRIP To GERMANY 

Travelling a few hours out of Paris, we could readily see the tangible 
mementos of the havoc which the Germans had wrought on French soil. 
Everywhere one beheld ruins; entire villages reduced to rubble and dust; 
and the earth itself everywhere scarred with trenches. Houses which did 
remain standing, still showed, however, their gaping wounds where German 
shells had pierced their masonry. 

I observed as I sat on the train which Wlas bearing me to Germany, 
that whenever any Frenchman looked ou't of the window upon the ruins 
of his country, he was invariably visibly affected. Germans on the train 
did not even dare to look through the speeding train, • lest gloating 
thoughts be suspected. One of the German passengers even made so bold 
as to address me, no doubt reading my thoughts, to say that if we Ameri
cans or Canadians ir.new the Germans better we would know that they 
were not as black as the French would paint them. 

"It is true," this German said, "that during the course of hostilities 
we were a destructive force. That, indeed, was why we won at first. 
Victory is to the most destructive; the vanquished naturally suffer. But 
now after the cessation of hostilities, and after our defeat, we are the suf
ferers. Why, then, is it still necessary to persecute us, to invent all kinds 
of slogans of French "security" against us. To complete the picture, we 
are systematically maligned and slandered-all in the name of security against 
the vanquished! I am glad that you are going to Germany; you will be 
able to see all this for yourself." 

I did observe during that' trip that the Germans seemed to have 
changed. I did not recognize in them the once-arrogant Prussians. Their 
courtesy to strangers, even to Jews. verged on the effusive. One could 
never suspect that behind their excessive politeness there lurked the pent-up 
desires for revenge. Nonetheless, I did feel, perhaps instinctively, perhaps 
from some ill-concealed gestures which registered on my mind without 
me even realizing it, that the Germans were secretely cherishing their 
hopes of rache. I did, as a matter of fact, prophesy in the book which I then 
wrote that despite all the recently acquired co~rtesies of this people, they 
would yet be ·guilty of the worst pogroms against Jews and liberals. 
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_ .J • • Be !in Caiserman and my-r difficult to get accommQC.IattOns ID r • 
t was . . d when I was about to 

Self did however, succeed m. renting a room, an . '1 
lea~e fo; Poland, it was agreed that Caiserman would ret.a~ the roo~ u:~. 

ned. E ually difficult, moreover, was the obtammg of tram 
I ret~ .J .' qW'th the necessary baksheesh - then the most Important 
commouanon. 1 1 

ff. ·-1d m-this obstacle was a so overcome. 
lubricant of European o tCiaJ. o 
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POLAND 

As a result of an incident which had taken place in Montreal, I had 
obtained from the Polish consul, letters of introduction to Polish officialdom. 
I never asked for those letters as I had no particular desire or reason to 
meet the Polish ministers. The letters, however, were useful to me in other 
connections. 

It was as a result of the aHair of the five hundred immigrants that 
[ had established contacts with the Polish consul from which had developed 
later the issuance of the friendly letter of introduction. At that time many 
immigrants entered Canada with the view of eventually taking up resi
dence in the United States. The quota-system had not yet been introduced, 
and all the immigrant required to be allowed to enter the United States 
was that his passport be visa'd by his consul. 

At one time there 1ppeared in Canada five hundred immigrants who 
had smuggled therQ,selves out of Poland, and who now wished to join their 
relatives in the United States. The Polish consul ref~sed to visa their 
passports. 

It was then that Rabbi Zlotnick communicated with me to tell 
me that he had been at the Polish consulate, and that the consul had 
expressed a desire to meet me, because I was horn in Poland, was a pub
lisher of two journals, and· president of the Verband of Polish Jewry. In
asmuch as I was then concerned over the fate of the five hundred im
migrants, I was glad to have the opportunity of meeting with the consul. 

He did receive me with the greatest cordiality. His vice-consul, an as
similated Cracow Jew, followed my every word, most obsequiously. We dis
cussed a number of matters until finally I brought up the subject of the 
stranded immigrants. 

"What do you do in Poland?" I asked, "when you• catch someone who 
is trying to smuggle himself out of your frontier? Do you sentence him 
to death?" 

"Not at all," he replied. "We fine him a hundred zlotys, about five 
dollars in. your currency ... 

"If that is so," I followed up my argument, "why do you doom the 
five hundred immigrants to what is tantamount to economic death? All 
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U have to do is to fine them tve o ars £. d ll apiece, and visa their passports 
yo . 1 • " 
permitting them to join the~r. re atl~ "and then you will write in your 

"Yes " interjected the v1ce-co ' . . 
1

, 

' th p r h nsul robs the Jewish lfil1Dlgrant. . . 
journal that e o lS eo . hat the Polish consul keeps families 

"Wou~d you prefer that I ;vnt~ t . f"ve hundred immigrants to 
separated, and is instrumental m oommg I 

economic limbo?" 1 "'f . were at least a question of "Well," replied the vice-consu ' 1 lt 
. . t .. 

one thousand dollars per lfil1IDg~an · I 'd that if this was the 
1 ed e Rising to go, sat 

This definite Y anger m · · · ·shed consul, I now 
f h. h I hl!d been called by the dlstmgUl purpose or w 1c 

knew what I had to do. . H' · 1 did not really 
ify 1s vtce-consu 

The consul attempted to pac hmef. d'd remain that he had re-
L h' d implied But t e act I h 

mean Wntat ts wor s · . any more visas to those w o ceived instructions from Warsaw not to tssue 
led. h 1 es OU't of the country. . 

had smugg t erose v " I Id h' "that local indignation 
"You ought to inform Warsawth, ,:o th ~e hundred will be visa'd 

. this order· but at n e 1 Id 
is mounting agal11St he :ru . mpanies that no more visas wou 
then you could inform all t ppmg cold corru'ng through Canada. 

Th · ·grants wou cease 
be issued by you. en lfil1ID l honed me to pu't an announce-

Upon the following day, the consul te ep . The five hundred 
ment in The Eagle in accordance with my suggestion. 

immigrants obtained their visas. . d to visit Poland, I phoned 
Accordingly when I had mad~ upHmy rrunvery glad to hear from me 

. y own viSa. e was I 
the consul concernmg m . . hi f£' ce before I left. When 

. d wanted me to VlSit s o 1 f 
and of my proJect an disc ssed the current news coming rom 
came to him with my passport, we l u f Jews , He denied these 

ainl f ma treatment o · 
Poland which was m y o . b . h d even gone so far as to pass 
reports and said that the Po~ seJm Ja ho had left Poland for 

hi h uld penrut those ews w h 
legislation w c wo • . . sh" nd who now found t em-b d . their Polish cmzen tp, a Polish 
Palestine, a an onmg . . . . Palestine to get back their . th 'd f an eoonorruc cns1s m • £ 
selves m e mt st o 1 k th I was incredulous. It was or 
citizenship. He gathered from my oo ~t introduction one to the Polish 
this reason that he offered me two lledtter:sh o the Pale'stinian resolution, 

I . . who wou s ow me 
Minister of mmigration f th I . whi'ch would treat me as a 

h M' · e ntenor 
and the second to t e mister o d e all the privileges of that capacity. foreign correspondent, and accor m 
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He then gave me the two letters which he had apparently drawn up in 
advance. I never used them in connection with the ministers, but they 
were as I said before, most serviceable to me on other occasions. 

It was on the train .from Berlin to Warsaw that I had my first in
dication of the temper of the Pole of that era. Then I met a Pole who 
turned out to be no mean Antisemite. As I stood at the train-window, 
withdrawing a cigarette from a package, he .approached me, and pointing 
to the cigarettes, said: "You must be an American.'' I told him that I was 

a Canadian and offered him ;1 smoke. We began to discuss Polish affairs. 
"There are not enough tourists," he complained. 

"That must be," I replied, "because Poland has not won herself a very 
good reputation abroad. Everybody knows of her treatment of the Jews." 

''Yes," he said, "the Jews .are responsible for everything. In Poland they 
are all communists." 

"Even if that were true, it must be because you yourselves by your 
outrageous treatment turn them into Commu'nists. That harms Poland; it 
has reverberations even in Canada." 

And I explained t; him that when Poland sought to negotiate a loan 
from Canada, and the Polish consul requested me to help him with the sale 
of bonds, I replied that not only would Jews refuse to buy, but Christians 
also would be cold to the flotation. 

He seemed dubious about the Consul's turning to me for help. It was 
then that I showed him the two letters of recommendation which I •had 
received from the ConsuL Their effect was instantaneous; the Pole's atti
tude immediately changed. 

When we came to the Polish frontier and stopped for the usual cus
toms examination, the Pole had disappeared. I approached one of the wickets 
behind which sat an official, wearing a red band on his hat. His courtesy 
overwhelmed me. He was milk and honey. He stamped my pauport as if 
this was to him the greatest pleasure in the world. He even instructed a 
policeman to carry my luggage for me. 

Another of.ficial then inquired as to how much money I carried wit·h 
me. I was about to show him. "No, no," he said. "Your declaration will be 
sufficient." The same procedure with reference to my baggage. No exam
ination; the word of a Jew had suddenly become sacrosanct to the Polish bu'reaucr.acy. 

I was amazed at this avalanche of politeness. When I returned to my 
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. , I ed one o/ t>he windows of -the customs offices, and there I 
t~, d phassp 1 'th whom I had had my discussion. I then understood 
nottce t e o e Wl b 

ho had effected ,the change of climate in the customs- ureau: . 
w h . the tr,ain the Pole took pleasure m askmg Indeed, w en we were Ill - , . 1 whether ~he devil was as black as he was painted. I told bun that I 
~a~ been treated with the- greatest of consideration, and that moreover 

hJd observed him in one of the customs rooms. 
f 

'. 
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LoDZ AND WARSAW 

I noted that in Germany one was received with great politeness. In 
Lodz precisely the reverse was the case. Everywhere one observed a constant 
ill-will, in the press, in the st~et, in official circles. 

Encountering difficulty in finding hotel accommodation, I turned to 
Dr. Rosenblatt whom I had met in Montreal when I helped him obtain ten 
thousand dollars from our Central Relief Committee for Polish educational 
institutions. He forthwith obtained a room for me, as well as a ticket to 
Warsaw. 

In Lodz, spending some time with Dr. Rosenblatt, I saw a clear pic
ture of the misery of Polish Jewry. The picture, moreover, repeated itself 
in Polish-Jewish newspaper ofifices, and in the local institutions. Every
where discrimination, everywhere animosity short of violence. 

: There was, £or example, the incident of the three tickets. It appears 
that there were no special tickets for first-class accommodatio .• on trains. 
Instead, if one wanted to go first-class, one bought three ticktts; second
class, two tickets, and third class, a single ticket. As I indicated, Dr. 
Rosenblatt had obtained for me first-class accommodation on the train 
to Warsaw. When I entered the first-class coach, however, it was all full. 
I repaired to second-class--the same. I went into the third-class train and 
found a place to sit. When the conductor came by, and asked for my fare, 
I showed him my three tickets. 

"That," he saiP, "is for first-class. This is third." 
"There was no room in first-class." 
"Well, then, you will have to pay .1 fare for third class." 
I was astounded. "But," I agreed, "if I had shown you one single 

ticket, everything wou'ld have been alright. Because I showed you three 
tickets, you now demand a fourth?" 

I sought to expostulate further, but my fellow-passengers restrained 
me. They were Jews, and did not want to enrage the conductor. (At that 
time, flinging Jews out of moving trains was a popular Polish sport). 

So I paid for a fourth ticket. When, later, I complained to a higher 
official, I obtained the same obstinate answer. When I told him that the 
amount involved did not concern me--180 marks meant only a cigarette. 

-· 
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to me--he replied that American Jews were rich enough, and that he hoped 
that all of Polish Jewry would move to America! 

I visited also my birth-place, Shidlovtza. There I met my relatives and 
friends whom I had not seen for thirty-five years; did my duty to the local 
inStitUtions, and barely escaped-so great was the need for charity-with 
enough funds to continue my trip. My feelings as I visited the scenes of 
my childhood and my youth were not the usual ones so beloved of the 
literary folk; I did not stand weeping before the river of my nonage-days; I 
did not embrace, with love :and affection, every tree which had sheltered 
me in my youth. On the contrary, as I beheld the house in which I was 
born, the two rooms which had been home to nine people, I could not help 
but experience a feeling of humility. Is this really where I came from? 

After some difficulty-for a transportation strike had broken out as I was 
about to board train-! finally reached Berlin. From Berlin, I was to go to 
Carlsbad. On the train I met Mrs. W eizmann, the late Nahum Sokolow, 
Louis Lipsky, and others, all on their way to the Twelfth Zionist Congress. 
Indeed, a Congress atmosphere immediately permeated on the train. 

This was the first Congress since the Armistice, and it was rumoured 
that there would be about fifty delegates from Soviet Russia. "How will 
they get out of the country?" I asked. 

"You are very naive," said Sokolow. "I always wonder only how Jews 
can remain in one place. How they get out, is never a marvel to me." 

As a matter of fact, fifty-two Russian Jewish delegates were present 
at the Congress. !How they did manage to leave their own frontiers, and 
arrive at Carlsbad, is a tale which mU'St be left for some other occasion. 
~ufficient it is to remark that the fifty-two delegates never went b.ack to 
Russia. 

One of the most interesting phenomena of the Congress was the man-
~ ner in whicb delegates coming from the same country, had to go to the 
Congress to meet. Throughout the war-years they had not seen each other. 
Here, they revived old friendships, talked over old times, and planned the 
future. It was more than a Congress; it was a literal reunion of Jewry. 

Most of the delegates to the :twelfth Zionist Congress divided them
selves into two groups, Brandeisists and Weizmannites. While the latter in
sisted upon the development of the Homeland through ,the agency of the 
Keren Hayesod, that is through public funds, the followers of Brandeis 
were equally convinced that only through private enterprise and private 

investment could the economy of the country be built up. For myself, my 
leanings were somewhat in the direction of the Brandeis group; I made, 
however, an attempt to achieve a compromise between the conflicting parties, 
seeking a modus operandi which would be a composite of both public and 
private initiative. Unfortunately compromise was impossible; both groups 
were adamant. It was then that I realized that with the best will in the 
world, the Zionist leadership, eager to find a solution for the problem of 
a harassed people, was still handicapped by "the single track mind." It is 
this same state of mind, moreover, this subservience to an idee fixe, which 
operates also in the language question, operates in such manner that no 
Yiddish publication will be permitted in Eretz Israel, even though hun
dreds will languish for a print in the tongue which they best understand. 

In Carlsbad, I attended also the Mizrachi Convention. I was, in fact, 
kept very busy. What with serving on committees, and running from ses
sion to session, and writing my daily article for my paper, Carlsbad was 
for me far from a leisutre-resort. 

I determined, moreover, to leave, immediately after the Congress would 
be ended, for Palestine. The boat for the Homeland left Trieste only once 
a week on Fridays. As I wished to arrive in Palestine at least two weeks 
before Rosh Hashanah, I was, among all the delegates to the Congress, the 
first to reach Eretz Israel. · 
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ON THE wAy TO PALESTINE 

The boat trip from Trieste was memorable for distinguished com
pany. Invited to the table of Sir Ronald Storrs, Governor of Jerusalem, 
were ben Y ehuda, the immortal Hebrew philologist, Rabbi Fishman, and 
myself. To me, ben Yehuda insisted on talking only in Hebrew. Once when 

' he caught Rabbi Fishnun and myself engaged in Yiddish conversation, he 
seemed terribly peeved. "It is a shame," he cried out to Rabbi Fishman, "it is a 
shame not to talk Hebrew on the way to Palestine!" When the Rabbi sought 
to explain that Mr. W olofsky did not speak Hebrew, he replied, "That is 
false: I always talk Hebrew to him.'' ' . 

Sir Ronald Storrs had also, by that time, acquired a smattering of the 
Holy Tongue. As ~ stood on deck, watching the calm sea, he turned to 
me and said in Hebrew: "What do you think of our sea." As he said our, 

' . he indicated both himself and myself. Apparently we were partners m 
Nostrum Mare. 

As the boat passed the mouth of the Nile, whose waters fascinated 
me, Sir Ronald wanted to know why I was looking so intently in its direc
tion. "I am seeking," I replied, "a new Moses among the bull-rushes, a 
leader ·so urgent for our times." Sir Ronald took this as a reflection upon 
the leadership of Dr. Weizmann, a suggestion which I repudiated. Weizmann 
was a good leader, I said, but not quite up to the mark of the one who rose 
from the Nile. 

From the conversation with the Governor of Jerusalem I further dis
covered what it was in the character of Sir Herbert Samuel which so im
pr~ his gentile friends. "Sir Herbert Samuel," said Sir Ronald, "is a very 
great man. Every year, for the High Holidays, he goes to the synagogue of 

.·Rabbi Y ehuda Hachosid to pray. On the New Year, he walks from Mount 
Scopus, but the night of Yom Kippur, he sleeps at my home. Will you be
lieve it, that in that day he does not eat a thing for twenty-four hours? 
An unbroken fast for the complete day?" ._. 

Sir Ronald, it appears, was overwhelmed by this feat of self-abnegation. 
I could not help but feel that if this was Sir Herbert's qU'alification for his 
high office Jewry was full of potential High Commissioners • • • . · 

I arrived in Jerusalem on my birthday, and was met by some friend 
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who immediately conducted me to my hotel. It was abouc two in the af
ternoon, so we repaired to the Wailing Wall for Mine ha service and then 
lunched together. 

My arrival in Jerusalem I will never forget. The sight of the sign on 
the railway station-Jerusalem, in Hebrew letters, so overwhelmed me 
that I wa.• in a daze for the rest of the day. I walked on air. I felt like 
one who has after many years seen a long-cherished vision, actually rea
lized. 

On the first day of Rosh Hashanah, I made the acquaintance of Sir 
Herbert SamueL This was in the synagogue of Reb Y ehuda Hachosid; 
after the service we went to the Amdursky Hotel for Kiddush. Rabbi Kook 
made a speech, and then I was called upon to say a few words. 

I spoke in English, and an interpreter immediately translated my 
sentences into Hebrew. I recalled how Sir Herbert had visited Montreal 
in 1911, when he was Postmaster-General of Britain, and how the Montreal 
Jewish community had arranged a reception for him at the Baron de Hirsch 
Institute. There a pupil of the Talmud Torah had presented him with 
flowers, and had expressed the wish that the time should come when Sir 
Herbe:t would be a Governor in Palestine. "As you see, the blessing of 
Canadian Jewry has been fulfilled!" I expressed the further hope of Cana
dian Jewry, as of that of the whole world, that the gates of Palestine be 
kept open so that the promise of the Balfour Declaration, sanctioned by 
fifty states at San Remo, might be fulfilled. 

In his reply, Sir Herbert pointed out the difficulties which lay in 
the path of unrestricted immigration. He told me how but recently as he 
was troubled over the situation in Palestine, his wife came to his office 
and opened a bible, looking for some omen. Thrice she opened it at random, 
and thrice she fell upon the verse, "Fear not, neither tremble!" He wished 
with this anecdote to indicate that his task was no easy one, and that in 
many respects it was more difficult even than that of Moses and Aaron, 
for the latter had all the Jews with them, which unfortunately was not 
the case today. He assured us, nonetheless, that everything possible would 
be done to implement the Balfour Declaration. 

I travelled throughout the length and breadth of Palestine. The fifty 
days that I spent in the Holy Land were the happiest of my life. It is true 
that I visited Palestine again in 1929, and 1936, but it was not the "first 
fine careless rapture.'' 
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h 
e where I met Sir Herbert Samuel, the syna-

Concerning t e synagogu h d 
o ue of Rabbi Yehuda Hachosid, also known as The R~ins, I car an 

? g . dote It appears that this place of worshtp was of great 
mterestmg anec · hi 1 d · 

. . d had throughou't the years fallen into arc tectura ecrepl-
antlqmty, an . . 1 ked a roof. Wb.en the Emperor of Austria, 
tude. At one tnne, lt even ac . f h of the 

J h .. ted Jerusalem his consul, a Mr. Fnedman, at er 
Franz ' osep v1s1 ' · h 1·z· 

F . edmans associated with the wine-cellars of Ris on !On, 
contemporary n sh ed h" th · d roofless 

ducted him through Old Jerusalem, and ow Im e rume f 
co:a o e Wb.en .the Emperor inquired as to why the synagogue was roo. -
sy g gu . . . ed F "edm ·replied: "The synagogue has doffed itS 
less, the qu1ck-W1tt n an 1 

f Y M . ~y'" So ·pleased was the Emperor with the court y 
cap or our aJes · 
compliment that he ordered the roof repaired at his own expense .. 

And aking of royal personages, it is told that when Kaiser. ~il-
spe M C el and regarded the beautiful landscape which 

helm came to ount arm • . 11 stretched .before him on all sides, he expressed a desire to his co~nse ors 
· k.l "bl "f ring that he nught be-that he leave the scene as quic y as possl e, ea . . 

f 
. t d by the country that he might seek to acquire lt for 

come so ascma e 

himself." d 11" C7 to 
My sojourning in the land was most pleasant, an my trave ~n, 

d f 
"t most thorough I saw antiquities which many old residents, 

an · ro upon 1 · p 1 · 
. 1 h d &Ailed to see 1 visited the old; I inspected the new a estme. 

as 1S usua , a ""' · h I d myself 
Rui!lS, institutions, colonies,-! could not . see enou~ . gorge 
with the sights of the Holy Land; I sated myself With vision. 
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CENTE:0rARI.A)I"S .A:0fD CE:VIETERIES 

My VlSlt to the Old People's Home at Jerusalem was a thought-pro
voking occasion, in a gruesome sort of way. I was particularly interested 
in knowing what the occupants of the ward in which there lived those 
who had reached the century-mark thought of death. 

One youngster of one hundred and ten was of the opinion that the 
Angel of Death had lost his place in the book of life, had skipped over a 
number of pages which included his name, but that it wouldn't be long 
before he realized his mistake and would retrace his steps. Another inmate, 
an old woman who already looked like a corpse, proudly showed me her 
winding-sheets, ready since the last quarter of a century, a wardrobe always 
in style. 

A philosophically-minded centenarian added that he felt ju'St like a 
wage-earner, who had laboured all day, and who now was so weary that 
he could not even eat his well-earned meal. All he desired was rest and sleep. 
I, too, wondered whether it was worth while living so long solely for the 
doubtful pleasure of laughing at the Angel of Death. Nonetheless, I have 
noted that most old people, no matter how cynical about the ills to which 
the flesh is heir, cling on to life, as if it were really something inexpress
ibly happy. 

My guide of the day also escorted me to the old cemetery on the 
Mount of Olives. We arrived there just as the sexton was digging a grave. 
There I beheld the last resting place of remembered rabbis and of vener
able saints; there I saw also the Hand of Abr.a.ham, a tombstone beneath 
which the son of David is reputed to have been buried. In the distance 
you can see Mount ScopU'S. The sun shines, and the gravedigger digs. Every
where,-clean white sand, where no worm thrives. I could not help but 
recall, as I looked at this clean soil, the occasion when ,at the interment 
of a prominent Montreal Jew, it was necessary to introduce a pump into 
the freshly-dug grave to rid it of its water. Still when the coffin was 
lowered, a. splash was heard. Seeing the beautiful sun .and the shining sand, 
here on the Mount of Olives, I felt-and said so to my friends-that it 
must be a pleasure to die in Palestine. 

The cemetery had its own memorial-book. Herein there were recorded 
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a number of miracu•lous happenings and wondrous deeds. One of these 1 
found particularly fascinating. To fully grasp its significance it is neces
sary to know the customs of sepulture in Jerusalem. lncerment m the 
Holy City takes place almost immediately after death; the sextOn, accord-
ingly, used to sleep on the cemetery every night, except on the Sabbath. 
As soon as a death is announced to him, he immediately sets to digging 
the grave; often the body w.as brought to the cemetery even before he 
was finished with his dismal work. As for winding-sheets these are al
w~ys to be found in readiness in the possession of the sexton. 

In ilie memorial-book, it is writ as follows .. Upon a time, on a Satur
day night, as the sexton came ou't to the cemetery, and stood there smoking 
his pipe, he noticed a funeral approaching. He could not understand this; 
why had he not been told? On looking closer, he noticed that none of the 
pall-bearers were known to him. Frightened out of his wits, he fell in a 
swoon, remembering later only that one of the unknown coffin-carrier; 
had said: "The Gaon of Vilna will rest in precisely this spot." 

It happened, moreover, that someone had a.ctually passed away in 
the town, and a message had been sent to appriZe the sexton of the fact. 
so that he might prepare the interment-ground. Discovering him uncon

_scious, the messengers revived him, heard his story, and took him to the 
rabbi. Insofar as the town and its t:abbi knew, the Gaon of Vilna was 
still alive. An examination of the cemetery was made, but no signs of a 
fresh grave were found. Several days later, however, Jerusalem received 
the news that the Gaon of Vilna ha.d passed away on the preceding Sabbath. 

Pious Jews, 1 discovered, believed this marvellous tale imlipcitly. They 
were convinced that angels bore the bodies of the saintly to Eretz Israel 
and \ga~e them their resting place in graves for which those unworthy 
of such sacred burial are expelled. It is no doubt a riddle of spiritualism 
or mental telephathy-this knowledge on the part of· the sexton that the 
Vilna Gaon had passed away. I will not seek to explain it; I only record 
it here, as I recorded it in my book on Palestine. 

·In Hebron,. my principle guide was a twelve-year-old lad who 
worked in the local hotel which belonged to the Friedman f.a.mily. He was 

, . a very precocious youngster, this Abie, and there was little he did not 
know, either about human psychology or local archaeology. He it was 
who showed me "Sarah's Well"-presumably the body of water in which 
the Matriarch performed her ritual ablutions. At the time I visited it, it 
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was a gathering-place for the elders of Hebron, the sheik and his coun
sellors who sat there estimating the girls who came to the well for water 
estimating them in terms of dowry. The price they set apparently consti: 
tuted tru'e market value. 

We also visited the Cave of Machpela. Here Abie told me that when 
the English invaded Palestine, all the Arabs fled, including the wardens 
of the cave, and he took the opportunity to enter it. 

"What did you see?" I asked. 

"You have read, no doubt," he replied, "that whoever enters· the Cave 
of Machpela may hereby escape therefrom with his life. It is true. The 
odour-! suppose the odour of sanctity-is so fatally strong. Otherwise, 
nothing remarkable." 

Abie took me also to the "Grove of Abraham." This was a single 
venerable tree, reputed to have been planted by the great Patriarch him
self. "How come," I asked, "that this grove is located in Hebron? Is it 
not written that Abraham planted his grove in Beer-Sheba?" 

Abie had an answer for everything. "These matters," he said, "are 
not to be questioned. It is a matter of faith. E'{en if it were said that this 
tree was planted by Moses, who was never in Eretz Israel, ;ou would have to 
believe it. ~aith!" To climax his. point he led me up a narrow street to a high 
terrace which commanded a VIew of the surrounding country. In the dis
tance, he pointed out an old orchard. "If you wish to believe it," he said, 
the spies sent forth by our ancestors to spy out the land took their fruit 
md grapes from that very orchard." 

These pleasant peregrinations, however, were interrupted, on the eve 
of the Day of Atonement, by a cable which I received from S. W. Jacobs: 
Advise you return immediately. Federal election ann'OUnced. &hool 
question serious. I received also another cable from my son Daniel to the 
same effect. 

I immediately made preparations to leave. The people whom 1 had 
met and with whom I had developed a very warm friendship were very 
loath to see me go. They consoled themselves, and me, that 1 wowld be 
back shortly, and perhaps take up permanent residence there: Tha.t last 
night was a very remarkable one; it was spent in conversation and dis
cussio~, as if we w.ere trying to catch up on time stolen from us by the cable. 
And m the morrung when I went to the station, they escorted me. They 
would not let me go. The Jewish station master was importunate--the 
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. 1 I d-1' ered a farewell address of which I remember only 
tram had to eave. euv h . I led......A 

. A:s I in the Hebrew sign over t e statiOn, P 5""' 
the <:ondusmn. saw aga . . '" 
anew: I£ 1 forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, may my right hand forget ltS cunmng. 
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THE PowER oF A MELODY 

Some time ago the distinguished musicologist, Mr. Israel Rabinovitch, 
commenting upon a tour which the famous Cantor of Warsaw, Kousse
witsky, was making to the battle-fields of Russia, took occasion to remark 
upon the hypnotic effect which the Kol Nidrei tune had, not only upon 
Jewish soldiers, but also upon non-Jewish ones. There was, it seemed, 
some secret power, some inscrutable association evoked by this melody 
which infused its hearers with courage and determination, which instilled 
in them a spirit of vengeance against the murderers of the Reich. 

No doubt the purpose of Mr. Rabinovitch's comment was a two
fold one: in the first place, to show the intrinsic power of this memorable 
melody, and in the second, to indicate that in a country where Jew-hatred 
does not exist, and where harmony between the races reigns supreme, the 
song even of a language which one does not understand has the capacity 
to create the necessary mood of holiness, and to arouse a feeling of respect 
for its creators. 

I could not help, as I read these lines, to recall the occasions when I 
had discussed the Kol Nidrei music with non-Jews. Once, when I was still 
a young lad, my mother-may she rest in peace-left me at home on 
the eve of Yom Kippur while she repaired to the synagogue. She bade 
m1e to meet her there later and not to forget to lock the door when I left. 

As it happened, I did forget to lock the door. When I arrived at the 
Beth Ha-Midrash, I suddenly remembered my oversight; I told my father, 
and asked him if I should return to lock the door of our house. 

"It does not matter," he replied. "On Yom Kippur Eve, even the 
Jewish thieves find themselves at divine service; and as for non-Jewish 
ones, they, on this day will not burgle a Jewish house. They are, as a 
matter of fact, terribly afraid to visit a Jewish house on the Day of 
Atonement. They fear the Jewish God; they see the great big Jewish 
candles, all kindled; they see Jews hurrying to the synagogue; and they 
stand in awe of all this holiness. Indeed, the peasantry believes that on 
the Day of Atonement,-at least-it is very dangerous to annoy the Jews 
or their God." 

I recall, too, another incident, touching the Kol Nidrei liturgy. When 
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I visited Jerusalem in 1921, I stayed at the Amdursky Hotel, and there 
found myself in the company of two Englishmen. Returning that Y om 
Kippur from the synagogue, one of them evinced curiosity about the Kol 
Nidrei prayer. He had heard it sung at concerts, and was curious to know 
the meaning of its words. He wondered what language it could be that 
could bear the heavy burden of such· song. 

For the sake of brevity, I did not enter into a verbatim translation 
of the Aramaic vocabulary of Kol Nidrei. I told him merely of the su>f
ferings which ou'r ancestors had to endure under the Spanish Inquisition; 
of how they were subjected to compulsory conversion; of the many who 
died martyrs to their creed; and of those who, to preserve their lives, con
sented to baptism, but at heart remained true Jews. These latter would 
meet secretely on Y om Kippur, in some cellar or other hiding place, and 
would pray to the Lord, begging his forgiveness for the apostasy which 
they had perforce committed. Therefore they indited the Kol Nidrei 
liturgy which asked that all the oaths and undertakings to which under 
duress they · had pledged themselves be considered null and void and of 
no effect. Today, so as to recall the agony of their persecution and the 
holy fire of their determination-! told the Englishmen-we repeat this 
prayer. It is true that the explanation which I offered them may not 
have been historically correct in all its details; nonetheless, I preferred to 
speak to them of Kol Nidrei in the manner which the folk-imagination 

·.has conceived it rather than in the dryasdust terminology of musical in
vestigation. That I chose the more fundamental way of explaining this 
prayer was evidenced by the fact that tears stood ·in the eyes of the 
Englishmen. 

Indeed, when after the Day of Atonement services we returned from 
the synagogue we discovered that the Britons had not eaten that day. 
They, too, wished to fast, in sympathy with the millions of Jews through
out the world. 

As it happened, too, when I left for Tel Aviv, on the Feast of 
Tabernacles, the Britons accompanied us. We all took a.ccommodation in 
the Herz.lia Hotel. As was his custom, the hotel-keeper had built a 
succah; a tabernacle constru~ted of twigs and branches and palm-leaves, 
rustically decorated with citrons and other fruit of the land. The Britons 
wanted to know if they were permitted to enter this place. "Of course," 
I said, .. we have no secrets; we would be pleased if you would spend some 
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time with us in the succah." They soon felt quite at home: I h d · 
dd. · h h a , 1n 

a 1t10n to t e C ristians, three Jewish gu!sts· when the w· , me was sanc-
tified the Englishmen donned their hats and stood up with their beakers 
in their hands, even like the rest of us At table I had · · · occasiOn aga1n to 
speak of the customs and ceremonies of Succoth, and one of them, no 
doubt prompted by association of ideas, referred again to the tale of the 
Kol Nidrei prayer. He averred that what I had told him did not let him 
rest; and that he felt personally grieved both because of the injustice which 
had been perpetrated against Israel of yore, and the injustice which was 
still rampant today. 

I recall apropos of all this the last request of the great I d f 
thR ... h eaero 

e ev!Slomsts, t e late Vladimir Jabotinsky Know;" th he . · ~g at was on 
his ~eath-bed and about to breathe his last, ,he asked that the Kol Nidrei 
serv1ces be s~g. With its conclusion, it is reported, he expired. 

I have Cited all of these instances to illustrate the latent t 
f · f · . . po ency 

o a p1ece o. mus1c, sancttfted by tradition, hallowed by memory. Its effect 
upon Jews 1s, of course, apparent; its effect upon non-Jews is also not 
to. b~ wondered at. Indeed, there have been apostates, who forsook their 
relrg10n, who stood aloof from it for many years and who h · 
th K I N"d . I d , , upon earmg 

e . o. 1 re1 me o ~· have b~en filled with nostalgia· and repentance. 
For 1t IS a prayer which born m our exile, has walked with us all th 
days of our exile. e 
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THE ScHOOL QuESTION 

When 1 returned from my trip, I found the agitation over what 
be known as the school qu'eStion in full swing. The Protestant 

wasto 1 dbl 1 h. did 
Board of School Commissioners, it seems, had dec are unt y t at It 
not care to ha~ Jewish children in its schools. After a confe~nce held 
in the office of The Eagle, it was decided that a Jewish delega~10n shoul~ 
meet with Premier Taschereau and attempt to find some solution to this 
complicated problem. When the delegation _which consist~d of Lyon Co~en, 
Rabbi Cohen, Peter Bercovitch and the wnter of these lines, had _explam~d 

the Premier the situation which then prevailed - how Jewish pup1ls 
to . . h li d "If 
were unwelcome at the Protestant educational institutions, e rep e : 
that is the case, you have no other alternative but to ask for separate 
schools for your taxes, and the Government will very probably see to it 
that you get what you are entitled to from the 'neutral panel'." 

Mr. Bercovitch, however, was implacably opposed to separate schools. 
We, too, were not infatuated with the notion, but we felt tdhat if d~ur 
point were gained. the Protestants might then come to an un erstan mg 

· h When the matter was again brought before Mr. Taschereau, he 
Wlt us. 0 d "d 
decided to submit the question to the courts so that they m1ght ec1 e 

d for all whether it was legal for the provincial government to 
once an d" . 1 . . . h" 
establish a separate school system, and also that a ju ICia opm10n rmg t 
&e given touching the rights of Jews in the Protestant s~hools. The I_e~al 

.I dou!bt in the matter arose out of the fact that at the ume of the Bnt1sh 
North America Act there were not many Jews in Canada, and that those 
who arrived subsequently sent their children to Catholic sc_hools. In 19~3, 
it is true, a contract was entered into between the JeWISh ~omm_uruty 

d the Protestant Board of School Commissioners whereby JeWish children 
:re admitted to their schools and Jewish taxes assigned to their panel; 
but the jurisdictional question, in the light of the constitution, had nevc::r 
been determined. According to the terms of the above-mentioned contract, 
Jews were deemed Protestants for educational ~urposes; this ar~a~gement, 
moreover, was satisfactory also to the Cathohc School ComiDlSsion. 

The hearing before the court took place in Quebec City; the costs 
of the case being financed by public contribution, of which I was treasu'rer. 
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Two Jewish viewpoints were presented before the court: the Hon. Louis 
St. Laurent (now Minister of Justice) and Peter Bercovitch declaring them
selves against separate schools; and Louis Fitch and Mich3el Garber present
ing the case for a separate Jewish school system. 

As Louis F~tch was developing his argument, the president of the 
court, Judge Greenshields, interrupted him to say: "Why these argu
ments? If you wish to state that Jews have a right to private schools, 
your argument is superfluous. They most certainly have such a right." 

When Judge Greenshields turned to Bercovitch for his argument, the 
latter stated that he was opposed to separate Jewish schools, and that if 
the Protestants did not want to teach Jewish children, then let them 
dismiss their Jewish pupils, and the Jewish community would then know 
what it had to do." 

"That," replied his Lordship, "is good material for a political speech. 
But here we are before a question of law. The qu'estion is: has the Provincial 
Government the right to establish separate schools, or has it not that right?" 

I must mention here that before the matter was taken to coUrt, a 
hearing was held before a governmental commission which consisted of 
nine persons: three Protestants, three Catholics and three Jews-Sir Lomer 
Gouin, former Premier of Quebec; Sir Arthur Currie; E. W. Beatty; Aime 
Geoffrion; Hon. Waiter Mitchell, K.C.; Michael Hirsch; S. W. Cohen, 
and Joseph Schubert. Its first sitting took place on September 30th, 1924, 
and there it was that Mr. J. J. Creelman, Chairman of the Protestant 
Board, declared that the education of Jewish children was a heavy burden 
to his board, and that he would heartily desire the end of the contract 
of 1903. Already, he complained, the Protestant Schools were suffering 
from a too great Jewish enrolment, and its cu'rriculum from too many 
Jewish holidays. For the latter reason, he felt, it might be necessary to 
segregate the Jewish pupils in separate classes. (In other words, a school
ghetto, under Protestant supervision). The Protestants, he added, were 
prepared to fight with all their energy against the admission of non-Prot
estants to their board. Other Protestant speakers followed in the same vein. 

The Jewish representatives before the commission presented the two-fold 
view. One group appealed for tolerance and Jewish right within the Prot
estant school system, and the other declared that since the Protestants 
did not want us, we might as well establish our own schools, and that it 
was better to be separated and friendly, than united but merely tolerated. 
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I, naturally, was of the latter optmon; in my address before the Com
mission I suggested a compromise. I suggested that in view of the fact 
that the Protestants were not ready to give Jews equal ri6hts in edu'Cation, 
and in view of the fact that Jews themselves were divided as to the best 
modus operandi, it might be advisable to set aside 7 or 8 schools in the 
Jewish district, and put them under the supervision of a Jewish sub
committee. In this manner, the Protestant Board would still retain com
plete control over the finances, while in the specific schools affected, edu
cational guidance would be Jewish. 

'A number of other speakers addressed the Commission, but all of 
~the addresses resolved themselves into one or the other of the two Jewish 
opinions which divided the community. The result of these argumentations 
was that the Commission issued not one report, bu't four. The Protestant 
members expressed themselves as being against separate Jewish schools, and 
also against admission of a Jewish representative to the school board; the 
Catholic members concerned themselves with specifically Catholic ques
tions, and with the disposition of the funds of the neutral panel, while 
the Jewish members issued both a majority and a minority report. The 
majority members Michael Hirsch and S. W. Cohen insisted on the status 
quo, while Schubert in a minority report, presented the view that since 
the parties could not honourably co-operate, they might as well honour:~bly 
separate. 

It was as a result of these reports that the Government decided to 
leave die matter to the courts. The decision of the Court of King's Bench, 
however, also was not unanimous. UnanimoU'S the five judges were only in 
the opinion that Jews had no rights within the Protestant schools. With 
reference to the question as to whether it was intra vires of the provincial 

, , government to establish separate schools, two judges replied in the negative 
and three in the affirmative. 

In 1927 there took place the provincial elections in which the St. 
Louis seat was contested by Louis Fitch and Peter Bercovitch, and in which 
the principle isstre was the Jewish school question. Bercovitch, a vigorous 
opponent of the plan for separate schools, emerged from the campaign as 
victor. 

It was then that Prime Minister Taschereau suggested the formation 
of a speciaJ school commission, consisting of six Jews, six Protestants, and 
a chairman appointed by the government, which should consider the vari-
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ous arguments of the parties involved, and which should explore the pos
sibilities of a new contract between the Jews and the Protestants. The 
Government, moreover, would help solve any financial difficulties which 
might be .encountered. If, however, the sittings of the commission resulted 
in no agreement, then the way would be open for the establishment of 
separate schools. 

There was some difficulty concerning the Jewish representation on 
the Commission. Mr. Bercovitch had suggested six names, and I had sug
gested six other names. Mr. Taschereau' insisted that Bercovitch and I agree 
upon one set of half a dozen representatives. Finally, I suggested three in
dividuals and Bercovitch named his three. My nominations, of course, were 
of persons known to support the notion of separate schools; they were 
Michael Garber, Dr. Max Wiseman and Joseph Schubert. 

The Commission finally negotiated with the Protestant authorities 
who were now not as adamant as at the beginning. A contract was entered 
into which has already been in force for fifteen years. 
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FIRST WoRLD vVAR 

On the fourth of August 1914, headlines in the newspapers an
nounced the outbreak of the war, a war which was to last for four years, 

d · whi,..h Jews were to participate in the armies of all the combatants. 
an m - fl 1 B'. hd Jewry which was boU'nd with the greatest ties ~ oya ~y to. r~tam, ~ , 
however, but small reason to be friendly to Czanst Russta, a regun-: which 

· 1 · t d 'n the Jewish mind with memories of persecutton and was Just y assoc1a e 1 . 
oppression. Jewry, therefore, was in somewhat o~. a dtlem~a; on the one 
band, the desire to manifest its loyalty to the Br1t1sh Emp1r.! was an ever-

n the other hand there was a natural reluctance to come present urgency; o ' 
to the aid of its "ally"-Russia. . . 

The American Jewish newspapers were not inhibited tn the ex~ress1on 
of their opinion; the United States were not yet in the war, and these Journals 
were mo~t outspoken at the expense of the government of the Ro~anoffs. 
These periodicals, moreover, were circulated also in Canada. Our. JOurnal, 
h wever maintained throu'ghout a more realisti'" sense of proportion. 
o ' . R . 

A d. ly although the situation of Jewry m uma was a con-ccor mg , . · d 
f an.;ety Jewry· rallied to the cause wt:h unquestwne stant source o ..... , . . 

patriotism. Particularly strong were these sentiments of sohdanty when 
n · · • ed the famous Balfour Declaration. American Jewry, too, altered 
.untam tssu h h d · · h 
its unenthusiastic attitude, and flung itself wit mig t an mam, mto t· e 
conflict against the Hun. . . 

,..._ f h first nUI.itary steps taken by Jewry of thts contment vueote 1 ·· 
was the founding of the Jewish Legion for Palestine. T~e centra recruttmg 

· f both Canada and the United States was Wmdsor, N.S., where pomt or al • xili 
there was located not only the Jewish Legion but so a woman s au ary 

'Organized into a "Red Mogen David" after t<he manner of the Red Cross. 
D · of keeping our readers informed of the progress of the 

eSlrous · d 'd d 
and of all activities touching the interests of Jewry, we ec1 e to war · d l' 

· per tWl' "'e a day' Inasmuch as both a mormng an anernoon us~ our pa ... • . th 
edition constituted for us an additional financial burden, ~e. mcreased e 
price of the paper from one cent to three cents. Even this mcrease, how
ever, hardly covered the additional expenditures. Nonetheless, we persisted 
in our intention; the circulation of the paper, even at the increased price. 

demonstrated that the people were eager for news, and that the extra 
edition actually answered an existing need. 

For the function of the paper was more than merely journalistic. 
It was a sort of communal institution. There did not exist then, as now. 
a Canadian Jewish Congress with its ramified war-<:ornrnittees, to look 
after the varied problems which arise from day to day. All such problems 
then fell upon the shoulders of individuals and in these responsibilities The 
Eagle played no mean part. Financial aid there came from Sir Mortimer 
Davis; the political work was looked after by Sam Jacobs and Lyon Cohen. 
In view of my friendly relations with the Minister of Justice, the Hon. Mr. 
Doherty, I, too, had frequent communication with Government. 

But to return to the Jewish Legion. Once I received a telegram from 
the major of that battalion requesting my presence in Windsor. When I 
arrived, he was full of complaints about the Jewish volunteers. Among 
those volunteers, there were many who later became leaders of the Yishuv, 
such as Ben-Gurion, Ben-Zvi and others; and many of the youths of the' 
Poale Zion. 

Particularly the major complained that the legionnaires held too· 
many meetings, a phenomenon which was most harmful to military dis
cipline. Moreover, they were always coming to headquarters with "demands." 
On the very day when he had sent me the telegram, their latest request was 
for kosher cutlery and dishes. He did not know how to reply to this re· 
quest. He did not know whether the granting of such demands was in 
accord with military law; furthermore, he had no funds wherewith to meet 
the expenditure which would necessarily be entailed; and finally, he won· 
dered what new request could follow upon the heels of the granting of 
this one. 

I assured him that I could persuade the volunteers not to insist upon 
their meetings. As to the kosher dishes I felt that the Red Mogen David 
could look after the expense; and that from a military point of view no 
great inconvenience would be caused by this institution, inasmuch as all 
his recruits were Jews. 

I then went into the camp, where my oldest son Philip, was also 
a volunteer. I persu•aded the leaders that they could hold their much-de
sired meetings at the usual Sabbath services, and informed them that the 
kosher dishes would be sent from Montreal. I urged them not to molest 
the Major with daily committees; as a military man, he could not under-
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ed l l bad impression of the 
stand such a routine, and it serv on y to eave a 

Jew as a soldier. b d d th · 
. I had no difficulty with them at all. They even a an one ell' 

. . kosher dishes declaring that they had so cleaned and pol-
anststence upon ' ff' · cl k h r The 
ished the dishes they had, that these were now su H:I~n y os e . 
Ma'or, who although appreciating the alertness and i~telhgence o! the .men 
un~er rus command, was somewhat harrassed by their democratiC notwns, 

t 'f' d :"deed for my effort, so mu'Ch so, that I soon heard 
was very gra 1 1e , ..... • th b 
that he had promoted my son to lance corporal and post-master for ~ at-
talion. In the letter which he wrote me subsequently, he ex~ressed hi~ ap-

. · f what I had done and his surprise at my not havmg mentiOned pre<:1a t1on or , 
the fact that my son was in his camp. . . 

0u · urnal was favorably known to the Government for Its patn-
. d r JOrs .... d I too had established contacts with military authori-

otiC en eavou ..... , h hel 
ties. As ; result of this, I was able on several occasions to come to t e P 
o£ Jews who were about to be interned. One of these, a well:known ~om
mUnal worker of Montreal,· was already at ~he camp. ~th h1~ belongmgs, 

d be 
hi d ff when I arrived to ask for his hberatlon. He was, 

reayto s ppe o' lld . hi bt 
· f fact : .... ocent of the accusations leve e agamst m, u 

as a matter o ' ....... hi · 
I had a difficult time, nonetheless. I went so far as to _guarantee s mno-
cence; and he was, finally, freed, practically a minU'te before he was to 

be sent to the internment camp. 

• 
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THE MoNTREAL JEWISH GENERAL HosPITAL 

The necessity for a Jewish hospital had been a long felt need in the 
community. A number of factors, indeed, emphasized this urgency. In the 
first place, many Jewish patients in the general hospitals of the city were 
made to feel as if their illness was ~n imposition and their presence an 
intrusion. For immigrant Jews, unable to speak English, and for those un
willing to eat tre.fah meals, disease was but a prelude to a spiritual ordeal. 
As for Jewish doctors, they found it extremely difficult to obtain an in
terneship in the local hospitals. In one instance, where a Jewish graduate 
was admitted to a French hospital, his "colleagues" went out on strike for 
two days, leaving the patients without medical care, ~and bringing such a 
condition to pass that the Jewish doctor resigned. It is true that this peculiar 
strike met with the disapproval of even non-Jewish medical men; none
theless, the whole affair was symptomatic of an unfriendly attitude which 
actually existed and which could not be denied. It is interesting to note 
that as a result of the publicity given to the strike, the particular doctor 
whose semitic presence had been the cause of the medical walk-out, re
ceived numerous offers from American hospitals, and did in fact, accept 
one of those protest invitations. 

It was felt, therefore, that a Jewish hospital was an imperative 
necessity. Our paper, in fact, had carried on a continuous agitation for the 
idea; finally, a meeting for this purpose was held at the home of Dr. Nor
man Viner. At that meeting there were present, apart from representatives 
of the medical profession, Jack Jacobs, Maxwell Goldstein, Peter Bercovitch, 
his brother Dr. A. Bercovitch, Samuel Bronfman, Allan Bron!man (the 
Bronfmans had already begun 'their record of untiring local communal ac· 
tivity), Lyon Cohen, Sam Jacobs, Asher Pierce, and H. Wolofsky. The 
meeting decided to raise half a million dollars for this project; towards this 
objective the Jewish· doctors pledged fifteen thousand dollars. However, 
thv idea for a Jewish hospital was not immediately put into action; op
position arose among those whom communal duty and social pressure would 
have forced to donate larger sums. 

At that time there. was in Montreal a veritable plethora of "loan 
syndicates". One of these boasted a membership of 2 5 00 persons, individuals 
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who had invested various sums of money in the syndicate and who drew 
dividends frequently· amounting to fifteen per cent of their money. Nor 
was this an isolated and solitary example. Their number was legion. 
People borrowed and paid heavy rates of interest, while the officers 
of these loan syndicates, many unable even to sign their names, conducted 
themselves like "bankers of the Jewish street." 

O~ce I hiad occasion, together with Dr. Wiseman, to address a meet
ing of the shareholders of the Hebrew Loan Syndicate. There I explained 
the necessity of a Jewish hospital, and declared that the movement for its 
realization ought to come from the people, and not from the wealthy maecen
ases of the community. The idea found favour in the eyes of the assembled, 
and a special meeting with this purpose in view was called. 

Here it was suggested that the Hebrew Loan show the way, and other 
syndicates would be sure to follow its example. Accordingly, it was decided 
that every member be taxed $25.00 for the Jewish hospioal, payable in two 
years; in this manner, a fund of $50,000 would be assured, and, if necessary: 
the syndicate would advance this sum. 

When the "West End" heard news of this move, and felt certain 
that these initial steps were serious, it Wtas prompted to act. A second meeting 
was called, and it was decided to launch a campaign for one million dollars. 
Mr. Allan Bronfman acted as chairman, and in Europe, where I was then on 
tour, I heard that the campaign had been a great success raising a million 
and a half dollars. The largest contribution was that of the Bronfmans, 
seventy-five thousand dollars. 

Several months after the termination of the campaign, there oc
curred the memorable stock<-market crash of 1929. Nonetheless, of the pledges 
one million dollars was received. As for the loan syndicates, hardly had they 
paid their first few thousand dollars on their pledges, when bankruptcy 
overtook them. Nonetheless, a sort of negative credit is due them for having 
started the ball rolling; great positive credit is due to Mr. Allan Bronfman 
who with his brother Sam, and indeed all the Bronfmans, made this great 
mdertaking the success which it was. To this day the Hospital is one of 
Montreal Jewry's proudest boasts, a "Tribute Everla·sting." 

The progress of the hospital, moreover, has been consistent. While 
its expenditures have increased, the response of the Montreal community 
has ahvays met them. Moreover, the mere existence of a Jewish hospital has 
favourably changed the -attitude of non:-Jewish hospitals to Jewish patients. 
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It is a phenomenon, which is full of implications even for the wider 
sphere of international relations. If we had a Homeland of our own, 
the attitude towards Jews in all parts of the world would ,appreciably 
change for the better. 
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THE YoUNG MEN's HEBREw AssociATION 

In September 1926, some time before he was to leave for his winter 
home in southern France, the late Sir Mortimer Davis called together a 
number of Montrealers-Sol Kellert, L. Solomon, and Alderman Louis Rub
enstein-and informed them that he was ready to contribu'te three hundred 
thousand dollars for a Y.M.H.A. building; and that if the Jews of West
mount wanted a similar building in their part of the town, he would con
tribute for that purpose an additional fifty thousand dollars. 

Thi5 .generosity was enthusiastically hailed, not only by Y.M:H.A. 
members but by all of Montreal Jewry. For many years there had been felt 
a.-need for such a building, where the Y.M.H.A. program, both athletic and 
educational, might be the more easily facilitated. 

Unfortunately, Sir Mortimer never retutrned from that trip. Breath
ing his last in Euro~, his body was brought for interment in Montreal. 
His passing was mourned by a~l Jewry. 

It was as a result of the efforts of Alderman Rubinstein and others 
that the executors of Sir Mortimer's estate were persuaded to implement 
the deceased's promise with reference to the Y.M.H.A. building. 

It will be remembered that Sir Mortimer had had something similar 
in mind with regard to the Talmud Torah. Unfortunately, this was not. 

' mentioned in his will. Accordingly, the Talmud Torah committee which 
had relied upon the possibility of a fifty thousand dollar contributtion from 
Sir Mortimer and had with this calculation approached the construction 
of its building, £Uplly had to assume a mortgage of seventy thousand . 
dollars. 

Sir Mortimer D.avis was in his generation a unique philanthropist. 
Not only was he extremely generous in his financial support of communal 
in$titutions, butt he was singular also in that he sought no honours for his 
activities. Nonetheless honour pursued him, and overtook him when the 
BritiSh G<lvernment ~onferred upon him his title. 

/ 
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MY SECOND TRIP TO EUROPE AND PALESTINE 

In July of 1929, I decided once more to go abroad. I wanted, first of 
all, to be present at the Zionist Congress which took place that year at 
Zurich; and I wanted also again to satisfy my nostalgia for Eretz Israel. 
That Congress is remembered as having been the instrument for the fashion
ing of the "extended Jewish Agency," so extended as thereafter to include 
also non-Zionists. It was a Congress which was at once constructive and 
dramatic; constructive in that it saw a further development in Zionist 
administrative machinery, and dramatic in that Dr. Weizmann's proposal 
for this extension of the Agency elicited vigorou'S and eloquent opposition. 
To this Congress, Canada sent twelve delegates, including A. J. Freiman, 
president of the Zionist Organization, and the late Lillian Freiman, presi
dent of Hadassah. 

I still remember the very effective and pointed address delivered by 
Dr. Stephen Wise against the project. I recall also the occasion when Isaac 
Greenbaum interrupted Dr. W eizmann to ask him whether the intended 
partnership between Zionists and non-Zionists being effected, either party 
could subsequently withdraw from the agreement. "No!" Weizmann re
plied categorically. "Then we may as well," retorted Greenbaum, "say a 
Kaddish for Zionism!" The impression which this interpellation and Green
baum's interjection made was very dr:~.matic; many were heard to sob. 

At the last session of the Congress, when the extended Jewish Agency 
question was to be put to a vote, the debate lasted all night. Finally, every 
delegate was called by name, for the purpose of voting Yea, or Nay. 
Dorothy Freiman, despite the fact that her parents had voted in the af
firmative, was opposed on principle to the extension of the Agency. When 
her name was call~d, however, she announced that she refrained from voting. 
It was a reply which elicited both amazement at an absen~e of unamm1ty 
among the Freimans, and applause at Dorothy's independence of spirit. 

When we retu'rned to our hotel in the morning, there had already 
arrived the delegates of the new partners, the non-Zionist party of the 
second part, led by the late Louis Marshall. Leon Blum, who was later to 
be Premier of France, also formed part of this group. That same after
noon, Louis Marshall presided over the first session of the "Extended Jewish 

/ 
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Agency". To sign and seal the contract between the Zionist and the non
Zionist each country was represented by members of both groups; thus the 
leading signatures were those of Chaim W eizmann and Louis Marohall, and 
so on down the line. When it came to Canada's place on the document, 
the sole signatory was A. J. Freiman. Said he: "In our Dominion there are 
no non-Zionists; and certainly J.lO anti-Zionists! .. 

I was then elected a member of the Agency, together with Mr. Frei
man· and Mr. A. Levine. After the first enthusiasm had waned, I asked 
Isaac Greenbaum as to whether he had changed his opinion. As I put him 
the question, Loon :Blum passed by. He interrupted in French: "Don't worry, 
it will all turn out all right." "I hope so," replied Greenbaum. 

I do not wish here to discuss the question as to whether the admission 
of the non-Zionis'ts really brought benefits to the cause or not; certainly 
the hopes and enthusiasm which accompanied the signing of the contract will 
forever remain unforgettable. Thus one Serbian delegate, an elderly Jew, 
called upon for a few words as he signed his name was so overcome that he 
could utter nothing beyond a prayer that with the aid of the Almighty 
everything turn out for the best. 

After. the session of the Congress, many delegates travelled to Carlsbad 
for a rest, I among them. There I received a letter from Rabbi Shapiro, 
the Gaon of Piotrkow, requesting me to attend the convention of the Agu
dath Israel which was to be held in Vienna in a few days. The Gaon of 
Piotrkow had, several years earlier, been in Montreal in the interestS of the 
Yeshivah of Lublin, and through this work, we had become very friendly. 
In our many conversations I had often suggested that the Agudath 
Israel .affiliate with the Zionist Organization, and then, within the organ
ization, seek to propagate its religious ideals, even as was done by the Miz
rachi. Rabbi Shapiro's answer was that the thing was possible, and that per
haps an occasion would present itself when it could be put into practice. 

Now when Rabbi Shapiro had heard that Louis Marshall, in his open
ing address before the Agency, had expressed pleasu>re in the fact that the 
Zionist· Organization had shown a positiY'e attitude to religion, particu•larly 
in its insistence upon the observance of Kashruth and the Sabbath in the 
colonies, he believed that perhaps now was the time for Agudah to seek 
to co-operate with the Agency. Accordingly, his purpose in sending me his 
letter was to enlist my aid toward such a move. I wired him that I would 
leave Carlsbad for Vienna. 

OF MY LIFE 

. That ~ery ev~ning I wa~ to h~ve as my guests for dinner Shmaryahu 
Levm, Dav1d Y ellm, Menach1m UsSIShkin all of bl d d 
:Bl . ' esse memory, an Leon 

urn. It was m the course of that dinner that we received the terrible . 
"Pog · p 1 · , I news. roms m a estme. mmediately thereafter ther · d bl · 

11 e arnve ea es urgmg 
a delegates to come to London for consultation about the 

di emergency. 
I scus~d my problem with my guests--London or v·e ) d 

all agreed that it was mu•ch more important that I th I nna.-~n 
f h A d go to e conventiOn 

o t. e gu ath Israel, At the station in Vienna I was met by the "Ea le" 
foretgn correspondent, Isaac :Brainin a brother of th 1 R be B ·g · 

h b • e a re eu n ramm 
w o · rought me the news--already a commonplace in my Eur · ' 

· h opean JOur-
neyt~gs,-t at no accommodations were to be had. Vienna was full of con-
vent:ons and delegates, and all the hotels were crowded H d 
h f h · e suggeste , 

t ere ore, t at I go to Baden, a resort-town but a half hou • d · f v· h . . - r s nve rom 
. Ie~na: t ere, ~t bemg the end of the season, I should have no difficult 
m fmdmg lodgmgs. The which we did. y 

Returning to Vienna, we came in time to hear Rabbi Shapiro's 
0 

enin 
address before the Agudath. When he had finished h · d p g 

d d , e notice my presence 
an escended from the platform to greet me He · f d h ' .. . m orme me t at on 
tue morrow there would be a meeting to discu'Ss the pos 'bil' f 
· · h h SI Ity o co-opera-

tion Wit t e Zionists and that I was invited to be h · he . present at t at meetmg 
T time, he felt, was auspicious for such a move. The presidency of Loui: 
Marshall wa: a fa;ourable factor. Moreover, now that evil days had come 
upon the Y1shuv m Eretz Israel, unity was of paramount importance. 

On our way to the session the next morning, Rabbi Shapiro insisted 
that I address the committee, discuss the peace-plan, and say a few words 
of Torah. I d.emurred, telling him that I could bring butt little Torah to 
such a gathermg of theologians and scholars. Rabbi Shapiro felt h 
th · h , owever, 
. at It w:s necessary to s ow the members of the Agudah that not all Zion-
Ists w.ere Ignoram~s, a~d that they could, when the occasion required, cite 
t~e. ~Icta of our Illustrious rabbinical forebears. The argument was irre
ststtb.e. 

. A_fter a rather flattering introduction . by Rabbi Shapiro, I began with 
a Bibhc parable. Why, I asked, is it so ordained that in the phylacteries 
worn on the forehead, the Biblic quotations are contained in four different 
places, whereas in the phylacteries for the arm, they are all found together? 
It appears to me that herein lies a symbol, a guide to human conduct. As 
long as a matter remains in the realm of mere academic discussion,-in 
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hink . as many different ways as possible. One 
the h.ead-then one m£ ayh tu:~ IDhi or of the General Zionists, or even of 

be a member o t e m..u.rac ' h d h may . . required once one has reac e t e stage 
the Poalei Zion. But o~~e achtton IS b thr:n are being murdered even in 
f h .. . hty hand -w en our re h 

o t e mtg . . , f 11 f r quotations to be found toget er, 
Palestine,-then lt ts necessary or a ou " 

· h hylactery of the arm · • • 
acting as one, ID t e.~ lk hich Rabbi Shapiro had listened 

After I bad ft~tshed_ my ta. ' to :session while the delegates still 
with very evident satlsfactton, ~ left ~ 'oining with the Agency. Finally 

continued t()c discuss the pros. a~ ~n::s 'that a vote had been called for, 
a young man. came to me Wlt . 

and that it appeared as if the ybeab.s Swhoul~ hagvr:::;d me with a Mazel-Tov. 
I then that Ra t aptro be 
t was h . f , d had decided to put the whole matter -

Th mittee e ID orme me, . . f f e corn ' f "th recommendatton m avor o 
h 1 m of the con erence, wt a b 

fore t e p enu 'sb A ency subject, however, to a num er 
uniting with the ex;en~ed J~wt d g laced much faith in his respect for 
highly Mr. Marshall s stncertty, an p The Agudah it appears, estimated 
was now the president of the_ Ag~ncy. t d seein~ that Louis Marshal! 
of provisos which would be sure y accep e ' 

religion. . B den highly elated. I felt that I had 
I t rned t<> my hot:I tn a ' . I 

. re u . 0 Vienna But on the following mornmg 
really achieved something m B .' 0 "Terrible news, he said, "Louis 
received a phone call from lsaac ratrun. ' 
Marsball died last night in Zurich!" h latest news 

d bf d d I ever iorgot to ask about t e 
I was um oun e • v· The 

0 I decided immediately to return to tenna. 
from Palestme. 0 Th d h f Louis Marshall wJs received 
A dab onf erence was all asur. e eat o . h 

gu c 0, el bl When a young Chicago rabbt read t e reso
a cruel and unttm Y ow. o f · "th as . ther with its recommendation or umon Wl 

lution of the comm.lttee, toge . the delegates. Soon the session 
' the A ency a great murmur arose among th th 

g ' . h . f "N I no!" One delegate rose to declare at e 
was broken Wtt cnes o o h . nif . op-

• f Louis Marsball was a. sign from eaven, Slg ymg 
sudden passmg o . • h 1k of Rabbi Sh.apiro, who himself al-

. . to the UlllOn Despite t e ta . th 
posttton be . • d b the argument of divine intervention e 
ready seemed to tmpresse ! 

1 • was unanimously reJected. . 
' reso ut_t;n bade the Rabbi farewell, and set to ma~ng preparations for my 

. Palestine. Arriving in Alexandria from Tneste, I met a young man 
tnp t~' 'f ho . t returning from Eretz Israel. I gathered from 
and his wt e, w were JUS 
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rheir story that they had been quite active in repelling the Arab attacks, 
.md had accordingly taken the first boat out of the country. Their de
scription of the pogrom conducted by the Arab hoodlums was horrifying; 
nonetheless I hastened to get to Palestine. 

What I saw in Hebron could shock the most callous. The floors of 
its Yeshiva were still stained with the blood of the seminary·students who 
had been martyred there. Its windows were broken, its holy books torn 
to shreds. Esconed by a military guard, we passed through the streets -of 
Hebron. Here too all was ruin and detruction. No Jews could be seen; the 
survivors of the pogrom had fled to Jerusalem. As we looked about the 
desolate city, we wondered whether it would be advisable ever to bring Jews 
back to Hebron. Mr. Ussishkin, however, insisted that it was imperative 
that the Jewish community be re-established; otherwise the Arabs would 
be left with the impression that the pogrom was an excellent means of 
getting rid of the Jews. 

At one time, someone suggested that a huge apartment building be 
erected for the Jews of Hebron, which would be so constructed as to serve 
both as a dwelling and a fortress. Nothing came of this plan, however. 

In the meantime, the need for immediate help was great. Rabbi 
Berlin expressed a desire that I form part of the emergency committee re
presenting Canadian Jewry. He informed me that shortly chere would ar
rive from America Judge Jonah Goldstein, and his wife, sent by Mr. Felix 
Warburg to represent American Jewry. When I remonstrated against his 
suggestion that I had no authority from Canadian Jewry to act on its be
half, they sought to convince me that certainly no valid objection could 
be raised against my serving in that capacity. I was a member of the Zion
ist Executive, a member of the Je~ish Agency, and I was moreover, a man 
on the spot, in Palestine. I finally agreed to form part of the committee. 

From Hebron, we left for Jerusalem where at the office of the 
Zionist Organization, we held our first meeting. Two days later Judge 
Goldstein arrived and together we set out to see what was happening in 
the older section of the city. Near the great synagogue of Reb Yehuda 
the Saint there is a courtyard fronting a Talmud Torah. It was full of 
refugees who had escaped from the Hebron pogroms; the disorder was 
frightful to behold. 

Returning to my hotel, I phoned the wife of the late David Yelin, 
and expressed to her my surprise that the women of Jerusalem were doin~t 
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nothing for the unfortunate who had sought refuge in their city. At my 
suggestion, Mrs. Y elin together with the wife of Rabbi Kook decided to call a 
meeting of women to organize relief for the refugees. Being a member of 
the Emergency Committee, I promised its fullest co-operation, assuring them 
that the committee would cover all expenses incurred. As a matter of fact, 
immediately thereafter, lodging and accommodation was found for all of 
these unhappy souls whom I had seen huddled in the Talmud Torah court
yard. 

From the United States, and from Europe, funds came pouring in 
for the victims of the .Arab pogroms. Only Canada had not yet sent its 
contribution. In the columns of The Eagle I had read that one hundred 
arid ten thousand dollars had been collected for this purpose; but as yet it 
had not been remitted to the Emergency Committee. I called Rabbi Zlotnik, 
the executive-director of the Zionist Organization, but for several days 
the cable went without reply. Whereupon I sent a more insistent com
munication, to which I received answer that the one hundred and ten 
thousand dollars had already been sent to the Head Office in London. 
The story which I here indicate in brief deserves a chapter of its own; I 
omit it,. because the details are really not necessary in this book of memoirs. 

During the day, we of the Emergency Committee worked fever
ishly to meet the needs of the pogromized; in the evening, we sat as a 
committee to determine upori the extension of loans to those who had 
been ruined by the rioting and who now wished to re-establish themselves. 
Already a nrmor had been spread that I was an easy target when it came 
to negotiating a loan, and so I had more applicants addressing themselves 

• to me than to any other member of the committee. Most of my stay, 
therefore, was in Jerusalem; I went to Tel Aviv only for the Sabbath and 
for the itolidays. 

The slaughter-house ior cattle which served the city of Tel Aviv 
was located in Jaffa. Now, after the riots, the Tel-Avivists wanted an 
abattoir of their own. In the first place, they were really afraid to venture 
into hostile Jaffa; and in the second place, they were not anxious to em
ploy Arab labor, seeing how Arab labor had repaid precious favors done. 
The High Commissioner, however, persistently refused to grant a license 
£or a Tel Aviv abattoir. 

At the request of Rabbi Aaronson, I spoke to Colonel Kisch, who 
was then executive-director of the Zionist Organization in Jeru~alem. I 

reproached him for not arrangm· g . 
. an appomtment between th bb' . 

terested m the project and the Hi h Co . . e ra ts m-
d g mmtsstoner. He acceded t 

quest, an an interview was arranged 1 f . o my re-
I h as a resu t o wh1ch t 

s aug ter-house was permitted . T I A . a emporary 
which the granting of this right m ked Vlv.hTypical of the enthusiasm 

evo e ' was t e fact h h f' . 
of the abattoir took place to the . t at t e trst opentng 

accomparument of · 
the meat-vendors of Tel Av· mustc, arranged by 

!V. 

I must recount here yet another incident I h 
Rabbi of Palestine Rabbi v --k M y 

1
. · ts ero was the late Chief 

' .L"-U(} • l rs. e tn had I . d 
the venerable rabbi had a saintly b d c.omp ame to me that 

h ut most un omesttc h b't f d' 'b . 
w atever money he received for h'l h . a 1 o tstn utmg 

P 1 ant roptc purpo f . . 
generosity the need of his wife d h' h h ses, orgettmg m his 

an ts ouse old. In fact · hi . . 
cence, the Rabbi often trespassed hi . ' m s mumft-even upon s wtfe' I . . h 
Rebbitzin was wont to bake £o S b 5 a msgtvmg. T us the 

r every a bath tw 1 h' · 
loaves of bread which she distn'b d d eve w tte Sabbancal 

ute to a ozen poo If h 
man happened to see the Rabbi f h . . r. ' owever, a poor 
of the loaves. trst, e mvanably let him have most 

Now Mrs. Yelin had come to me with I 
ceived about one hundred pounds f t.- a ta e t~at the Rabbi had re-

rom t"<e commumty b h R bb' . 
was worried, lest as a result of Rabbi Kook' h'l : ut t e e ttzm 
be dissipated and she would not have th s ~ 1 an.throptes, the funds would 
High Holidays. Indeed, every time the eRwb~~e":'nhal to tide her over the 
money, he invariably replied that there w:re ttzm as~ed her husband for 
she was. Accordi.ngly, Mrs. y elin wished ~pie m grea~er need than 
to obtain at least twenty-five pounds. me to mtercede With the Rabbi 

I was somewhat embarrassed with this stran . . 
nonetheless to see what I could do D L . ge mtssion, but I decided 
Gaonun· " ·h d k d • r. evm, the author of "Otzor Ha-

a as e me to request the Co · 
which he required for some books bo mrrutt~ to loan one hundred pounds 
the request; when I infonn d D Lea. u~ to published. I succeeded in 
sum within three Clays I . ~ed. ~ vm at he would receive the required 
from him f ' . to go up to Rabbi Kook's to borrow 

a sum o twenty-:flve pounds d 
any event, I was to be responsible f th aln return it to the Rabbi. In 

or e oan. 
When I received the twenty-five pounds fr D . . 

telephoned Mrs. Yelin to tell he h I ha om r. levtn, I unmediately 
On the eve of Rosh Hash r ~~-at hend money for the Rebbitzin. 

. . anan, w I was at th Rabb'' L h 
tnVtted me for prayer-service at the y hi . hi e t s-.oe ad 

es: va m s house--he asked me 
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D Le · "Certainly " I replied, 
whether I had negotiated the loan for ~· v;· u and g:ve it to the 
"and I deducted the twenty-five pounds e owe yo , 

Rebbitzin.." The Reb-
"Well," replied Rabbi Kook, "you played me a proper turn. 

h who with me enjo) 
bitzin would have got along with less; I ave paupers 

priorities for Yom Tov." 

·+ ,, 
]. 
~ ' .. ·~ 

• !<, 
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SoME FuRTHER INCIDENTS 

One day there arrived at the office of the Emergency Committee a 
Jew seeking a loan of five hundred pounds to build an additional storey on 
his three-storey building. 

"Are all three' flats rented?" I asked. 
"No," he replied, "but that does not bother me. I want to continue 

!:milding solely for the purpose of showing the Arabs that nothing daunts 
us, and that we continue the rebuilding of our land!" 

Thursday a rumor was cu'rrent that the Arabs intended to attack 
again on the morrow, Friday, "their day of rest." I felt like a hero and de
cided not to leave Jerusalem for Tel Aviv, as was my custom. Moreover, Mr. 
Goldstein had informed us that he knew where to purchase revolvers at 
one pound apiece. Although I had never in my life laid finger to a trigger, 
I gave him a pound to get and pass the ammunition. Other guests did 
likewise. As it turned ou't, however, neither did Mr. Goldstein purchase the 
arms, nor did the Arabs attack again. 

When Mr. Amdursky, proprietor of the hotel where I was staying 
joked with me about the revolver incident, wagering that I had never held 
a revolver in my hand in my life, and that in all probability if I had ob
tained a gun, I probably would have hid it in another room, I admitted 
that that was precisely how I felt, but that I intended, if the occasion 
arrived to stand out on the hotel balcony and shoot my revolver in all 
direction at Arabs visible and invisible. In a land which one lutew to be 
one's own, I felt one was entitled so to act in one's defense. 

I remember, too, how at one time, I had a religious problem to solve 
in Palestine. On Simchas Torah, I received a wire from the Emergency 
Committee, signed by Rabbi Meir Berlin, urgently requesting me to come 
to a meeting which was to take place at eleven that morning. I was in a 
dilemma. Simchas Torah was for me, a denizen of the exile, still holy day. 
(For Palestinian Jews Simchas Torah was no longer yom tov). Since I 
intended to leave Eretz Israel, it was incumbent upon me to observe the 
sanctity of that day. How then, cou1ld I travel to the meeting? I might 
not have been so finicky, but all the rabbis and the members of my group 
knew the Jewish law as well as I did. 
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I showed Rabbi Aronsohn the telegram, and asked his advice. He read 
the wire, and turning to me, he said, "Why do you need rabbinical opinion: 
You already have permission from a rabbi. The wire is signed by Rabb1 
Berlin." 

Accordingly, I set out on Simcbas Torah in an open car, and a~riv:d 
in Jerusalem. I noticed, however, as I mounted tpe .stairs of the Z1orust_ 
building that one Jew said to another, "How can he nde to-day? Is he not 
going back to Canada?" The other replied: "No doubt he knows what he's 
doing." I interjected, "I don't, but a rabbi told me to!" -

I must recall here, although somewhat u>nchronologically, my visit 
to the home of Mr. Ussishkin on the eve of Rosh Hashanah. It was on that 
day that he had phoned me asking me whether I ~ad su:ficient cou~ge .to 

attend service at the Wailing Wall. I most certamly did; Mr. UsslSbkin, 
however sent his· secretary, a Mr. Cutler, a burly man, who escorted me 
through' the numerous military watches, to the Wall. There Ussishkin cried 
out to me: "Now do you see in what a situation we find ourselves! On 
Rosh Hashanah, and at the Wailing Wall, we have to wait until a J~w 
comes from Canad11 to complete our minyan." There came to that serv1ce 
also Mr. Fishman, associate editor of The Morning Journal, and the well
known Chono. On their way to the Wailing Wall, however, they had been 
searched for arms. 

After Mincha, we went for the Mariv service among the refugees of 
the Hebron massacre who were now in Jerusalem. I will never forget the 

· impression which that service made upon me. The still bloodied boards 
which had been brought from Hebron were lying in the courtyard. 
The weeping and .the wailing which transpired during the prayers must 
have broken right into heaven. It was pitiable; neither I nor Mr. Ussishkin 
could suffer it any longer, ant so we left £or the latter's home. There we 
met Colonel Kiscb and Mr. I. Fishman who had been invited for dinner. 

At that time Jerusalem w:as under military law. No one was allowed 
to appear on the streets after eight o'clock of the evening. As it was very 
dark, Fishman and I could not find our way back to the hotel. As we were 
wandering, a group of soldiers came to meet us. Fishman wanted to run, 
but I persuaded him that we walk right on. I asked them to direct us to 
the hotel. The leader of the group informed me that it was after curfew; · 
nonetheless, he ordered some soldiers to escort us back to the hotel. 

Upon the first d\ly of Rosh Hashanah I attended services at the Beth 
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Hamedrash of Rabbi Kook; and was most pleasantly surprised when the 
latter uttered a special benediction for the chalutzim, "who do sacrifice 
themselves for all of Israel.'' When I told him how pleased I was with this 
gesture, and that I intended to make his sentiment on the subject public 
in my newspaper, he assltred me that he felt very kindly disposed toward the 
chalutzim. He cited the case of a number of orthodox Jews whose lives 
were threatened by Arabs •and who were saved solely by the intervention 
of the modern pioneers of Palestine. One of these, in fact, a radical-minded 
man, was wounded during the conflict; when it was suggested that he be 
uaken to the hospital, he refused to be moved from his spot until two othe~ 
chalutzim came to replace him to protect the "Mea Shearim" quarter, scene 
of the riot. 

On the second day of Rosh Hashanah ,I insisted on going to the old 
synagogue in Jerusalem, despite the danger of such a peregrination. I ar
rived safely, but I found there hardly more than a minyan of Jews, al
though the synagogue could seat hundreds. Terror, apparently, WillS still 
abroad. Every few minutes the services were interrupted by the arrival of 
members of the .. Hagana" (self-defense group) who came to see that all 
was well. After the services, these defenders, indeed, escorted u'S back to 
our home. In fact, whenever a Jew was seen walking in the street there 
suddenly appeared 1a·t his side a member of the hagana. I reflected, as I saw 
these things, that Rabbi Kook was quite right in dedicating to them a 
special benediction; they had, indeed, offered up many sacrifices for their 
homeland. 

By J:he time the Feast of Tabernacles came on, the disturbances had 
somewhat quietened. I had occasion, then, to witness the trial of three Arab." 
who were accused of participating :in the riots of Hebron. Only ·two Pales
tinian reporters were allowed to the court-session, and one press-pass each 
was accorded to representatives of other countries. I was -admitted as a Can
adian. 

The court-sessions were most impressive. The mood of the country 
Wills amply demonstrated by the fact that the court-room was full. of sol
diers, serving as guards. At almost every step, there was a man in U!ni.fonri, 

· wi~ a gun. The three judges were all Englishmen, as was the prosecutor, 
and all wore the wigs of the British bar. The lawyers, too, were British. 
including a son of Lord Melchett. Only the attorney for the de£ense wu 
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an Arab. But the interpreter, who was equally fluent in English, Arabic, 
and Hebrew, was •a Jew. 

The defense set up by all of the Arabs was that of an alibi. On the 
day of the riots, they were miles away from Hebron. The leader of the 
group testified, moreover, that on the day in question, he was ill; confined 
to bed, and attended by three friends, who came as witnesses. 

It is an- Arab custom that no man enters a house where a strange 
woman enters. When •a woman does cross a threshold, she leaves her shoes 
oUtside the door to notify all and sundry that a female is within. This 
custom, however, is current in the cities, and not in the villages. The 
prosecutor apparently was not aware of this distinction. 

"How big is your house " he asked in his cross-examination. The 
witness indicated a portion of the court-room. 

"How many wives have you?" 
"Four." 
"What does your furniture. consist of?" 
"In •a corner of the room there are fou'r mattresses. That is it." 
"What did your friends do in the house all day?" 
"They were picking grapes out of cans. We were making wine." 
"How was it that you, having four wives, you have only four mattresses. 

Where do you sleep?" 
"Ordinarily one of the wives is punished, and she sleeps in the shed. 

Sometimes this happens to two of them. Accordingly, four mattresses are 
always enough!" 

I watched the faces of the three aristocratic British judges. Manifest 
disgust. 

"Now," continU'ed the prosecutor, "since you have four wives, how 
was it possible for your male friends to stay there all day. Is this not against 
the Mohammedan law ... 

"Ha, ha," answered the witness, "this law avails only in the cities." 
The noble efforts of the prosecutor had been in vain. 
On the day when judgment had to be rendered1 the military watch 

was doubled. One of the judges, moreover announced that after the verdict 
no one would be permitted to leave the court-room before ten minutes 
after the accused had been taken away. All of them were sentenced to 
death. hut the great crowd outside the courtroom was not aware o£ what 

· dle verdict was until _the prisoners were safely on their way to jail. 

OF ).fY LIFE 

Obviously, 
When I finally 
hausted. 

my second tour through Palestine was no pleasure-trip. 
got on hoard ship on my way back, I was tired and e.'{-

Arriving in London I met Vladimir G 
h . ' rossman, presently of Mont 1 

w o was then director of the "Ort" I 1 h d . rea ' 
, h . . . a so a occasion to see the 1 d 

ox t e RevJsJonist Party, the late Vladim'r J ho . k I e~ er 
· h h' 1 a tms Y· spent some tune 

Wlt Jm and we had quite a discussion about events in Palestine d ho 
the trend of Revisionist tactics. On the f 11 . d . an a ut 

U f D . , o owmg ay, I received a phone 
ea rom r. W elZmann s secretary reproaching me for that aft b . 
in Lo~don. for two days, I had not yet visited the President of th erz· el~g 
OrgamzatJon, and inviting me to the Zio . ff' Th e lomst 

1 · rust 0 ICe. en I presented 
apo og1es to Dr. W eizmann. I had been quite busy I 1 . d b :UY 
tended h f' ' exp ame , ut m-at t e Jrst opportunity to make th . . D W . h h . . e VISit. r. elzmann told me 
t at e was qmte surpnsed when he read that I . L d 
h d h · was m on on and he 

a to p one vanous. hotels to discover where I was located. ' 

I. reported to htm about my impressions of the current situation in. 
Palestme. He requested of me a personal favour that o 
Y k I ' n my return to New 

or ' go to see Mr. Warburg president of th A d . h' . , e gency, an explam to 
Im certam matters about which misunderstanding h d . b 
h h · h · a ansen etween them 

t e w lC ' m due course, I accomplished. ' 
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THE MoNTREAL OLD PEOPLE's Ho:.m, AND 0RPHAXAGE 

As I have already indicated in a previous chapter, the Old People's 
Home, U!nder the supervision of the Federation of Jewish Pliilanthropies, 
was loeated in a small wooden building in Evans Street. It shared its space 
moreover, with an orphanage. Some time later a committee was organized 
which. established a fund for the purchase of an orphanage in W estmount, 
while another committee, representing the East Side, acquired another on 
Jeanne Mance Street, the Montefiore Home. The children of the West
mount Orphanage, it is to be noted, were not admitted to the Westmount 
schools; they bad perforce to attend the schools of Montreal proper, taking 
their lunch at the Baron de Hirsch Institute. The Montefiore Orphanage, 
on the other hand, suffered from no such handicap; its children attended 
both the Protestant schools nearby, and the Talmud Torah. Both institu
tions provided summer vacations in the Laurentians for their wards. 

I recall too, the incident of the Shawbridge Orphanage, which finally 
went down in flames, costing the lives of some children. It was at the 
time when Montreal Wias ~njoying one of its periodic real estate "booms." 
The Eagle was then located in The Eagle Building which also contained 
some real estate offices, including those of the Rabinovitch brothers and 
of Joseph Brenner. One afternoon, ,as all the building agents were whiling 
away the time at a card game, I broke in upon them with the suggestion 

·that since business was now so very good, it might not be a bad idea if they 
acquired a building in the Laurentians where poor city children, otherwise 
unable to afford a country vacation, might stay for the summer. The 
notion strongly appealed to them; the card-game was stopped; the matter 
was thoroughly discussed, and a fund of several thousand dollars was raised 
on the spot. Later a building was acquired in Shawbridge. This committee 
did not function for more than two years, after which time it was donated 
to the Federation of Jewish Philanth.ropies. When the building was de
stroyed by fire, Federation bought another at St. Marguerite's. 

After the first ;world War, the number of orphans increased and it 
was found necessary to have two nrphanages. As time went on, however, 
the Montefiore Orphanage was closed, the Westmount Orphanage being 
large enough to cope with this social problem. As a matter of fact,· the 
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~atte~ institution now houses less orphans than were formerly to be found 
m either of the combining institutions. Moreover, since Federation has 
adopted the policy of having those children placed in foster homes the 
number is continually decreasing. ' 

The number of old people, however, who require a home is continually 
on the increase. There ~re no foster-homes for old people. Religious Jews, 
moreover, frequently fmd the houses of their children intolerable, even 
though these children are most eager to come to the help of their parents. 

It was to meet this problem that Mr. B. Steinhouse, a pious Jew, bought 
a smal! ho~ on Cadieux Street, to serve as a sanctuary for the aged. He 
~nd_ hi~ wife--now both gone to their Eternal Reward-supported the 
InStitUtion alone for many years; subsequently they addressed themselves 
also to the community for aid. 

Moreover, an organization which called itself "Nachlas Zkainim" was 
founded for the purpose of establishing yet a third home for the d 
Montreal was in danger of having three such institutions all 

0 
·ag~ . 

"f" , n an Insig-
m 1cant scale, and none even remotely meeting the problem. 

. The Eagle began, through its columns, ·an agitation for the amalgam
atmg of all of these groups. What was required, it was felt, was one home 
for the aged, dignified and efficient. A meeting to achieve this federation 
was called at my office. After mu<ch effort, both the Steinhouse and the 
Nachlas ~kai~im representativ~ were persuaded to join hands in the hope 
that theu uruon would also mduce the Federation institution on Evans 
~ehet t

1
o b~ included. This turned out to be not so easy a task. Here Mr. 

c ·ae Hirsch was the principal opponent. In the meantime we had 
~ught the land on Esplanade Avenue, it being understood that if Federa
tion would refuse to join in the enterprise, it would proceed, nonetheless, 
under the direction of the Steinhouse and Nachlas Zkainim 1 peope. 

Being at that time a director of Federation, I declared at one of its 
m~etings that if Federation refused to join, I would resign as 1 did not 
w1sh to be responsible for anything that might happen in such a fire-trap 
as the Ev;ans Home. 

I remember how Mr. Michael Hirsch then asked me: .. Why did you 
go ahead without our approval and buy land on Esplanade Avenue where 
the neighboring proprietors will surely protest your building?" ' 

"We bought the land," I replied; "not with you't' funds. Whether you 
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will it or no, we have decided to build a Moshav Zkainim. As for the 
neighbors, we have a contract with them." 

"What kind of a contract?" 
"A contract that they can move from Esplanade A venue if they don't 

like the Old People's Home." 
Here Lyon Cohen intervened, and supported me in my stand on be

~alf of a united effort. 
My fellow-directors then turned to me with .a categorical demand: 

What did I wish they do. 
My reply was: "We wish nothing from you. We believe that we can 

finance the construction of the building without touching your funds. 
We want only your agreement that all the needy aged will be found in 
one place--the Moshav Zkainim on Esplanade A venue. Its budget will 
come from a united fund in part contributed by Federation, and part by 
the other two institutions. Its name will be The Old People's Home, and 
its directorate will consist half of members of Federation, 1and half of re
presentatives of the two already-united institutions." 

It was after many meetings and much heartache that agreement was 
finally reached. Moreover, a committee of downtown representatives visited 
Mr. Peter Bercovitch through whose intervention it was arranged that the 
Provincial Government contribute fifty thousand dollars toward the erec
tion of the building. 

The opening of the building took place during the week of Succoth, 
1928. All of Fletcher's Field was full o£ people who came to witness this 
historic ceremony. The Government was represented through its Provincial 
Treasurer. There were present also representatives of Federation, including 
some who originally opposed the plan. That evening I tendered a banquet 
for all the representatives of the three old people's homes, held in the new 
home,-an assembly of solidarity. After the dinner, cars were sent out to 
bring from their old homes, the occupants of the new Mo&hav Zkainim. 
The "!,>lendor of their new home amazed them. They looked stunned. They 
did not believe that it was real. 

I cannot refrain from recalling what I said at the banquet that eve
ning. I wondered why in the Old Country, although one found Talmud 
Torahs and schools in every town, no matter how small, an old people's 
home was rarely seen. I thought that the answer lay precisely in the fact 
that Jewish edu~ation was not neglected. If one fostered Talmud Torahs, 

I. felt, one would ~ever need "Old People's Homes." For one of the prin
Ciple reasons drawmg the old to seek sanctuary in these institutions, was 
th~ fact that they could not tolerate the pagan practices, the unkosher 
atmosphere of their children's home. If, however, these children had been 
properly brought up, in the spirit of the Jewish tradition, this problem 
would never have arisen. In other words, the man seeking a home for 
himself in his old age, was really paying the penalty for having neglected 
his child's education in his youth. They were spiritually childless. 

Since those days, the Montreal Old People's Home has added another 
wing to its building. More than one hundred old men and women are now 
to be found in the institu'tion; moreover, the need for expansion is very 
great, as many applic·ants are on the waiting list and, for want 0 £ space, 
cannot be accepted. The institution, as such, is a source of pride to 
Montreal Jewry; no visitor who sees it but is impressed by it. It also 
stands as a symbol o£ Montreal Jewry's unity, a unity which brought to
gether the "uptown" and the "downtown," j.oined under the aegis of 
philanthropic endeavor. 
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My THIRD TRIP TO EuROPE 

Upon a day in 1934, I' received a request from the Polish Consul that 
I come to his aid in a certlain matter. It appeared that a trade treaty be
tween Canada and Poland was being mooted, but negotiations were not 
going on as happily as they might. I gathered from the Consul's remarks 
that someone was putting difficulties in _the way of the consummation of 
this treaty; and I seemed to feel that the Consul thought that Sam J,acobs 
was responsible for the situation. I recalled how, when Poland as early as 
1918 sought to est-ablish trade relations with our Dominion, it was Jacobs 
who objected on the ground that it was wrong to make a treaty with a 
government which was still indulging in mediaeval pogroms. 

Nonetheless, I assured the Consul that this time he erred, and that he 
did Mr. Jacobs an injustice. I invited him to come with me to Jacobs, and we 
would freely discuss the matter. It was not necessary, he replied, because Mr. 
Jacobs had already gone with him to the Canadian Minister of Commerce, but 
to no avail. He felt, therefore, that I, as a publisher, and president of the 
Polish Verb:md, might be a great help in this matter. He was discomfitted, 
he said before his own Government, at not being able to consummate the 
treaty. 'He let me know, too, that should I accede to his request, the Polish 
Government would be duly informed and that would militate considerably 
towards establishing better relations between it and Polish Jewry. 

I was somewhat dubious as to what contribution I could make, but 
.resolved my hesitations when I reflected that perhaps some good for Polish 
Jewry might ensue as a. result of my intervention, and that, in any event, 
we had nothing to lose. 

The Minister of Commerce, '3t that time, was a Mr. Stewart who had 
left the Conservative party, had become a Liberal, and now held this im
porta.nt portfolio. I had previously had the opportunity of becoming ac
ctua.inted with him, and so D promised the Consul that I would prepare for 
the Minister a memorandum touching the advisability of the proposed treaty, 
and offering to come U'p to Ott-awa for a personal interview. I informed 
myself through the Consul of all the technical details, what commodities 

· and in what quantities the countries could exchange, and became convinced 
that the striking of such '3 treaty did indeed constitute an advantage for 
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Canada. It did seem to me that our Dominion ought not to lose a potential 
customer country of thirty million inhabitants. 

A few days later, I sent on my memorandum, a document of about 
sixteen pages. A copy thereof was sent to the Polish Consul; the latter, 
moreover, invited me to his office where he wished to discU'ss with me 

'some additional arguments in support of the treaty. When I saw Mr. Stewart 
he told me that he was very impressed with the memorandum, and that i; 
h~d already been communicated to the Prime Minister. It all depended on 
him. Mr. Stewart, furthermore, informed me that if I really wished to 
see a successful conclusion to my efforts, he would advise me to take a 
trip to Poland so I might be able the better to press my arguments with 
personal knowledge. At first the suggestion was not very attractive to me. 
Why a trip to Poland? And for whom? 

When I returned home, I discovered that the Consul already knew 
the whole tenor of the interview. It seemed that one of the secretaries, with 
whom he had had telephone communication, had given him the gist o£ 
our talk. The Cons~! thereupon offered to pay all my expenses for the trip 
to Poland. I told hrm that I would consider his kind offer and discussed 
the matter with my family. All encouraged me to go. Th~ir interest was 
a .f~y one; one o~ my _sons who had made a trip to Europe two years 
earher, after completmg his college course, had landed in Soviet Russia and 
fo~d the country ~o much to his taste, that he had remained there. My 
family, therefore, Wished me to undertake the trip to Poland, and thence 
to proceed to Russia and bring my son back with me. 

I decided, therefore, to make the trip to Europe. The Polish ConsU'l 
made all the arrangements for me, obtained accommodation for me on a 
Polish ship, and cabled to his home country that L was on my way. In July 
of 1934, I boarded a ship which was to dock at Gdynia; thence I was to 
proceed to Warsaw. 

It appears that the ship's captain had .been apprized of my mission; 
I was treated at all times with the greatest of courtesy. The captain even 
went to the extent of giving a dinner for me. It was there that a priest, 
a member of a group of travelling Polish clergymen, waxed eloquent about 
the purpose of my mission, and exressed the hope that its success would 
persuade the Polish Endeks (an Antisemitic party) to restrain themselves 
in their unworthy attacks against the children of Israel. 

When I arrived in Warsaw, I did not forthwith present myself to 

' 
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the Minister to whom I had the letter of recommendation. I decided rather 
first to confer with leading members of the Jewish community. There it 
was resolved that Dr. Rosenblatt, a member of the Polish Sejm, and a per
sonal friend of mine should notify the Minister of my arrival, and of my 
mission; and furthermore it was decided that when I saw the Minister I 
be accompanied by the leading members of the Jewish community. When 
Dr. Rosenblatt phoned the Minister, the latter informed him that he was 
already aware of my presence in Warsaw, and that he was indeed surprised 
that I had not yet put in an appearance at his ministry. 

On the following day, when I produced a copy of the memorandum 
of the trade treaty in the office of the Polish Minister of Commerce, he 
smilingly drew out of his desk his copy. The Polish Consul at Ottawa had 
done his work well. We discussed the matter, in all its details, for about 
tWo hours; after we had exhausted an analysis of all the advantages and 
disadvantages of the proposed treaty, the Minister suggested that he would 
leave the final decision in abeyance, and would submit the entire question 
to the Board of Trade. The Jewish community leaders who were with me 
expressed a desire that the question be submitted to the Jewish department 
of the Board of Trade. The Minister agreed to this on the understanding 
that within the legal delay of fourteen days the entire Board of Trade would 
be given the opportunity to weigh the matter. Seeing that the next meet
ing was to take place within a .fortnight, I requested that it be delayed for 
an entire month so that in the meantime I might be able to make my visit 
to Soviet Russia. There was present at our meeting the Director of the 
Gdynia-America Line, and it was of him that the Minister requested that 
he arrange a dinner at which both the Minister and his staff and the mem
bers of the Jewish committee would be present. 

It was at this moment that there entered one of the secretaries of the 
Minister tCP make his farewell before he left on some diplomatic mission. 
The Minister wished him well, and kissed him. "See", said the Director of 
the Gdynia Line, a Polish aristocrat, "the secretary is a Jew, but the Min
ister kisses him as he would his own. brother." "Yes," interposed one of 
the Jewish delegates, sotto voce, "that kiss he got by the grace of our 
visitor!" 

That evening, at the dinner, the Minister inquired as to whether I 
already had obtained my visa to Russia. When I replied in the negative, 
he promised that one of his assistants, a Mr. T annenbaum, who was very 
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friendly with the Soviet Consul, would lend m h' · . 
. 0 h e ls servJces in thls con 

nect1on. n t e following day, true to his pro · h 'd -
b J rruse, t e sal Mr. Tannen-

aum, a ew, appeared, and after introducing himself . b k 
a d G h 1 10 a ro en English n some erman, e te ephoned, in my presence to th C 1 0 . 
at th 1 T e onsu · n arnval e consu ate, annenbaum again repeated hi li . . ff . 
d ' . h' . s ngwstlc e orts mtro 

ucmg me, t lS tlme, in a mixture of English a d R . H , . -
th th So . C n usslan. ere lt was 

.at e Vlet onsul interrupted him, and in Yiddish! Mr W 
saJd, understands a good Yiddish And turn ·n 'f' 11 • olofsky, he 

. · • 1 g spec1 1ca y to me, 'Don't you recogntze me?" he asked. 
I couldn't say that I did. 
"Y h " h . ~u. oug t . to, e said, "you published my picture in your Ea le 

and m The Jewlsh Chronicle." It appeared that the R . Co __ ,, hg 
k d · th uss1an nsw. ad 

once wor e m e New York office of the J · D' 'b · . 
d hil . omt lstn utlOn Commtttee 

a.n w . e on a tour through Canada, had visited our office. We had u~ 
lished his photograph, and we had entertained him It also d ptha 
Tannenbaum was the son of a rabbi· as was th Co ul Mappeare. . t 
f · d · ' e ns · Y apphcat1on 
or a v1sa turne mto a very friendly social vis't W ha d . 

. k d k 1 . e exc nge Jewlsh JO es; we ran tea together. 

Finally the Consul asked me for my passport so that he . h . 
t M eh' . rrug t wrre o oscow tou mg my V1sa. On the passport h · d h 

'bed .. . " , e notlce t at I was de-
scn as an ed1tor. It would be better he said if I d 'bed 
.. h , ' , was escn as a 
~ere ant. He could not assure me how long it would take before m 

V1sa would be granted. Sometimes it took 3 or 4 days d · y 
I if • an sometrmes weeks 
~ any e~ent, no answer would be received in a couple of da s h uld. 

w1re agam. Y • e wo 

. On the following day, Tannenhaum phoned to tell me that the Consul 
w1shed to see me, he had a new Jewish story to tell 

"L him k me. 
et eep his joke until he gets my visa. I will take them both 

at the same time." Tannenbaum, however, insisted. 

When we come to the Consul, he was jovial. "I have a new 'ok f 
Yo"h 'd"h .. , d Jeor u, e sa1 , ere 1t 1s. An he showed me a tele f -..r_ 
I d .. gram -rom J.vwscow 
t r~ Wolofsky is no merchant Stop. He is the publisher of The Canadian 

JewJSh Eagle, and of The Canadian Jewish Chroru' 1 G ~.., __ . . c e. stop. rant ~ 
V1sa one-f1ve-two. 

. . Of course:, I enjoyed the joke immensely. It demonstrated Soviet •ef-
fJclency; and 1t flattered my vanity. When I asked the Co---,, th 

· f · u:nnasto e 
mcanmg o VJSa one fifty-two, he explained that it was a special category 
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f hundred and fifty dollars, to a 
h . led upon payment o one od . 

whic entlt me . h . h free hotel accomm atlOn . t f Russ1a toget er Wit 
free tnp to any par o , f more than a month, the same 

th Sh Id I desire to stay or . 1 
for one mon · ou th f weeks "You obtamed a rea 

. ile would be extended for ano er our • pnv ges 

bar~" said the Consul. ..Now , said the Consul, "I suppose you 
I paid the necessary sum. ' · l"""ted Unfortunately Minsk where yoU'!:' son IS ..,... • 

~ould wish to stop over at . f until you reach Moscow or 
,__ h tel accommodatiOn or you -A, I 

we .uave no o . Minsk and see what can be arrano~"· 
Leningrad. But we will phone nd my visa and boarded a 
thanked him, took my tickets, my passport, a , 

·'' 

train that same night. 
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MY VISIT TO SoviET RussiA 

I did not have much baggage with me, my impedimenta consisting of 
a :Small valise and a club-bag. In these I took along a couple of suits 
and general raiment for a short journey. I also had with me - and I 
note this because of incidents which subsequently occutrred-a number of 
cold tongue sandwiches. 

On the train I managed to obtain an extra .blanket. Certainly one could 
not compare our travel-comforts with the conditions which prevailed in 
the Russian pullmans of that day. 

At breakfast, the conductress, apparently an old peasant woman, 
served me with a small cup of chicory-nut coffee. It tasted like dish-water; 
it was quite a problem for me to try and dispose of it without being seen. 
As a matter of fact, when I was still on the other side of the frontier, at 
the cwtoms-clearing locale, there stood a buffet with an assortment of 
liquors. I chose some beer, and paid for it in Polish money, an amount 
equivalent to about twenty dollars. The beer was so warm, however, it was 
undrinkable. It was carefully explained to me, after I had complained, that 
ice was absolutely unobtainable. 

When I arrived in Minsk, I was met by two government em
ployees who regretfully explained to me that there were no hotel 
accommodations in the city; that all such accommodation had been taken 
up for a convention of young Communists which was taking place in 
Minsk; and seeing that I had to ·remain in Minsk for the next twenty-four 
hoU'rs, they would be glad to give me their own room in the station. If 
I had no friends or relatives in Minsk, I could, they furthermore suggested, 
take my meals in the station restaurant. 

It would be idle for me to attempt to describe how I spent that night 
in the station-office of Minsk. The next day, however, I was conducted to 
the home of some people whose address I had been given in Montreal by 
their children. So as to break my fast of the day, I had taken along with 
me my tongue-sandwiches. I was most cordially received by the Prople, an 
elderly woman, her grown-up daughter who was an engineer, and other 
members of the family who had been called together for the occasion. Tea 
was served. 
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k f eh a gathering was quite an undertaking. In the 
T 0 ma e tea or su . f d • boil a considerable quanttty o water, an 

first place, tt was nece~sar:u~~ onl be done on a small naphtha-stove. It 
in the second place, this c . thy . _.J the father of the hou>se who 

. I th meantime ere arnveu 
took some ume. n e h hin "The river " he said, 

.~:· hin nd who had caug t not g. ' 
had been out :llS g, a . h ,. His daughter how-
"has followed Soviet order; it has n~t. ~ven Ienoug t.hen that I dre~ forth 

hed him f his poor wtttlC1Sm. t was 
ever, reproac . or laced them on the table. Apparently I had 
my tongue sandwtches, and p ded those sandwiches as if they 
brought a treasure; the assembl:dh o;~eg~e of their black bread, black 
were in dreamland. I broke wtt . the sandwiches behind, I could 
as ink, but very tasty. When I left, leavmg d .home and on the fol-

th' et's dish I was escorte • 
hear a rush for IS gourm : . h th balance of my sandwiches, 

. d de a point of returrung Wit e 
lowdmg ay ~a Th all felt that I had given them a grand treat. . 
an some ea e. ey 'cion plant where my son worked, prepanng 

When I came to the a~mum ed that he had left three days previously 
the tools for this war, I dtScover . d him that I would 

Th l management however, wtre 
for Moscow. e Pant th ' . a committee of three was 

th W In e meantime, be in Moscow on e morro • 
. d . me and show me the town. appomte to entertam 

\ . 
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MINSK UNDER THE SOVIETS 

As we promenaded through the Minsk parks, the three young men
all Jews - waxed eloquent about the wonders of Soviet life. They in
sisted on convincing me that the Soviet regime was most tolerant to 
religion. They illustrated this tolerance by citing to me the fact that 
when the municipal authorities had sought to convert an old cemetery into 
a playground, and objections had been raised by orthodox Jews that two 
great rabbis lay buried there, the authorities saw fit to fence the graves 
of these two rabbis, leaving the rest of the area for their athletic purposes. 
They took me, in fact, to this scene of tolerance, and I there convinced 
myself that not only were the graves fenced, but the tombstones, too, 
had been repainted. 

Coming back to the station, I noticed two girls walking back and 
forth in front of my baggage, examining it, reading on my valise: H.W. 
Montreal. I was asked whether I was the Mr. Wolofsky, and when I replied 
in the affirmative I was told that my son had asked them to meet me at 
the station on Tuesday. I informed them that they were a day late, inas
much as today was Wednesday. They were quite embarrassed. It appears 
that nobody there kept track of the day of the week; working five days 
a week, a~d resting on the sixth, they remembered only the day of the 
month. Only the orthodox Jews, anxious to properly observe the Sabbath, 
kept track of their Mondays and Thursdays. 

Arriving in Moscow, I discovered at the station a man in the act of 
looking for someone. Upon being questioned, he told me that he was 
awaiting somebody from Minsk. He didn't know his name. Calling a 
policeman to his side to assure me that he was trustworthy, he asked me 
my name. "This is the man I am waiting for," he said. 

Leading me to a beautiful Cadillac, he drove me through the Moscow 
streets, pointing, as we went along, to all the places of interest, until we 
arrived at the hotel, a beautiful building. I was told that it was the best 
hotel in the city located opposite Lenin's Mausoleum and the K.remlin. 
The rooms were very richly appointed, and it could match in conveniences 
with any hotel I had known. It was certainly a most pleasant relief after 
the station-rooms at Minsk. 
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THE REFORl\fATORY 

The first visit we made was to the local prison, then dubbed a reform
atory. We were received by the supervisor who immediately set to ex
p~aining to us the principles and objectives of Soviet penal practice. 
Throughout the audience, an agent of the Gaypayou was in attendance. 

"This" said the supervisor, "is no penitentiary. It is an institution in 
which we seek to reform the criminal. No force is brought to bear against 
the inmates. We seek to persuade, not to compel. We give them instruc
tion in ethics, in elementary decency, and we teach them a trade. The 
inmates, in fact, have their own internal administration. If one of them 
contravenes any of the regulations, it is by a commitn:e of his fellow
inmates that he is judged. Their cells are not locked; one a£ their own 
acts as guard. Of course, all the inmates that you see now are the after
math of the old regime. Ou't system does not produce criminals." 

This introductory expose was rendered into English hy the inter
preter, and then we all proceeded to go through the institution. Through
out my trip through Russia, I had felt somewhat in a humorous, if not 
critical mood. This came to the surface again and again, and did not fail 
to catch the notice of the accompanying Gaypayou agent, who, strangely 

·enough, was amused by my sallies. No doubt he preferred to deal with one 
who had brought out his n:action into the open, rather th~n with one, 
who was studiously polite but concealed his animosity behind his courtesy. 
Then when we came upon a group of criminals, consisting for the most 
part of young people, one old man among them, I requested from my 
escort the opportunity to talk with the old man. Butt alone. He agreed; 
he took it as part of my whimsy, and led us into a private room. 

I explained to the old convict that I was a Canadian and that I 
wanted to know why he was imprisoned. 

"You may be sure," he replied, "I am not here because I ate kugel 
on the Sabbath or for any other such innocent pursuit. When one is here, 
it is for good reason. Moreover, this you call a prison? It's a colle~, not 
a prison. You come out of here with education an<l character. Moreover, 
every week I get one day off and return to my family. Others ~t a 
week's and even a month's leave. It is wonderful!" 
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When I came out of this strange interview, the police agent was 
curious to know what the old man had said. "He must be an old liar," I 
replied, "he wants me to believe that he is. here in a veritabl~ paradise." 
I used those hypherboles precisely because I did not want the pohce agent to 
think that his prisoner had spoken out of turn. Apparently he did not 
think so; the Gaypayou agent also agreed that it was Paradise. 

On our re~urn to his office, the prison superintendent was eager to 
know our reaction. I contented myself with asking him a single question. 
Accordin'g to the preliminary introduction which he was kind enough to 
make, I was given the impression that most of the criminals wer~ an 
aftennath of the old regime. It appeared strange to me, therefore, that mnety 
per cent of the inmates should be so young. 

The superintendent apparently did not know all the answers. He 
hemmed and he hawed, and he was visibly embarrassed. The Chekist came 
to his aid. Let me explain, he said. The point he made was that during the 
early years of the revolution, the state did not have much time or the m~ans 
to interest itself in internal affairs. Its primary concern was defence agamst 
the interventionist attacks of the capitalistic countries. It was only after 
this menace had been disposed of that it could give itself over to real con
sideration of home affairs. It was then that it discovered this criminal popu
lation, young men, it was true, but nonetheless a legacy of the Romanoffs. 
He assured me that it would not be long before this problem would sub
stantially disappear. 

As we were about to leave, the Chekist indicated to the female in
terpreter that she should ask me to write something in ~he visitor's boo~. 
I was in somewhat of a dilemma, not knowing what sentiments to comrrut 
to writing, but the Chekist was insistent. There seemed to be no way o~t, 
so I inscribed the following bit of wisdom: "Your prisons are much supenor 
to those of the capitalist countries; capitalist hotels, however, are superior 
to yours. Nonetheless, I still would prefer to spend my stay in your poor 
hotels rather than in your pedect prisons." The Chekist laughed uproar
iously; I saw that he understood well my sentiments. And after all, who 
should, better than he? 

I must admit however, that the So"viet penal system has much to recom
mend it. The idea of imprisonment, not merely as a form of punishment, 
but as an occasion for education and self-improvement constitutes an extra
ordinary advance on previous notions. 
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I recall here the story told to me by a Moscow acquaintance about 
a wife-killer, and the effect which his imprisonment had upon him. 
Convicted of the murder of his spouse, he was sentenced to the maximum 
incarceration of ten years. Soviet penology knows no greater punishment 
except for political convicts. While in prison, the condemned man conducted 
himself well, showed a ·definite susceptibility to prison education and from 
time to time was released for vacations and for visits to the fac~ry where 
he had been previously employed. The change in him, in fact, made such a 
good impression upon his fellow-factory employees, and upon the manage
ment, that soon a petition was drawn up, asking for his release and return 
to the factory. It was granted, and after having served three years of his 
ten-year sentence, he was a free and better man. 

It appears that after he returned to the factory an altercation ensued 
between so~e factory workers, two Russians assaulting a Jew. According 
to c~stom, It was the factory committee which sat in judgment upon such 
affairs. It was the defense of the two Russians that they had asked the Jew 
for a cigarette, that he had told them that he didn't have any, and so they 
detrousered him, in fun, to see if he was telling the truth. A good number 
of workers seemed inclined to accept the explanation. -But the wife-killer 
and ex-convict insisted upon their conviction. A racial assault, he said, 
was abhorrent to the notions of a new sociery. Jews, he maintained, 
suffered sufficiently under the capitalist systems. Despite the fact that one 
of the accused was related to him, he felt, nonetheless that they ought to be 
punished. They were sentenced to three months imprisonment in the re
fonnatory. 

The young man who told me of the incident continued his narrative. 
After the case was over he had asked the wife-murderer how it was that 
he, who was so sensitive aboutt other peoples' rights, could get himself oo 
commit a murder. 

"I served during the last war," he replied. "Killing oo me was all in 
the day's work. I served in the war against Poland, and with the Ukrainian 
pogromchiks. It was only after I committed my crime that I realized the 
heinousness of my offense. I realized that there was a distinction between 
killing on the battletield and killing in civilian life. All my life I will regret 
this deed which I perpetrated in a single moment of excitement." 

'l' 
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IN THE KR.EMLIN 

As is well known, the Kremlin is the headquarters of the present Soviet 
Government and was once the palace of the former Czars. There the mem
bers of the royal family lived; there they were crowned; there they are en
tombed. There you may still see the carriages in which the Czars rode to 
their coronations, and the robes in which the Tzarinas were dressed. 

The throne upon which the last Czar, Nicholas II sat was an object of 
considerable amusement. When it was shown to us, I seated myself in it, 
struck a pose, and twisted my mustaches upward. It was a sort of Jewish 
revenge for all the agony' which our people had suffered under his regime. 

We were also shown the Romanoff tombs, including that of Ivan the 
Terrible. When in a bantering spirit I asked to see that of Nicholas the 
Second, I was told that he was not buried here, but that his spirit was defin

itely entombed in the Kremlin. 
As I -looked upon the gorgeous dress of the departed Tzarinas, I re-

flected: When before did a Jew have the opportunity of entering these 
sacred precincts? Although a cat might look at a queen, not so a Jew. He 
couldn't even dwell in this city, without special permission. The Soviet 
Regime had changed all that. It had in truth proclaimed the equality of 

all races. 
The doctrines of the old regime are gone. Some of its symbols, how-

ever, still remain. The golden cross of the K.remlin is still there. Still there, 
too, is the church-bell, heaviest in the world, kept as a monument of the 
days of yore, aQd used not even for military purposes. 
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IN THE SoviET CouRTS 

I found my visit to the Soviet courts most interesting. An appointment 
with the chief-justice had been arranged for me, and as I was waiting in 
one of the court-rooms, listening in on a case, my interpreter called me 
the justice's chambers. A young man, unostentatiously dressed, he did not 
have about him the aura which one usually associates with the judicial 
function. He was dressed in civilian clothes, and sat on a rough chair 
m a room, practically u•nfurnished, except for some benches. 

"How long did one have to study," I asked him, "to become a judge?" 
Only six months. 
"And to become a chief-justice?" 
"That does not require any special study. The chief justice is elected 

by his fellow justices on the basis of outstanding ability. 
I noticed that the code which lay beside him was very small. I dedu~ed 

therefrom that a great deal of discretion was left to the judge, and such 
a discretion could hardly exist unless the judge had been extensively trained. 
The interpreter hesitated to transmit this question; however, when she finally 
did the young chief justice smiled, and said: "Apparently my interlocutor 
has no great faith in our education. Perhaps it would be better if our guest 
witnessed one of our trials." 

Accordingly, the judge mounted the bench. The case before him was 
quite interesting. A Russian was accused of being an "exploiter". His ex
ploitation consisted of the fact that being janitor of several houses, he had 
engaged sub-janitors and not paid them their proper wage. As the accused 
gave his testimony, the interpreters were instructed to translate it for my 
benefit. The judge was particularly interested in the accused's past. 

"How many houses did you own before the Revolution?" he asked. 
"A farm and four dwellings." 
"And how much rent did you extort from the poor peasants." 
"I never exacted any rent at all. I lived in one dwelling; my super

intendent in the second; my son in the third, and the fourth was given 
over to free lodging for transients. 

"Why such philanthropy?" 
"It happened once that in our village a peasant had failed to receive 
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the usual rouble which the Czar's officials handed out at Easter time. He 
was so mortified that he hanged himself in that house. In his memory, I 
dedicated the hou'Se for public hospitality., 

I was eager to go to the other courts, and so signified my intention 
of leaving. Through the interpreter I expressed my appreciation of the cour
tesy which had been extended me, and assured the judge that now I under
stood that not all training came from books, and that there was such a thing 
as natural talents. The judge volunteered to let me know his judgment in 
the case. That evening, in fact, I received a phone call informing me that 
the Russian had been sentenced to three years imprisonment as an expleiter. 
He was an old man, it was explained, and he needed a rest. 

All day long I was busy visiting, in the company of the interpretess, 
whom the authorities had assigned for me, the various points of interest 
in Moscow. In the evenings I visited people to whom I brought either the 
personal regards of their friends in Canada, or monies which I had for them. 
In this. manner I was able to get a variety of opinions about the new 
regime. Yet the reactions were such as were to be expected; the poor, whose 
lot had been definitely improved, were unreservedly in favour; the rich, 
who had fallen to low estate, were naturally critical. 

When I visited the Park of Culture, I had occasion to see something 
which throws light upon the marvellous resistance which the Soviets are 
putting up against the Nazi aggressors. Here I beheld a carefree healthy 
life, the charms of nature accessible to all, and not to the chosen few as 
heretofore; it was a vivid symbol; the people of Russia really owned their 
own soil. To the park there came many women; these deposited their child
ren in a special nursery section where for the price of a rouble, the child 
was looked after for the entire evening by a trained nurse. Nearby, a band 
played music to which the young folk danced dances similar to the Pales
tinian hora. 

Through the centre of the park, there flows a river. Suddenly upon 
this water there landed about a hundred airplanes. Into them there entered 
many of the young men who were promenading the park. The airplanes 
rose; and again suddenly-! did not know what to expect-the air was 
full of a multitude of opening flowers, parachutes widening against the 
sky, as all the young men descended. Some lande'd on the open space of 
the park; others in the water. The whole scene was accompanied with shouts 
and laughter. Everybody was having a good time. 
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"This is a wonderful sport," I said to one of the companions who had 
accompanied me to the park. "This is no sport!" she answered, seriously. 
She was a stau·nch party member. "This is no sport. This is preparation for 
the coming war. When we will be attacked, we will be prepared." 

At that time, parachutists, as a fighting unit, were, if not un
known, still a military curiosity. Russia, as a matter of fact, was the pioneer 
in this form of warfare. I discovered then that in Moscow alone there were 
more than a hundred thousand parachutists, and that all over Russia the 
same kind of activity was going on, the airplane factories running a:t full 
pace, and the training of men in the same tempo. Such was the policy of 
the Soviet government when it first adopted its five year plan; and such 
is its policy still. 

When I was in Moscow, some people requested me to make contact 
with the b:mdmaster of this park, or more specifically with his wife, from 
whom I was to obtain a signature required for winding up her family 
estate in Poland. I was told that I would find both the band-leader and his 
wife in the park. I completed my business with them, and from the general 
conversation I gathered that the band-master was not badly off at all. He 
earned 1000 roubles per month for his work in the park; another thousand 
as professor at the Conservatory of Music, and an additional five hundred 
for organizing a. band which was to tour the country. I gathered, too, that 
despite this income, they lacked certain articles which could be bought only 
with foreign exchange. They lived, however, in a comfortable apartment 
house, which was served by an elevator, and which even had a doorman who 
pr5>hibited entry to all save those who showed a special permit or a foreign 
passport bearing a Russian visa. 

1 was prompted to ask one of the persons who was with me during 
the conversation how it was that in a country where the principle of econ
omic equality had been so triumphantly announced, one man could earn 
2500 roubles a month while workers had to content themselves with much 
more modest incomes. 

"The bandmaster," he replied, "is an artist. We need him; and we have 
possible advantage to our artists. So they have automobiles and apartment 
advancement of our culture, and we intend to achieve it by granting every 
dounds ~o the advantage of all. In our country music is a pleasure of the 
masses, nO't a snobbism of the elite." 

On our way back from the park, I noticed how one of my guides 
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hurried to a certain cellar-window in our path, and stood before it, as if 
to conceal it. Naturally my curiosity was piqued, and I stole a glance into 
·the half-hidden interior. There I beheld a number of people, all obviously 
vety poor, sleeping on boards. I did not have to speak my thoughts. My 
escort knew that I was silently commenting on the Soviet paradise. He 
anticipated my query • 

.. The population of Moscow, .. he said, "is growing by leaps and bounds. 
It is impossible to cope with the housing problem, since so much of our 
manpower is occupied with war-work. We have to wait, therefore, until 
our s;dety is assured. Then we will look to our comforts and convenience." 

This conversation took place, it must not be forgotten, in the halcyon 
days of the phony peace. The Russians were not only a people with vision; 
they were also a people with foresight. 

One of the peculiarities of the Russian city scene that I observed was 
the great number of electric signs which adorned i·ts shops and businesses. 
I was surprised .to find, in the Soviet state, an advertising technique which 
I had associated only with capitalistic countries. I came to the conclusion 
that 1:his was intended mainly for the tourist, although it also had its uses 
both in brightening up the street and serving as direction signs for its own 
inhabitants. Thus, the tourist from capitalist countries found himself per
fectly at home on the illuminated Fifth A venues of Moscow. But the simi
larity, however, was destroyed as soon as he entered one of these establish
ments. Here he found no personal business, none of that "private enterprise" 
so dear to his heart. Everything was state-owned. That the taxi services 
and other methods of transportation were under the control of the State 
goes without saying; but the selling of soda-water and the shining of shoes 
were also-public utilities. The man in a tobacco-shop, even as the worker 
in a munition-factory-both were civil servants. 

My fixed impression was that Russia was a countty of great social ex
periment. With some of those experiments I was in sympathy; with others 
not. As a resu1t of some, much suffering hadi been brought upon these un
fortunates dubbed "declassee"; but if the experiment succeeded, it would 
redound, I felt sure, to the advantage of all. Certainly no one ought to in
terfere with the work going on in this great social laboratory; for from its 
successes, the world had much to learn. I am convinced even now that 
after the war there will he a great intellectual exchange between Russia 
and the democracies, a spiritual free trade in which the Soviets may adopt 
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some of the techniques of OU'r democracy, and we some of the technique 
of their economy. 

I was also interested, during my stay in Russia, to see the notorious 
Institute of the Godless, a place where one presumably taught the people 
not to believe in God. I wanted to meet the wiseacres who believed that 
religion was opium, and see what narcotic arguments they u'Sed to make their 
point. I discovered, first of all, that the Institute was not government
owned, but was the special precinct of fanatical atheists and members of 
the Y evseksia. The government itself of course, is not opposed to this 
"cultural institution." 

At the Institute I was greeted by a young man who was obviously a 
Jew. I came to this conclusion because first of all, he had a Jewish-sounding 
name, and secondly, because he knew nothing of Judaism. In addition he was 
a stutte'rer, like Moses. 

The place was full of caricatures of religion. Thus, one work of art 
showed a corpulent priest pushing a peasant woman into church, the while 
he deprived her of the few kopeks which she possessed. Another showed z· 
priest addressing his congregation; at the same time he held firmly by -the 
band .a young girl who was attempting to tear herself away from him. I 
wondered why this museum did not contain any caricatures of Jewish re
ligious life. I was soon disillusioned. I was shown a cartoon depicting on 
one side a group of Jews in prayer-shawls, and on the other some Jews 
herding swine. This was supposed to show the difference between the old 
Jewry and the new. 

I was not very impressed by this contrast. I expressed the opinion that 
it might have represented the modern Jew as one who was, unlike his an
cestors, engaged in tilling and agriculture. This porcine picture, I frankly 
said, was nothing more than a piece of inartistic swinishness. 
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I VISIT THE MINISTER OF TRADE 

One morning I received a summons to present myself at the office 
of the Minister of Trade. A car was put at my disposal, but .inasmuch as 
I was already provided with such transportation by my interpretess, I as

ed the Minister that I would come on my own locomotion. 
sur · · I d' ed For my interview, I required no interpreter. The Min1ster, 1scover 
was a Jew who spoke both Yiddish and English very fluently. He seemed 
to be familiar with my entire biography, and with eve~ one of n:Y. latest 
moves. He was, for example, completely au courant w1th ~y miSSIOn to 
Poland and he ventured to express the surmisal that if I did not have a. 
son in' Russia, I probably would not have made the Soviet trip .. When I 
showed him my memorandum to the Canadian Government touching trade 

'th Russia he was again not taken by surprise; he stated, however, that 
Wl ' ]' 'ed the whole project was unthinkable as long as no diplomatic re at1ons eXIst 
between Russia and Canada. The Minister furthermore took the. troubl: to 
tell me that he knew that I was no rabid supporter of the Russ1an regun_e, 
but at the same time he was assured that I was a man of tolerance. All m 

all, it was a most pleasant session. 
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BACK IN VVARSAW 

Time moved on. I had to be back in Warsaw. Accordingly, though 
there remained much that I still wanted to see in Russia, and for the seeing 
of which the government had afforded me every facility, I decided to 
be on my way. I left &>viet Russia with the distinct impression that here 
was a great social crucible, experimenting upon many things with which I 
definitely did not agree, but having in it also great potentialities for the 
futuTe. 

In Warsaw, I arranged with the Jewish division of the Chamber of 
Commerce that an export-import company should be founded for the pur
pose of advancing trade between Canada and Poland. In the Dominion, a 
similar organization was to be established and the two would work together 
for the advancement of the purposes we had in view. The company was 
to be called "Canpol," an amalgam of the abbreviations of Canada and 
Poland. 

As a matter of fact, the Canadian company was founded immediately 
upon my return to Canada in January of 193 5, when the trade-agreement 
between Canada and Poland was finally consummated. I did, as a matter 
of fact, return to Poland then with a representative of the Canpol for the 
purpose of making purchases. I was a vice-president of this Company, and 
so intimate with its workings that subsequently this venture cost me several 
thoqsand dollars. It was most difficult to deal with Polish merchants; and 
affairs were further complicated by the continual fluctuations in exchange. 
But my resignation did not take place until ten months later when the 
Canpol had already lost some thousands of dollars in purchases of salt which 
bought dry arrived wet. 
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THE PoLISH VERBAND 

It was in the year 1933 that the Polish Verband was resuscitated. 
News from Poland at that time was very melancholy, indeed; more
over, the Joint Distribution Committee, it appeared, was not in a position 
to cope with the situ>ation. There were also complaints that the dis
bursements of the J.D.C. were not made in accordance with the wishes of 
the Polish Jewish population. Accordingly there came together in Warsaw 
a group of prominent Jews who sought to obtain aid for Polish Jewry 
through channels other than the J.D.C. Already the American Federation of 

Polish Jews had extended it some help. 
At the same time Mr. Tigel, secretary of the Federation, came to 

Montreal for the purpose of reviving the Polish Verband in Montreal. 
Simultaneously, the Verband was established in Toronto. It was at the 
Montreal meeting that I reported upon the present plight of Jewry in 
Poland. Since that time the Federation has distinguished itself by the sub
stantial sums which it has collected in its annual Kol Nidrei campaigns. It 
has, moreover, consistently maintained contact with Polish officialdom, and 
has generally been instrumental in bringing considerable relief to Polish 
Jewry. The same organizations played an important role in obtaining refu
gee permits from the Polish Government, and in facilitating the entry into 
Canada of the seminary students who had been stranded in Japan. 

Last year, with the help of the Canadian Jewish Eagle, and of Mr. M. 
Ginzberg, there was also founded the Ukrainian, Lithuanian and Rumanian 
Verbands. Between all !1f them there is a fine esprit Je ccn-ps, and all co
operate with the all-embracing objectives of the United Jewish Refugee and 

War Relief Agencies. 
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::Vfy THIRD TRIP TO PALESTINE 

From Warsaw I decided to go to Palestine. I was looking for reasons 
for my plan, and they were not hard to find. In the first place, I felt that 
I might perhaps be able to transact some business and thus advance Canadian
Palestinian trade-relations. It occurred to one, indeed, that "Canpol" might 
be also the amalgam of the abbreviations of Canada and Palestine. In the 
second place, I wanted to advance further some arrangement which I had 
made earlier in Palestine with reference to my edition of the Talmud. I 
had hopes that perhaps Rabbi Kook might wish to sponsor a Palestinian 
edition of my Talmud. Moreover, there already lived in Palestine my brother, 
Israel David, and his family; I wanted very much to see them. 

I mentioned my desire to the director of the Gdynia Line. He was 
enthusiastic abou't the idea, and suggested that I might travel to Palestine 
on one of the ships of his line. Inasmuch as I enjoyed free travelling privil
eges in the Polish train, and now free passage was offered on the Gdynia 
Line, the last handicap in my resistance to the idea was overcome. 

The voyage on the ship was uneventful except for a single incident 
which was to result for me in a most satisfying conclusion. The captain, 
whom I knew from my previolllS trip, had reserved seats at his table for a 
nu~ber of guests including the Polish Consul in Palestine, Meyer Dizingoff's 
busmess partner and myself. A distinguished German-Jewish surgeon, a Dr. 
Marcus, who felt that he ought also to have enjoyed the captain's hospitality, 
-and intrinsically he was not wrong-was seated at another table. Dr. 
Marcus was convinced that this was an example of racial discrimination. 
I .was requested by the captain to disillusion him about this point, which I 
did. He could not deny that I looked more Semitic than he; yet the captain 
had invited me to his table; and this, not because of any discrirninaong 
standards of value, but solely because all of the captain's guests could speak 
Polish. The captain simply did not want to embarrass the doctor at the 
dinner table by having him listen to conversation of which he would not 
understand a word. Dr. Marcus, I must say, took the explanation with good 
grace. 

As a matter of fact we developed quite a friendship. He recounted to 
me his plans and his hopes; he was leaving Germany on account of the im-
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possible situation under Hitler; he was to assume a medical post in Cairo. 
Nonetheless he wanted to see Palestine first. As it turned out, he was to 

remain in Eretz Israel. We had intended to stay together in Palestine, but 

our hotel reservations conflicted. 
When I a.r.rived in Jerusalem, I met Chona-the notorious-who gave 

me the news that my brother was very seriously ill. I soon discovered that 
he had undergone one operation, was due for another, but that the local 
doctors feared to perform the other because of my brother's weakened and 
complicated condition. I thought of Dr. Marcus. He came to sa: my brother, 
and after consultation with the other physicians, decided that 1t was neces
sary to proceed with the operation. He performed it himself. It was his skill 
and surgical courage which saved my brother's life. I was most grateful; 
and could. not help but reflect upon the strange consequences of the seat 

at the captain's table. 
Of all the motives which persuaded me to make my trip to Palestine, 

none bore fruit in any concrete results, except, of course, the trip to Pales
tine itself. My trade prospects came to nought as soon as I realized that 
the orange-growers would not sell for the market-price but wa~ted from 
me --and not from the purchasers,-a definite price which m1ght later 
su/fer most disadvantageous fluctuations. The plates of the Talmud which 
1 had intended to sell remained unsold, as a result of a lawsuit which put 
them under the hand of justice. Although I won my case against the Romm 
groups in Vilna, still I had to leave Palestine with~ut having transacted 
this piece of business. Despite all of the mundane failures, I am neverthe
less grateful that it was given to me by a kindly Providence to make all 
of these pilgrimages to the Holy Land. They were a blessin~ when they 
took place; and they are a delight forever. I pray only that 1t be vouch
safed to me to make that journey again so that I may be able to spend 

the rest of my earthly life upon Holy Land. 
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SoME CoMMUNAL LEADERS 

Upon my return to Montreal, I was drawn in again by the hectic 
daily life of a newspaper, by the thousand and one interests of communal 
endeavour. I soon realized, however, that in the latter activity, there had 
already appeared a distinguished group of communal leaders who were 
assuming more and more of the social responsibility. 

Most illustrious among the men of goodwill who now shouldered the 
communal and philanthropic task were the Bron£man brothers. I remember 
vividly the devoted help which they gave, as early as 1929, to the Talmud 
Torah, then a-building. Even a more important role they played in making 
the Jewish General Hospital a living reality, a tribute everlasting. I first 
heard of their initiative in this respect while I was away in Europe in 1927, 
when I was informed that the leadership of Sam and Allan Bron£man was 
assuring the su'Ccess of the campaign. It was a unique leadership in that it 
did not content itself merely with making the munificent donation, but 
dedicated itself also to the arduous daily tasks of plan and policy. 

It is this spirit particularly which has characterized the leadership 
which Mr. Samuel Bronfman ha& gtven to the Federation of Jewish Phil
anthropies, the Canadian Jewish Congress, and to the United Jewish 
Refugee and War Relief Agencies. Under these headings much good has 
been done both for the poor in our own midst, and for the refugee abroad. 
Several hundred refugee families, moreover, were brought to Canada under 
the Congress auspices. The War Efforts Committee of the Canadian Jewish 
Congress, concerned as it is with alleviating the lot of our fighting men, 
has been a particular object af Mr. Bronfman's interest. The national move
ment too, has invariably received his support. He is an honourary president 
of the Zionist Organization of Canada and the most generous contributor 
to its United Palestine Appeal. There is hardly a worthwhile communal 
and national activity which does not receive the impress of his personality 
and leadership. 

Equally active for the public good is Mrs. Samuel Bronfman, an activ· 
icy which embraces su'Ch varied interests as the Canadian Red Cross, Youth 
Aliyah and the Y.W.H.A. As a recognition for her signal service in corn· 
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munal endeavor, Mrs. Bronfman was honoured by His Majesty the King 
who admitted her into the Order of the British Empire. 

Since the days when he led the vigorous and successful campaign for 
the Jewish General Hospital, Mr. Allan Bronfman has with distinction 
pres:ded over its destiny. Today tihat hospital ranks among the foremost 
on this continent. Like his brother Sam, Allan Bronfman has also been 
active in a great number of non-sectarian and patriotic activities. Another 
of the .Bronfman brothers, Abe, concentrates his activity upon the Talmud 
Torah, of which he is honorary president, and on his leadership in the local 
Joint Distribution Committee. Harry Bronfman is active in Talmud Torah 
work, in the Jewish Hospital, and in the Y.M.H.A., while a brother-in-law 
of the Bronfmans, the scholarly Bamey Aaron is prominent in connection 
witih all our cultural institutions. The Bronfman family, consanguine and 
allied, it can be seen, has established a record in Jewish communal activ
ity. Not only have they themselves devoted of their energy and time to 
public welfare, but. they have also been instrumental in enlisting to thla 
work a number of individuals who heretofore had been conspicuous by their 
absence from co111munal endeavour. 

RABBI HIRSH CoHEN 

When I first came to Montreal in 1903 it was Rabbi Ashinsky, present 
chief rabbi of Pittsburgh, whom I found presiding over the spiritual welfare 
of the Jewish community. Rabbi Cohen was still a young man. He struck me 
then as a person of great wisdom; touching his scholarship, I am not the 
one to be able to express an authoritative opinion, but touching the former 
quality, even I could be appreciative. I particularly admired him as one who 
was not given to flatteries. I recall how at a meeting held during the last 
":'ar, convoked for the purpose of obtaining relief for European Jews, a 
nch burgher rose to address the audience. His remarks were full of mala
propisms and stupidities and were tolerable, it seemed, only in that they 
came from a man of wealth. But Rabbi Cohen, who was sitting hard by 
could stand it no longer. Suddenly he put his hand in his pocket and with
drew therefrom a number of coins. When asked for the meaning of his 
gesture, he replied: "If wealth can so stupefy as it stupefies the present 
speaker, I don't want to be in possession even of small change." 

On behalf of war-sufferers, Rabbi Cohen was indefatigable. I 
have not been able to fathom to this day where he got the strength to go 
from one synagogue to another, addressing crowded congregations, some 
times as many as five during the day. The effect of his speaking, moreover, 
was shattering. Everywhere as he described the woes of Israel, and this be~ 
fore the open Ark of Covenant, he brought his audience to tears. These 
were the days when philanthropic campaigns were launched with fasting 
and with tears. Today another procedure prevails, banquets and witty 
speakers, and restraint; but then the campaign appeal made its way direct 
to the human heart, and like the tragedy of Aristotle, was content only 
when it purged with pity and with terror. 

Typical of Rabbi Cohen is the following incident. In the old days 
there served in Montreal a Galician rabbi, Rabbi Blitz, a great scholar but 
not a very worldly man. Once he expressed to Rabbi Cohen resentment that 
he was not receiving as high a salary as he. "After all," he said, "I am ju~~ 
as good a rabbi as you are!' 

To which Rabbi Cohen replied: .. I am afraid that you are not quite 
in my category. Suppose now that I would express a desire today to leave 
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Montreal, why, the local community would immediately raise a price of 
ten thousand dollars to get rid of its sincerest friend and severest critic; 
but you-why, nobody would pay you even a hundred dollars to leave 

Montreal!'• 
Space does not permit me here to recount the untold examples ~f his 

wit. There is no situation for which he does not have an apt quotat1on, a 
revealing anecdote, a perfect citation of scripture. As for his sermons, they 
are invariably classics, pointed and scholarly. His principle interests alwa~s 
were matters of Jewish education. Even now it is his abiding passion. This 
"even" may perhaps displease inasmuch as Rabbi Cohen does not like to 
regard himself as especially aged and venerable. When asked about his health, 
he invariably replies: "Not bad, thank you; I hope it will be no worse in 

my old age.'• . 
Of a piece with his natural wisdom is Rabbi Cohen's ready forg1veness. 

Sin, he maintains, is as much an intellectual as a moral deviation. If a man 
were not a fool, he wouldn't transgress the law. So, indeed, is it written 
in the Talmud: "Man sins only when the spirit of stupidity takes hold of 

him." 
I remember how on the occasion of my sixtieth birthday, Rabbi Cohen 

in addressing a banquet given in my honor, sought to pay tribute to w~at 
he considered my intelligence. He declared that the Lord had two gifts 
which he could bestow upon man: money or wisdom; and he went on to 
say that when the Lord granted the one, He u'Sually witheld the other .. At 
the gathering there were a number of people who, if they were nothmg 
else were certainly moneyed folk. One could almost hear their interjection, 
And so we are fools? As if to reply to them, Rabbi Cohen went on to 
say that with regard to these who had money, they apparently did not 

'lack wisdom. Their money talked; and answered all their difficult prob-

lems. 
What with his wit and wisdom and fine sense of justice, Rabbi Cohen 

is altogether a lovable person. Throughout the years, I am happy to note, 
our friendship has never been marred by any of the differences of opinion 
we may have had. We could disagree upon various matters of policy; but 
always, after the debate was over, our personal relationship remained strong 

and unbroken. 
I wish to recall here other rabbis whom I have known during my 

M 1 
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resting place be in Eden! Then there was the late Rabbi Rosenberg, a 
great scholar who translated the Zohar into Hebrew; rhe late Rabbi Simcha 
Garber, erudite and profound, an intellectual giant; the late Rabbis Shpritz 
and Zalmanovitch and Blitz. 

Amongst contemporary rabbis, I want to mention Rabbi Abramowitz 
who has been the guide of the Shaar Hashomayim Synagogue for more 
than a quarter of a century, and who is universally esteemed as a man of 
both secular and religious learning, an interesting preacher, and an admir
able spiritual leader. 

Dr. H. J. Stern, of the Reform Temple, is to my mind the best 
reform rabbi w~ ~ave had. in ~ontreal. Unlike his predecessors, he speaks 
an excellent Y1dd1sh; unhke h1s predecessors he is not subject to th 
peculiar snobbism which held them aloo{ from "downtown" Jewry. Inde~: 
Dr. Stern can wax as rhetorical and enthusiastic about Talmud Torah · 
addressing t~e East En.d Jews as he can in addressing his own congregati~: 
about the Vlstas of "hberal Judaism." 

There have been in Montreal also rabbis who occupied no pulpit, and 
of these undoubtedly the most distinguished was Rabbi Zlotnik, now of 
South Africa. His departure from our city is deeply regretted; he is par
ticularly missed now since Montreal has become a sanctuary for other 
scholars whom Rabbi Zlotnik might have led and encou'raged to new in
tellectual undertakings. It is to be hoped that Montreal's good fortune 
may bring Rabbi Zlotnik back to the scene of so many of his achievements. 
. Fo~ it was in ~o~treal that Rabbi Zlotnik spent many of the most 
mfluent1al years of h1s life. Here he acted as the first director of the Cana
dian Mizrachi; here he served also as the head of the local Yeshiva. Subse
quently, and for over a decade he was Executive Director of the Zionist 
Organiza:ion ~f Canada. A brilliant speaker, a profound scholar, a witty 
co~versat1onalist, he made a deep impression both upon contemporary Ieader
~hlp and ~n ~e general masses of Jewry. After he resigned from the Zion
lst Orgamzat1on, he served as director of the United Talmud Torahs. Later, 
he spent several years in Vancouver as its rabbi and spiritual leader; thence 
he left for South Africa to assume important educational duties there. If it 
;re~e no~ for the war, Montreal Jewry might h..ve been in a position to 
mv1te h1m back to our midst. . 

Mr. Simcha Pietrushka is yet another. of these scholars who has re
cently enriched the intellectual life of Montreal. During the last four years 
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since his arrival in our city, he has served as director of .Mizrachl, and he 
also found time to complete his two-volume Jewish Encyclopedia. Learned 
in Torah and in Jewish science, Mr. Pietrushka's participation in Montreal's 
communal life constitutes a definite intellectual contribution. 

Among the refU'gees who came to our shores after the World \Var, and 
who have enriched our intellectual life must be mentioned the names of 
Melech Ravitch, poet a.nd publicist; the distinguished writer, Jerachmiel 
Weingarten, Mr. Braverman and Mr. Grossman, pedagogues, and the jour
nalist Naimark. Of a more religious cast were those refugees who came 
here from the various yeshivas of Europe, and who have succeeded in estab
lishing in Montreal some of the spirit and atmosphere of old-world learning. 
Among these Rabbi Hirshprung, who is endowed with a marvellous mem
ory which can recall practically all of the Talmud by heart, is erudition 
itself. His scholarship and his modescy have clearly endeared him to all 
with woom he has come into contact. There are also Rabbi Peret:z. Yogel 
of Slonim; Rabbi Eliyah Chazon, Rabbi of Grudek; Rabbi Chaim Ber 
Ginsberg, presently rabbi in Vancouver; Rabbi Aaron Kagan, the son ~f 
the hmous Chofet:z. Chaim, who is here together with his mother, the 
widow of the illustrious rabbi; and Rabbi Hershberg, the young scholar, 
author of "Machsheves Ha-Kodesh". A part from these there are also in our 
midst many other scholars out of the yeshivos of Lubavitch, Kletzk, Lublin, 
Mir, and Bialystok. 

It is to be mentioned here that after Rabbi Zlotnik left the Zionist 
Organization, his position was taken by Rabbi Schwartz, who during the 
eleven years of his tenure of office has made himself universally esteemed 
both by his U'lldeviating loyalty to the cause of Zion, and by his amiable 
personality. The Zionist Organization too, has seen its leadership further 
strengthened by the addition to its personnel of the Rev. J. K. Goldbloom. 
A veteran Zionist, a collaborator of Her:z.l, Zionism knows no sincerer or 
more zealous worker. Nor is his .influence confined solely to Zionism; 
Jewish education, of which in England he was one of the strongest pillars, 
benefits also from his advice and experience. 

similarly does Jewish education in Montreal derive decided advantage 
1rom the presence here of Mr. Weingarten. The author of a primer of Torah 
tor beginners, and of an engrossing account of thl: impact ·of the Nazi 
attack upon Polish Jewry, Mr. Weingarten has alrc:ady m:1dc his influence 
felt. Although Montreal boasts pedagogical leaders of a very high calibre--

Mr. Magid of the Talmud Torah, Mr. Shloime Wiseman of the Jewish 
People's Schools, and :Mr. Jacob Ziper of the Peretz Schools, Mr. Wein
g~rten's presence constitutes a definite asset to educational progress m our 
City. 

I do not think, moreover, that the influence which the collaborators 
of The Canadian Jewish Eagle and The Chronicle have had upon the cul
tural life of ou'r community can be overestimated. Among these worthies, 
I wish to mention first of all the late Chaim Kruger, a man of great talent 
and integrity. By profession a shochet, the Reverend Kruger was a pro
found scholar, learned in both religious and secular lore. Working with 
The Eagle until the very day of his passing, his writing showed an ext~
ordinary versatility; in the same issue in which there appeared a signed 
article of his discussing some deep philosophic problem, there would appear 
also his anonymous reply to some reader asking for a solution to a personal 
problem. The replies, moreover, were distinguished by a fine common sense 
a kindly tolerance, and a .natural ingenuity akin to inspiration. He was a!~ 
the author of a book on Maimonides, a work which he completed but two 
days before his death. I, and all who knew him, remember him wit~ af
fection and esteem. 
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OuR CoLLABORATORS 

It was also the Canadian Jewish Eagle which attracted to our city 
the late Reuben Brainin who spent in Montreal a decade of his life and 
who exercised over the intellectual life of our community a most beneficent 
influence. Our readers will doubtless remember also Mr. H. Hirsh whose · 
present whereabouts seem to be unknown. To Montrealers he was a most 
fascinating character. In fact, his personality presented an interesting 
paradox. There were times, for example, when he proclaimed himself defin
itely a freethinker, and at other times, he wou'ld forsake his atheism to 
espouse a religiosity which verged on fanaticism. When I first met him; 
he was in one of his sceptical interludes; nonetheless, I felt that he would 
be an asset to my paper. His journalistic talents were considerable; he could 
write with equal skill about art or politics. Then suddenly repentance 
struck him once again; he left Montreal to take on a position as editor of 
a religious publication owned by the late Cantor Rosenblatt. It was called 
"The Jewish Light" and with it, there went out also Rosenblatt's fortune. 
In New York, Hirsh became so much of a pietist that his editorials read 

like the litanies of an old woman. 

Our oldest collaborator is Mr. B. G. Sacks, who is still with us today. 
Of an international reputation, Mr. Sacks acts as contributor to almost all 
of the important Judaic encyclopedias which invariably turn to him for 
information touching Canadian-Jewish life. His "History of the Jews of 
Canada" which is to be published shortly is being eagerly awaited. 

Our present editor is Mr. I. Rabinovitch who has been with The Can
adian Jewish Eagle for. more than a quarter of a century. It surely will not 
be an exaggeration to state that he has been one of the most constructive 
builders of Canadian Jewish life. His comments, written with precise logic 
and a charming literary· touch, are read with a great deal of interest, not 
only in Canada, but also abroad. Invariably on my travels through Europe 
and America I had occasion to receive compliments for the editor of The 

Eagle. 

Mr. Rabinovitch is also a distinguished musicologist and the author of 
a book on Jewish music which met with the acclaim of critics. I. R. as 
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far as I know belongs to no political party; his approach to the problems 
of the day is an eclectic one; his tolerance is proverbial. 

Another collaborator is the young poet and scholar, A. M. Klein, 
editor of the Canadian Jewish Chronicle. I regard h1m as a future leader 
m our community; apart from his learning, he is endowed with great 
literary and jou<rnalistic abilities. Recognized as one of the leading poets 
m the English language, he is highly regarded both in English and French 
literary circles. In addition, he possesses a fine Jewish background, and 
splendid oratorical gifts. His abilities assure him a great future. 

The Eagle, like Napoleon's ·civil service, it appears, was always open 
"to all the talents". Thus Dr. A. A. Roback, the distinguished scholar and 
psychologist, began his literary career with The Eagle, serving once as 
editor of The Chronicle, and retaining with our journals a continuously 
warm contact. Here, too, in the columns of The Eagle, have appeared the 
works of I. I. Segal, recognized as one of the most distinguished poets 
of contemporary Yiddish letters. 

I must mention in this connection both Mr. A. B. Bennett and Mr. 
Michael Garber, both prominent in communal endeavour and both intim
ately associated with "the written word." Years ago Mike Garber wrote 
articles for The Eagle, and acted as "calumnist"-as he preferred to spell 
it,-for The Chronicle. As for Bennett, he was in his student days, almost 
a daily contributor of The Eagle. He then began to write in English, and 
j,. today probably the most outsf.o1nding Anglo-Jewish publicist in the 
Llominion. Both today play important roles in The Canadian Jewish Con
gress, Bennett as president of its central division, and Garber as president 
of its eastern division. 

When I consider all of these personalities, I can not help but arogat:! 
to myself some of the credit for their achievements. The Eagle, I feel, 
served for them, if for nothing else, as a sort of springboard into literary 
and communal life. 

Outside the narrow confines of the editorial office, there were a num
ber of other personalities with whom I came into contact for the sake of 
the communal interest, and whom I wish to mention here. Among those 
who have passed on, I would remember Mr. Abraham Raginsky, a zealoUIS 
communal worker who devoted much of his time and interest to local 
orphanages, Talmud Torah, Old People's Home, and other institutions. Hf 
was for many years and until the day of his passing, the president of the 
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B'nai Jacob Synagogue. The late Louis Solomon too, was one who did 
service for his fellowmen. Vice-President of "Federation" Ho'Ir, a president 
of Talmud Torah, vice-president of The Jewish Hospital, president of 
the 'Sanatorium, there was hardly a worthwhile institution in which he was 
not active and to which he was not generous. 

Today, I note as active in our commU'Ility the Albert brothers, Abraham 
Albert, president of the B'nai Jacob Synagogue, and ]. Albert, president 
of the local Mizrachi, to cite for each but one of his activities. 

Mr. Lazarus Phillips, to whom the local Talmud Torahs owe much, 
has, as its president, done wonders on behalf of Talmud Torah's economic 
and spiritual welfare. Mr. Phillips is also president of the Polish Verband, 
and treasurer of the United Jewish Refugee and War Relief Agencies. His 
wife is a•:tive in war work. 

Mr. Sternthal, president of the New Outremont Synagogue which 
owes its existence in no small measure to his efforts, is one of our leading 
philanthropists and u:tive in a multitude of communal organizations. Mr. 
Isaac Gold, a former president of Talmud Torah, chairman of its edu
cational committee, is primarily interested in the cultural progress of our 
community. He is also a member of the executive of the Jewish Hospital 
and of the Hebrew Free Loan, and a generous giver to all worthwhile 
causes. 

B. M. Weiner, one of the most devoted supporters of Talmud Torah 
was formerly also one of the most active members of the Zionist Organiza
tion, and an indefatigable disseminator of Hebrew culture. Today he is 
chairman of the Education Board of the Talmud Torah, and devotes most 
of his time to Hebrew education. 

Mr. M. Cooperberg is another of those communal leaders who are active 
in many philanthropic fields. His wife is a very active member of Hadassah, 
and devotes also much of her time to Red Cross and war relief work. Another 
man in the public eye is Mr. L. D. Crestohl, member of the Va'ad Ho'Ir, 
praesidium, and staunch supporter of Zionism and Talmud Torah. I wish also 
to mention Mrs. A. Raginsky, the present president of Hadassah, who is 
also active in many communal enterprises, and who is an "honorary" vice
president of Talmud Torah. 

I coU!ld mention many more of these who have contributed to Montreal 
Jewry's communal progress. My reminiscences, however, are not intended 
as an encyclopedia or a directory. I cannot omit, however, certain individ-
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uals who have fo: decades been associated with public and philanthropic 
work, and who st1Il today make their contribution to the general welfare. 
Among. these are the Kellert family, the Friedman family, the Cohens, and 
the Levmsons. 
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SECRETS OF THE EDITORIAL SANCTUM 

J . h readers of the Eagle who believe that the local 
There are many ewt9 hin 

. th highest court of appeal in all matters touc g 
Yiddish newspaper lS e . · 1 

L a££ . To editorial opinion they attach a certam sanctity, a-
communa atrs. . deed . this belief in the wisdom of journal-
most infallibility. So strong, m ' lS • d l 
. that those folk often turn to the editorial office for advice an counse 
lSts, l rsonal w;hen, as is often the case, the query put 
even in matters pure y pe • f l . l t by 

th d ... h editorial oracle is impossible o so ut1on, at eas 
by e rea er to ~ e d be 'lder • £ • lis they leave in amazement an Wl -
a mere myrmidon o 1ouma m, . , d . · 

So 
. f un· ao-ine that most of the editor s ay lS spent m ment. me, m act, o- • 

rendering Solomonic judgments. 

. l . h us however, that since the individual has placed that 
It lS a. ru e w~t ' sense we ought at least to make an at-

much conftdence m our common . M f 
l hi bl m I recall a number of such occastons. ost o 

tempt to so ;e s c:k :n;ny decades. It is a peculiarity of human mem-
these memones go ily recol-

. h hin hich happened many years ago are more eas . 
ones t at t gs w od 1 u\:h is the case With 
lected than the events of yesterday and t ;: at east 1 s. this phenomenon, 

men in advanced years. A do~tor. onc~:~u~a:o =d~I:e said, is like a lino

using the a:got of my ?wn :oiness~::· its impressions get weaker and weaker. 
type machine, and as tt ag . clear and le ible; today's however 
The type collected from of yore remams inl . g I know that 

. and ille 'bility. Certa y lJl my case 
shows Slgns c;£ usage gt ell I ould like incidents of several years 
while I may not remember as W: as tha: took place in decades past almost 
ago, I can remember conversations 
verbatim, and to the detail of gesture. . 

1 f th First; World War when there entered my 
It was short y a ter e il h 

l would have sworn he was a gypsy-unt e 
office a short s~arth! ~·and even then I could not quite overcome the 
began to speak m y td ' eared that he wanted to know 
outlandish impression he made on me. It app f M 1 I referred him 

hi . ing at: the Port o ontrea . 
when a certain s p was arnv . . . As she was so 

h was to make the necessary enqmnes. 
to my secretary w o tha he ted his motherless daughter whom he 
engaged, he told me t expec to arrive on that boat. His impatience 
had left in Poland twenty years ago 
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was indescribable. At this juncture my secretary informed me that the ship 
was late and was due to arrive only two days later. 

During these two days the swarthy man was a most frequent visitor 
at my office. Then, on the following day, he arrived again, this time in 
the company of a most beautiful girl. Her beauty illuminated all things 
in her presence. I could not help but reflect how peculiar were the laws 
of heredity that so comely a creature should be fathered by so ugly a sire. 
He introduced me to her, and I noticed that the yoU'llg girl did not appear 
very happy, certainly not as happy as she should have been at seeing a 
father from whom she had been separated for twenty years. "My daughter," 
said the dark man, "does not believe that I am her father, and is, in fact, 
afraid of me." The daughter then asked me if I understood Polish. I expressed 
surprise that she could not speak Yiddish. At this she burst into tears, 
and said, in Yiddish, that she wished to speak to me alone. 

Alone, she reiterated her belief that the man was not her father. She 
was in mortal terror, ·fearing lest her benefactor turn out to be a white
slaver. From further conversation it appeared that she had relatives in 
Chicago, an aunt, and an uncle, her mother's brother, and that it was but 
a year ago that she had first heard of the existence of a father, who had 
sent her a ticket to come to Canada. 

I sou•ght to calm her, and assured her that a proper investigation would 
be carried out. In the meantime, it was arranged that she stay away from 
her father, and a room was rented for her in a respectahle household. I sent 
a letter to her aunt in Chicago, and another to the editorial office of the 
Chicago Jewish Courier, requesting them to get us information about the 
aunt. In due course, I received a reply from the Chicago newspaper in
forming me that the girl's people seemed to be honest and respectable folk. 
At the same time there arrived a letter from the aunt confirming the fact 
that the man was indeed her father. 

The girl, however, was not reassured. Accordingly, it was decided that 
she stay in Montreal a few weeks longer so that she might get better accus
tomed to her new-found father. In this period of time, he treated her with 
every kindness and consideration. Every day the girl woU'ld come to my 
office, declaring that despite the kind treatment she was still full of mis
givings. Finally, tickets were bought, and in separate trains they both left 
for Chicago. She promised to wri1:e me from that city. 

But I never heard from her again, and the whole incident escaped my 
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attention until 18 years later. It was in August of 1938, as I was leaving 
my office one evening that a rather distinguished looking lady approached 
me: "Are you Mr. Wolofsky," she asked me, in English. "Don't you re
member me? Don't you remember a dark-looking man who bothered you 
some twen'ty years ago about a daughter who would not recognize him 
as her father?" 

"And you are the daughter?" I queried. She was. She apologized for 
111ot having written to me, and gave me the resume of her adventure. It 
appeared that on the train to Chicago the man admitted to her that he was 
not in fact her father. He was her uncle, a widower, of some fortune, wbo 
had arranged with his sister that he was to marry the immigrant girl. This 
intention had been communicated to the other relatives, who all agreed 
that she was to travel as the daughter of her prospective bridegroom. She 
was not to come direct to the United States because then it would be im
possible <for him to marry one who was declared to be his daughter. Hence 
the arrival at MontreaL 

"And when I heard that these were the facts," said the lady, "I felt 
much better. No one, I felt, could make me marry that creature. In Chi
cago, the whole family met us, and we went to my aunt's hoU'Se. I was very 
tired, and lay down for a rest. It was then that I heard my aunt tell her 
husband that it was a shame to give such a flower to my "father." I thought: 
Don't worry, the flower will look after herself. On the following day my 
cousin took me for a walk, and we went into a store for some refreshments. 
The storekeeper's son, who was a dentist, happened to he there. We fell. in 
love with each other. To make a long story short, we have been marned 
these many years. As for my "father", when he passed away, he left every
thing to us. In fact, my husband's office is located in his property. Re
cently, I wasn't feeling well, and my doctor advised me to go for a few 
weeks to Battle Creek, Michigan. I decided then that I would also make a 
trip to Montreal. So here I am, and the riddle of the ambiguous lather is 
solved." 

OF MY LIFE 

TALE oF A PERSONAL Ao 

I remember yet another incident which was not without its revela
tions touching human relationship. Once, as I was standing at the front 
of the office, an elderly gentleman entered who wished to speak to the 
girl in charge of personal announcements. As she was engaged at the moment, 
I took his written notice, and his fifty cents, left it on the table for the 
girl, and gave the incident no further thought. 

Upon the following day, as I entered the office, I heard a noise as of 
a vociferous argument. A · young woman was standing in front of the 
counter, expostulating to all and sundry. "Why did you slander me? Why 
did you ruin my reputation? You know that what you wrote was a lie!" 
For some reason or other, these words conjured up before me the picture 
of the elderly gentleman with his personal notice of the previous day. I 
sU'spected at once that he had made us the instrument of his personal scheme. 

Turning to me, the woman flaunted a piece of paper, apparently an 
excerpt from The Eagle. There I read that certain parents were announcing 
that their daughter had run away with a troupe of visiting actors, and 
prayed that anyone who knew of their daughter's whereabouts should com
municate with them. The name and address of the unhappy parents con
cluded the ad. 

"Look, Madame," I said, "We don't know you. We have absolutely 
no interest or desire to insult either you or your daughter. This trick: must 
have been played upon you by some personal enemy. If you calm yourself, 
and tell us whom you suspect, we will help you' discover the identity of 
this practical joker." 

"I have no enemies," she replied. 
"Well," I replied, "certainly he or she who did this was no friend 

of yours." 
"Well," she weakened, "I quarrelled with my lfather-in-law, but I 

hardly think that he would perpetrate something like this to his child 
and grandchild." 

I suggested that the young woman bring me a photograph of her 
father-in-law. I felt sure I would recognize my customer of yesterday. On 
the following day her husband arrived. 
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thi d~" "Did you tell my wife," he asked, "that my father gave you s a · 
• N 1 " I replied "I merely asked her whether she had any • ot exact y, • . h 
· hi h she replied that she had quarrelled only With her fat er-enenues to w c 

· 1 I asked to see her father-in-law's picture." 
m- aw, so h · I 

He drew it forth from his pocket. Sure enoug , l't was our man.' 
vinced that the tale about the grand-daughter runnmg 

was, moreover con m customer to 
of.£ with the actors was a fact; nonetheless, I went. to see Y . 
make sure. When I returned to my office, h1s daughter-m-law was 

waiting. , k d .. h r is true " 
"Why did you create such a to-do, I as e , t e sto Y • 
~·Yes," she replied, meekly, "my daughter did in fact run away, but 

she's coming back shortly '. '' 
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MY Do:MESTic RELATioNs CouRT 

A middle-aged woman enters my office, pauses, settles herself in a chair, 
and bursts into tears. 

"I want to ask your advice," she sobs. "I am married to my second 
husband, and I do not know whether to bring my complaint before a rabbi 
or the court of the land. Neither is open to me." And she weeps again. 

I seek to draw out her story between sobs. 
"Your husband beat you?" 
"He has to beat me yet!" 
"He does not contribute sufficiently to your support? He's stingy?" 
"Not at all. He gives me his unopened pay-envelope." 
"So what are you crying about?" 
"When we first came lfrom the States, he was very good to me. Once 

when he came home late from work, and I had left his supper on the table, 
and myself lay down to rest, he absolutely refused to eat alone, and I had to 
keep him company. But now," she continued, "we have a child, and yester
day when he came home and I was sleeping, he ate by himself, and in the 
morning left for work without even saying good-bye." 

I regard the woman. She must be in her :forties, and her complaint 
seems ridiculous to me. At best it could be the complaint of a honeymoon 
couple. I reflect on her statement that she can't go to a rabbi or to the 
court. Certainly not, not with such a triviality. But, it£ a triviality, why 
such tears. I came to the conclusion that more is meant than meets the ears. 

"Tell me," I say to her, "how long did you know your present hus-
band while you were still living with your :first?" 

Without hesitation, she answers: "About eighteen months." 
"Did you divorce your first husband?" 
"Yes, after I had lived with my second." 
I had guessed right. It was remorse of conscience, more than the soli

tary supper which had troubled her. The solitary supper, in fact, had be
come to her a symbol of her precarious position. The solution for her 
problem, which I suggested, is not important. I cite this incident only to 
illustrate what manner of problems and difficulties is brought into the 
editorial sanctum for solution. 
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EPILOGUE 

The incidents and events which I have recited here and in previous 
chapters, have been necessarily sketchy and !fragmentary. Often, I admit, 
I have failed to observe both the Aristotelian unities of time and of place. 
I doubt whether it was necessary. I was not writing a drama. I was merely 
recounting, out of a life of varied experience, the reminiscences of half 
a dozen decades and of several continents. Through this narrative there 
can be seen, here and there, the shadow of great movements which gave 
form and meaning to our age, but it was not those movements per se with 
which I have been concerned, but only on how they impinged upon myself 
and some of my contemporaries. I have written this account, therefore, 
in the hope that its pages might give to the reader in times to come some 
glimmer df the age in which I lived, some picture of its struggle and its 
aspiration. If in addition there will be some who will glean from these 
chapters not only scattered information, but also o1:casional edification, I 
shall be doubly content. In the meantime, I put a halt to recollection, 
and return again from this interlude of reminiscence to the current of 
daily routine, from memoirs to action, from the past to the historic present 

of our times. 
THE END 
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PosTSCRIPT 

Since I began the writing of these memoirs -'-- and indeed since 
the date of their completion - many world-shattering events have 
transpired. As the sound of battle vanishes and as the dust and smoke 
rises from the European scene, I look in vain for my old home town. 
It, like the rest of the European scene, lies in ruins. 

The war has ended in victory for our cause. It is with happiness 
that I record that my children have returned home safe from the field 
of battle. But as yet the days of peace seem far awav, and further 
still, sanctuary and consolation for the surviving rem~ant of Israel. 
Still do the refugees languish in their Concentration Camps in a plight 
not much better than that in which they found themselves under the 
Hitler Regime. The only difference is that now they die "naturally" 
and not under the fatal persuasion of the firing squads and gas 
chambers. Nor is the condition of those Jews who have managed to 
return to their countries of origin much better. And the great hope 
which was entertained for so many years that these unhappy brothers 
of ours would at long last find rest and refuge in their own homeland 
in Palestine, still glimmers in the distance. ' 

It is in such a time that this book of memoirs appears: to the 
extent that these writing serve to immortalize the sacred memory of a 
way of life which has been shattered, to that extent are they the clearer 
to me.' Let us hope that the full vindication of our cause together with 
the d1scomfiture of our enemies will come soon, in God's own time, 
and that soon our persecuted people will be redeemed and reestablished 
in their own homeland. Amen.- H.W. 
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